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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Focus

For the last decade, there has been a great iriterest in how JEtpanese learriers' English communicative

proficiericy can be fostered and how Japanese learriers of EngliSh come to be able to produce English

eMciently. [[here has also been growing cxiticism of the curTent EngliSh lariguage education tfom the

business world. ln response to mis situation, the Ministry of Mucatio4 Culme, Spons, Science and

Teclmology issued an Action Plan to Cultivac Japanese with Engksh Abilities in 2003, in which two

goals are set. The first goal concerns EngliSh language abilities recluired for all Japanese matiomals and says

"On graduating fromjunior high schoo1 and senior high schooL graduates can commmicate in English."

'IIhe second goal spechies English language slci11s required for speciali2ed fields or for those active in

internadonal society and says "On graduating from university, graduates can use English in their wotk." In

both cases, the ahdity to exlrress what one wants to convey clearly is highly emphasized. The reality is,

however, that many Japanese leamers of English ' have difiiiculty in acquiring that abMty and cannot

express their intended meaning freely.

  To improve English language education, the Ministry proposes severi actions. They are: (1)

lmprovement ofEnglish classes, (2) Improving the teaching ability ofEngliSh teachers and upgrading the

teaching system, (3) improving motivation for leaming Englislt (4) lmprovement in the evaluation

system for selecting school and university applicants, (5) Support for English conversation activities in

elernentary schools, (6) improvement of Japanese language abmaties and (D Promotion of practical

research. It is now necessary for English language education researchers to make a serious effort in

tackiing with how practical English proficiency ofJapanese peqple can be developed.

  It seems that the main problem which many Japanese learners ofEngliSh have in common is how to
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move from an initial stam, where target forms are not knovvn at all, to an erid-state, where they have some

command over the system ofthe target language ('IL) and some capacity to use that system for production.

EngliSh language education researchers who teach at universities or co11eges are required to provide

graduates with the ability to use English in their work Empirical studies which deal with the question how

learners' production abMty can be fostered are strongly required.

  'Ihe primary conceni of the present study is to elucidate how output arid noticing uiggered by

output encourage Jqpanese learners of Engksh to incorporate lmguistic forrns into their interlanguage (IL)

system. To put it another way, the preserit study will try to clarify influences of output and noticing

triggered by output on their IL development.

  Despite its importarice, the study of output was not central withn second language acquisition

(SLA) research. To quote Skehan (2002), "..,output has been viewed either as the inmiediate and

pervasive consequence ofunderlyirlg structural change, or the result ofa process ofantomatization" (p.85).

rlhat is, output was considered to be the consequence of learning rather than the process of learning and

was synonymous with what learners had leamod. in the last decade or so, however, new analyses of

output have given it a more central role in second language (L2) leaming. Swain (1985) was the first

researcher that emphasized the importance of outpv[t in L2 learTiing. When learners cannot ericode their

intended meaning successfully, they have to maximize the use of their current linguistic knowledge to

make their output understood by their interlocutors. The effort to produce comprehensible output is

assumed to provoke various cognitive prooesses, which in turn bring alK)ut desirable IL development

(izuirni, 2002, 2003; MuranoL 2007; Swain, 2005; Swain & LqPlcin, 1995). Tarone and Liu (1995) also

assume that the situation where learners are struggling to express themselves in an L2 is most likely to

bring about the desirable changes oftheir IL system.

  According to Gass (1988), there are five stages whereby L2 leamers convert input to output:

Apperoeived input, comprehended inpug intalce, integration and output. What learners have to do first

wnh input is to perceive it in light oftheir past experiences and curTently held knowledge. rlhe input that is
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apperceived, or noticed, is processed and gets comprehended. The input that is comprehended can then

become intake. It is assumed whether comprehended input converts to intake or not depends on the level

of analysis made by learners. If input beeomes intake, the intake data can be used for hypothesis

re-confirmation or rule strengthening. As a resulg the integration of new knowledge into IL system is

facilitatcd. Gass sees omput as playing an active role in the L2 aequisition process and stresses the

importance of comprehensible output in testing a hypothesis. This ereates a feedback 1oop from output

into intake, where hypothesis formulation is considered to take plaoe. The process is shown in Figure 1.1.

Arribient speech

  i
A oeivedin ut

s

Com reherided' nt

 J

pm
 J

Inte ion

          ,
         [Qgij5gi]

Figzcre I. 1 A model of SLA (Adqpted from Gass, 1988, p.2oo)

It should be noted that Gass, following Swain (1985), regards output not only as a result of learning but

also as an active component in the L2 learning process. L2 learners do not simply recycle their Iimited

rqpertoires oflanguage elements. It should be stressed here that they also try to use and incorporate newly

learned forms, which results in stretching their II. system.
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  Noticing is ariother impotmt issue which wil1 be dealt with in the present study. rlThere are throe

levels of noticing (Swain, 2000). `fNoticing a hole" oecurs when learners cannot encode their intended

meaning precisely in a TL. `fNoticing a form" refers to the situation where learners simply notice a form in

input. `fNoticing the gap" oeeurs when learners notice the dif[rerence between their own lmguistic

reaIization and the target lmguistic form suital)le for their intended meaning. It neoessarily involves

comparing the forrner with the latter and this is referred to as a "cognitive comparison" (Doughty, 2001).

For learriers to notice the gap, their own linguistic realization, or omput, is necessary.

  During the production process, learners may notioe that they cannot encode their message meaning

exactly beeamse of their lmited linguistic resources and have to content themselves wnh less precise

expressions. Encountering a lmguistic deficiency, L2 learriers have to resort to communication strmgies

(CSs) to overcome the deficiency. It seerns that the use of CSs eriables the effective communication of

meaning. Some researchers, however, consider that resorting to CSs makes fundameritaJ L2 development

1ess 1ikely to hqppen and that the only function such strategies have is to solve some sort of

communicative breakdown so that conversation can ptooeed (Schmidg 1983; Skehan, 1998).

  Although how the use ofCSs contributes to the development ofL2 learners' IL system has been a

topic of great interests there has beeri little agreernent on the issue. Bialystok (1990), for example, has

argued that "...what one must teach students of a language is not strategy, but language" tp.147).

Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991), on the other hand, have pointed out that all CSs are helpful for L2

learning because such strategies enable learners to keep the conversation going and as a resulg they are

1ikely to have more input.

  Another topic ofinterest is whether the use ofCSs is transferable from learners' first language (Ll)

to an L2. Conceming this issue, Kitajima (1997) has suggested that "...strategies used to cope with

communicative problems are not aatomaticady transfened from the learner's first language but are

acquired in the process ofusing the target language in particular contexts" tp.2 1).

  The Output Hypothesis (see 2.4 for further details), which was proposed by Swain (1985), cun be
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interpreted as arguing for positive roles CS use is assumed to play in L2 learning although the hypothesis

does not refer to CSs directly.

  Cumming (1990) has suggested that output creates a situation wherein learners analyze and

consolidate the L2 knowledge that they have previously (but not yet fu11y) acquired. 'rhis view is also

considered to be in favor ofthe positive roles CS use plays in L2 leaming. Takeuchi (2003) has pointed

out that learners with high proficiency are more 1ikely to use less familiar expressions andlor try to encode

meaning which their currently held linguistic knowlodge is not enough to realize 1inguistically than

learners with low proficiency. Ms point is that successfu1 1anguage learners are 1ikely to pnt themselves

into a situadon where they have to make a conscious effort to make their output more compreherisible

while less su(x)essfu1 leamers avoid such a situation. This also suggests that CS use contributes to better

learning ofEngliSh. Figure 1.2 illustrates how CSs operate during an otmpnt process.

T in toencodeintendedmeanin

J

Retrievin Searchn fora reeisee ression

Noticin ahole

   J `- Cssl)

Retrievin bein successfu1

J

Seekm foraltemativee iessions Preciselm ' 'crealization

J

Less reciselin ' icrealization

Figzane I.2 CSs in an output process

Foster (2oo1) considers that L2 learners rely on lexicalized chunks of Ianguage which funceion as

"vVholes" and thereby ease processing demands since they are renieved without an internal analysis or
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construction. Sinclair (1991) also assumes that L2 learners first attempt to retrieve memorized chunks.

Accordmg to his "idiom principle," they resort to ruleconstructed language when such lexicalized

reaieval fails. When lexicalizecl knowledge is available, learners do not notice a hole in their IL system. in

resorting to ruleconstructed language, they are 1ikely to notice a hole in their currently held linguistic

knowledge, which forces thern to soek alternative expressions with CSs. 'Ihis rrrocess leads leamers to be

engaged in various coghtive processes which vvill bring about L2 development. It can be considered that

the situation where CSs2) are ernployed is an optimal condition for L2 leaming because a learner's use of

CSs can function to stretch his or her II. system beyond its current limig resulting in froe variation as the

learner tests new hypotheses in the search for an appropriate lexical item or structure (Tarone, 1995). By

resorting to CSs, L2 learriers manage to encode their intended meaning even ifthe resultant oimput is not

satisfactory enough for theni. If relevant input is presented in a tirnely manner, learners are likely to

compare their own output with a linguistic form in the relevant input. 'Ihis is refetred to as a cognitive

compariso4 which is assumed to play a crucial role in L2 learning (Saxtoq 1997). Although to discuss

CSs as a whole is beyond the scope ofthe present study, it is 1ikely tliat CSs facmatate L2 learning in a way

that they prompt learners' noticing and ereate an optimal condition for L2 leaming.

  Noticing, or paying selective attention, is viewed as a necessary component for edicient L2 learning.

'IIhe present study will not discuss whether there can be learning without noticing or not. It seems virtuaily

impessible to answer the question whether there can be any leaming on the basis of unattended and

sublirninal processing. As Gass (199" has shovvn, it may be true that some leaming does not deperid on

input and thus does not require attention to be foeused What the present study is concemed with is not

whether there can be any learning withont attention and conscious involvement but rather whetlier more

attention results in more leaming (Baars, 1988). The present study will deal primarily with whether

learners' noticing facilitates L2 leaming or not.

  Language leaming in the post-critical perioa is consider,ed to require learners' attention to be dravyn

to form (Long, 1991; Long & Robinson, 1998). L2 learriers' anentiona1 resources are 1imite(l and tend to
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be drawn to meaning rather than forrn. As VatiPatten (1992) has proposed, L2 learners process input for

meaning before processing it for form. There should be some device to overcome their predisposition to

focus on meaning in order to bring about desirable II. development. As the Noticing Hypothesis (see 3.2

for further details) claims, merely being exposed to input without conscious processing is not suficient for

IL development to talge plaoe. 'Ihere also has to be awareness of some aspec t of form. It seems that L2

learners are advantaged ifthere is awareness ofthe importance of fomi in a situation where meaning is

given higher priority. For continued development oftheir II. system to be possible, learners have to notice

their 1inguistic dgficiertcy through output and bridge the gqp between their II. and the TIL.

  'Ihe procedure where relevant input is preserited after omput (henoeforth, the outpnt••input activity)

seerns to offer an opportunity where learners are engaged in the throe levels ofnoticing. Ihey notice a hole

in their currently held linguisdc knowledge, notice a form in relevant input and notice the gqp between

their IL form and a TL form through a coghtive coinparison (Swain, 2ooO). It may lead L2 lcarners to

replace their fossilized3) linguistic fomis with correct ones. It is plausible that the cognitive precesses

which Iearners are engaged in during the outpnt-input activity connibute to II. development. 'Ihe preserit

study is priniarily concerned with clarifying how the output-inptu activity infiuences the IL development

ofJErpanese learriers ofEnglish.

1.2 Organization

The present study consists ofseven chapters including thjs introductory chapter (Chapter 1). The purpose

ofthis chapter is to explain the focus ofthe present study and present the outline ofeach chapter.

  Chapter 2 is concerned with omput. Although all languageleaming theories afiimi the importance

ofinpug opinions vary as to the positive roles ofoutput in L2 leaming. Krashen (1982, 1985), for example,

has argued that decoding comprehensible inpat is suficient for L2 learning. Cin the other hand Swain

(1985) has argued that learners cannot dovelop the ability to use grammatically correct expressions by

decoding input alone. The present study assurnes that contprehension and output have diiferent roles in L2
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learning and tries to cldi how output contributes to L2 learning. 'Ihe chapter wil1 first review KraShen's

input Hypothesis and Swain's Output Hypothesis. It wM tlien claim the validity ofthe Output Hypothesis

and review several cmpirical studies which investigated the role of output in L2 leaming. Finally, it wil1

confirrn the importance ofoutput in L2 learning.

  Chapter 3 is concerned with the role of noticing in M leaming. Whether leaming is dnven

consciously or unconsciously has been a controversial topic for L2 researchers. Schmidt (19oo) has

claimed that vvhat is notioed becomes intake which is neoessary for L2 leaming. He assumes, based on his

own leaming experience, that noticing is a necessary condition for L2 learriing. 'I]his is called the Noticing

Hypothesis. Although noticing is gerierally considered to be a necessary component for L2 leaming,

opinions differ as to whether it is indispensable for L2 leaming or not

  'Ilie chapter will first roview attention consciousness and noticing to elucidate the relationship

betweeri them. It wM then review the Noticing Hypothesis. Although it is a fascinating hypothesis for L2

researchers and teachers, it has also drawn c riticism from several researchers (for example, Tomlin & Vdla

1994; Truscottl 1998). The chqpter wiil review the details oftheir (miticism and confirm the validity ofthe

hypothesis. Tlhen, focus on fomi, in which attention-drawing devices are employed to facilitate L2

leaming will be reviewed. It is then suggested that L2 leaming is mainly driven by what leamers notice in

TL input, It is finally argued that consciousness at the level ofnoticing is necessary for L2 learners to learn

new knowledge on the TL.

  The discussions in Chqpters 2 and 3 suggest that exposure to relevant input imrnediately after

output seerns to contribute to desirable IL developmerit of Jqpanese learners of Engksh. ChErpter 4 wiil

fust show a hypothetical way which Mustiatms how omput and noticing triggered by output bring about

deshable IL development. 'Ihe4 theoretical support for the output-input activity wil1 be provided Four

factors which exp1ain why the activity bimgs about deshable IL development are: Syntactic processing

evoked by outpug attention to be foeused on form, a cognitive comparison and a preference for recertt

speech. Then six research questions will be formulated which the present study is going to ansvver. Finally,

8



six hypotheses wru be formulated based on the research questions.

  Chapter 5 will report the three experimental studies which were conductod to clarify the inftuerices

of output and noticing triggered by output on the developmerit of IL system of Japanese learriers of

English. Although the three studies are motivated by different objectives and employ different outpiit tasks,

the results of them basically suggest that output and noticing niggered by output conuibute to the

incorporation of liriguistic forms by Japanese learners of Englisli and that the output-input activity

contributes to L2 leaming in its own way.

  Chqpter 6 will test the six hypotheses formulated in Chapter 4. The resuks of the three studies

reported in Chapter 5 argue for inrportant roles ofoutput and noticing triggered by output in L2 leaming. It

is finally concluded that outpLrt has its own role to play in L2 learning and that L2 leamers mainly learn

what they have noticed and processed for comprehension.

  'Il}e last chapter, reviewing the precoding six chqpters, will consolidate the tindings of the present

study and confimi their significance in Iiinglish 1anguage education. Afier explaining what the findings of

the present study imply, it wM then propese ari instmctional treatment called the output-input activity with

guided wmarizing. Finally, it vvil1 discuss the 1imitations ofthe present study, emphasize the necessity of

further empincal research on output and noticing and provide suggestions for future studies.

Notes

1) (]ine can argue that CSs are also used to enhance communication as well as to solve problems. Though I

agree that advariced Iearriers can employ CSs to enhance communicatio4 CSs used for the purpose will

not be dealt with in the prwsent study. The pmsent study is conccmed with CSs which are used to solve

probleins.

2) I will limit my discussion to achievement strategies in the present study. While reduction strategies do

not seem to promote leaming, achievement strategies such as "circurnlocution" and "approximation"

(Tarone, 1977) contribute to learning.
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3) `Fossilization" is a process which incorrec t 1inguistic features become a permanent part of the way a

person speaks or vvrites a 1anguage (Richards & Schmidg 2002, p.211).
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Chapter 2

Output in Engksh Language Learning

For the sucoess ofsecond language aequisition (Sla), it is clear that leamers should be exposed to enough

inpat of the target language (II.). Krashen (1982, 1985), for example, claims that the presence of

comprchensible input is sufiicierit for SLA. All language-learning theories af(iirrn the importance of input.

Merely decoding inppt however, does not seem to guarantee language acquisition. For example, Swain

(1985), based on empirical data, has argued that merely understandmg input does not foster the al)ility to

use grammatically correct expressions. On the other hana connectionists assume that leaming is primarily

driven by input and put less importance on producing output (de Bog Lowie & Verspoor, 2oo5).

  It is generally accepted that both decodng input and producing output constitute an important part

of second language aL2) learning. The present study assumes that they have different roles in L2 learning

and tries to clarify how producing output contributes to the development of interlanguage aL) system.

Ihis chapter wili first review Krashen's lnput Hypothesis and Swain's Output Hypothesis. It will then

claim the validity ofthe Output Hypothesis and review soveral empirical studies which investigated the

role ofproducing output in L2 leaming. Finally, it will emphasize the importance ofproducing output in

L2 learning.

2.1 Krashen's input Hypothesis

Krashen (1985), who considered that the process of SLA was quite similar to that of lim language (Ll)

acquisitioq has argued that people do not learn a language by talking about it (that is, studying the rules of

grammar), but by experiencing enough meariingfu1 input and communication within the TL .

  ln his Monitor ModeL KraShen distinguishes two distinct processes in L2 developmeng which are

"aequishion" and "leaming." He argues that "acquisition" which is considered to be a subconscious
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process, encourages L2 learners to develop cornpetence. The latter process refers to the conscious study

and the knowledge of grammatical rules. He asserts that knowledge of consciously learned language is

distinct in memorial representation from that of unconsciously aequired language, that the latter type of

knowledge can be deployed in spontaneous 1anguage use and that there can be no interaction betweert

these two independent knowledge systems.

  Kiasheri proposed five theoret ical hypotheses in his Monitor 'Iheory of SLA. The lnput Hypothesis,

which is one of the five theoretical hypotheses, assumes that exposure to comprehensible input which

contains strtictures that are slightiy in advance ofa learner's current level ofcompetence is the necessary

and sufficient cause of SLA. For example, ifa learner is at the stage "L" then aequisition takes place when

he or she is exposed to comprehensible input that belongs to the stage "i+1." Because not all learners are

at the same level oflinguistic competence at the same time, KraShen suggests that it is important that each

learner receives some "i+1" irrpnt that is appropriate for his or her cunent stage of 1inguistic competence.

He further argues that producing output does not make a real contribution to the developrnent of Iinguistic

competerioe because: (1) Ompug especially comprehensible outpug is too scaree, (2) It is possible to attain

high levels of 1inguistic competence without output and (3) There is no direct evidence that output Ieads to

language ac(luisition. R. Ellis (1997) has also argued that there is no strong evidenoe that output practice is

berieficial for SLA. It is generally agreed that KraShen's insights have given a strong impetus to

fundamental issues in current SLA research. It is true, however, that his distinctions and hypotheses cannot

be supported as orighally proposed.

2.2 A Critique of Krashen

Although he took components from various research fields - Ll acquisitiog developmental studies,

neuro.psychology and so on - and forged them into a model for SLA, Krashen did not offer a coherent

theoretical basis for the model. Several drawbacks have boen pointed out conceming his ideas on SLA.

  Firsg it is basically wrong that that the process of SLA is quite similar to that ofLl acquisition. ln
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Japan, for example, people start leamiig EngliSh when they enter ajmior high schooL which means they

have already anived at the formal operational stage where abstract thinlcing and logical manipulation are

possible (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). If learriems contact an L2 for the first time after arriving at the forrnal

operatioma1 stage and stan learning ig problem-solving ahMties are employod to Iearn it instead of the

language acquisition devioe (LAD). 'Ihis is the primary reason why many of thcm cannot suoceed in

learning it (Rosansky, 1976). Rosansky assumes that adult lariguage learners are less sucoessfu1 than

childm because they learn an L2 through a process which is different fi om that of children's Ll and L2

accluisition. Scovel (1988) and Pinker (1994) both assume that brain plasticity is the cause which makes it

difficult for adult language learners to learn an L2. Plasticity, or neuroplasticity, is the 1ifelong abikty ofthe

biain to reorganize neural pathways based on new experiences. People acquire new knowledge and ski11s

througli instmction or experiences. in order to learn or memorize a fact or skill, there must be persistent

functional changes in the brain that relrresent the new knowledge. 'Ihe term nezmoplastieity refers to the

ability ofthe brain to change with learning. After an L1 is acquired, the brain area for language aoquisition

is not necessary anymore and it degenerates or is utilized for other purposes. As for junior high schoo1

students in Japan, they have already aequired their Ll and cannot be expected to be able to ac(4uire

Engksh in the same way they acquired their L1, or Japanese.

  Second, KraShen's clear distinction betweeri acquisition and leaming is going too far. For him, they

are completely independent Aequisition is the product of a subconscious process and leaming is the

product offormal teaching and results in conscious knowledge abont the language. His view is refetred to

as the non-interface Position. 1lhe non-interfaoe position asserts that leamed knowledge can never bocome

acquired knowledge. He posits that results of e)rplicit "leaming' can never lead to implicig or "acquired"

knowledge. This view has been questioned by several researchers (DeKeyser, 1997, 1998; Hulstij4 1995;

Mclaughlin, 1978, 1990; Schmidg 1990, 1994, 1995; Swain, 1985; Swain & Lqpkin, 1995). When L2

learners learn new grammatical knowledge on a TL, it is first stored as declarative knowledge. Knowledge

at a declarative stage is not automatized and L2 learners cannot make use of it instantaneously because of
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the menta1 effort which is required to encode their intended messages through controlled processing. L2

learners with low proficiency have to especiaHy make a lot of conscious effort to retrieve linguistic forms

to realize their intended messages awanaka, 2008a) because oftheir lmted experiences with the TL. It is

considered that declarative knowlodge ttuns into procedural knowledge through practice. Practice plays an

importnnt role in improving performanoe so that it becomes more rapid and stable (Ranta & Lyster, 2007).

Anderson (2ooO) and DeKeyser (2007a) suggest that practice brings about proceduralization of rules. A

great number of L2 teachers would also probably agree with the idea that L2 learners can obtain better

control of linguistic forms through practice. It can be said safely that practice can tum the results of

explicit "leaming' into implicig or "accluired" knowledge. Pra(nice facilitates the lrrooess of tuming

declarative knowledge into proce(iural knowledge as shown in Figure 2.1.

Declarative knowledge (Controlled processing)

Proceduralization facilitated by practice

Procedural knowledge (Automatic prooessing)

Figune 2. 1 ACT model (Based on Andersoq 2000)

  'Ihird, KraShen makes light ofthe importance ofproducing output. He argties that producing output

serves only for generating comprehensible inpnt from the inter1ocutor. He does not understand that

producing outpirt and comprehension have different natures. Producing output is assumed to push learners

to impose syntactic structure on their titterances. This is in contrast to comprehension, in which it is not

always essentiai for learners to draw on knowledge ofL2 syntax. Decodmg input or comprehensioa does

not require learners to attend to all the information in it. VanPatten (1996) has argued that learners'

attention tends to be drawn to certain parts of inpug particularly those that are immediately necessary to
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undcmstand the message. ln decoding inputl L2 learriers are first likely to search for content words such as

verbs, nouns and adjeodves. As content words usually convey more meaning than function words and

morphologic al forrns, L2 learners can understand the irrput quite successfully without syntactic parsing. It

is not likely that L2 learriers develop the ability to use grammatjcally corirect expressions without output

practice. It should be stressed that L2 learners' otitput also plays crucial roles in L2 leaniing along with

compreheriding input.

2.3 A Process of Language Production

To understand the psycholinguistic mechanisms of langtvage lrroduction, it is necessary to examine how

intended meaning is realized linguistically. Levelt's (1989, 1993) langtrage production model serves this

purpose. Among severa1 models oflanguage production (see T. Harley, 2001, for reviews ofproduction

models), Levelt's speech Irroduction rnodel, which was originally developed for Ll production, has been

widely ernployed to examine processes involved in L2 production (for example, Bygate, 2001; de Bog

1996; Doughty, 2001; Izumi, 2003; Pienemann, 1998). According to Levelt (1989, 1993), speech

production consists ofthree components. They are the Conceptualizer, the Formulator and the Articulator.

Figure 2.2 is a simplified version ofLevelt's speech production model.

CONCEPTUAILIZ]iR (message generation)

FORMULATOR (grammatical ericoding ' phonological encoding) '--•••••• -••••••••••-•-••--•-•  LEXICON

ARfiCUI.ATOR

           overt speech

Figzue 2.2 Processes in speech production (Adapted from LevelU989, p.9)
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The conceptualizing componeng or the Conceptualizer, generates a `ioreved)al message" and contains

meaning intentions that have to be pnt into words and sentenoes in the next two stages. This preverbal

message contains a number of conceptual characteristies, which lead to the selection of a set of lexical

items called "1ernrrias" in the Forrnulator. EaCh 1ernma contains the syntactic and morphological

inforrnation of lexical items as well as the semantic infomiation Levelt claims that the speaker's leruma

inforTnation is declarative knowledge stored in his or her menta1 lexicon. 'Ihe Forrnulator translates a

conceptual structure into a 1inguistic one through two major prooesses. 'Ilie first step is grammatical

encoding consisting of procedures for accessing lernmas and of the syntactic buildmg preoedures.

Grammatical ericodmg results in a surfaoe structure of a senteriee in which all properties of selected

lernmas are satisfied IJhe seoond step offomiulating is phonological encoding in which the phonological

information associated with the selected Iemmas is matched to phonologically encoded word frames. The

product ofphonological encodmg is a phonetic and articulatory plan, which is executed in the Articulator.

'Ilhe Articulator turns the articulatory plan into audible sounds, or "overt speech" in the figure.

  Levelt (1989) discusses these three components from the perspective ofautomaticity. He has argued

that conc(rptualizing involves highly controlled processing that requires attentional resourees. It is

plausible that conceiving intentions and keeping track ofwhat was said before are not automatic. To do

so dernands even native speakers to spend attemional resources. He also claims that formulating and

articulating are basically autorr}atic and require very liule controlled processing. Although it is the case

with native spealcers, L2 learners have to go through these two prDcesses with conscious effort. They

carefully choose appropriate 1inguistic forms to realize their intentions linguisdcally and turn the surface

structure into overt speech. This is where L2 production is different from Ll production. Formulating

and aniculating are not automatic for L2 learners.

  TovvelL Hawkins and Bazergui (1996) claim that L2 learriers who stayed in a foreign country where

the 'IL was spoken for a certain period in(mease fiuency bocause proceduralization takes plaoe in the

Formulator, in which generated intentions are encoded gianmiatically and phonetically. This suggests
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that L2 teachers should provide output activities which are considered to facilitate the formulating

component in class. Although Levelt's language production model is designed to account for adult native

speal<ers' speech production process, it also provides a valuable insight into how L2 teachers can help

their learriers develop the ability to produce the TL. It also helps L2 teachers rooognize the importance of

lexical iterns in promoting grammatical encoding in an L2.

2.4 Swain's Output Hypothesis

ln the 1980s, the tenn omput was used to indicate the oumme of leaming. Outpnt was synonymous with

what learners had leamed and was not regarded as part of the process of leaming. 'Ihis view was

questioned by Swain (1985), who proposed the potential roles ofproducing output in L2 leaming based

on a large-scale research project on Canadian French imrnersion programs. She has pointed out that the

immersion students do not use grammatically correct and sociolinguistically appropriate expressions

because they can make themselves understDod in the 'IL by resorting to their highly develope(l strategies

for sucx)essfu1 comnunication.

  It should be noted that the immersion students are exposed to ideal input ofthe 'IJL. It means that the

exposure to comprehensible inpirt alone is not a sufiicient condition for successfu1 L2 leaming. Swain has

emphasized the importance of `ipushod outpue' in SLA. Her assertion is that "Simply getting one's

message across can and does occur with grammatically deviant forms and sociolinguistically

inappropriate language. Negotiating meaning neÅíds to incorporate the notion ofbeing pushed towards the

delivery of a message that is not only conveyed, bnt that is conveyed precisely, coherently, and

appropriatelY' (Swain, 2005, pp.472ZI73), 'Ihat is, L2 learners should be given opportllnities to extend

their liriguistic rqpertoire by attempting to produce the 'II. precisely and qppropriately.

  Swain (1995) outlined three fimctions ofproducing output in L2 leaming: (1) The noticing fimction,

(2) The hypothesis-testing function and (3) The meta1inguistic (reflective) fimction. Before discussing

them in detail, the context in which the Output Hypothesis was formulated wi11 be explained to understand
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why the hypothesis was proposed.

2.4.1 Context in Which Outpnt Hypothesis VVas Formulated

Swain (2005) has stated that the context in which the Output Hypothesis was formulated had two

important aspects. One was the dominant theoretical paradigm for L2 aoquisition research in the 1980s:

Information-processing theory. Research field of L2 accluisition was dominated by the concqpt of input

and considerable research effort was devoted to the study of input. The Xth University of Michigan

Conferertce on Applied Linguistics, for example, was exclusively concemed vvith the topic of language

input ((}ass & Madden, 1985).

  The other was the French irnniersion progran}s in Canada, in which EngliSh-speaking children were

taught some oftheir curriculum in French. Evaluations were condueted ofthese programs and the results

of these ovaluations dernonstrated that the French proficiency of the immersion students was more

advanced than that ofstudents taking 20 to 30 minutes a day ofFrench as an L2. Furthermore, on some

tests ofFrench listening and reading comprehension, the immersion students' scores were as high as those

obtained by the native French studerits ofthe sarne age. When asked to write about imrriersion education

for a special issue ofLangza7ge and Society, KraShen (1984) stated that ". . .second language aequisition

theory provides a very clear explanation as to why irnmersion works. According to current theory, we

aequire language in only one way: when we understand messages in that language, when we receive

comprehensible input" (p.61). As for listening and reading abilities, KraShen's Irrput Hypothesis was the

case and the immersion programs were successfu1.

  The immersion students' speaking and writing abdities, however, were different from those oftheir

tiancophone counterparts in many ways, which 1ed Swain to raise doubts about the validity of the Input

Hypothesis. In spite of an abundarice of comprehensible input, the immersion students did not develop the

ability to produce grammatically correct expressions. The Output Hypothesis was formulated to explain

this phenomenon. Observations in the immersion classes revealed that the teachers did not `toush" the
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students to use the 'IIL in a manner that was grammatically correct and sociolinguistically appropriate. 'IIhe

students simply made themselves understood and did not make conscious effort to speak precisely and

appropriately. Swain (1985) has asserted that negotiating meaning needs to be extended beyond the usual

sense of simply getting one's message aeross. If L2 learners are satisfied with simply getting their

messages aeress, their IL system tends to get fossilized. L2 learTiers need to be `Vushed" to use correct and

appropriate expressions. Under this circumstance, the act of producing language constitutes part of the

process ofL2 leaming. It is necessary to note that the Outl)ut Hypothesis is abou[t what learners do when

they are `Pushed" and what prooesses they are engaged in. The term comlireheizsible ou47ut refers to the

output that is an improved version of an earlier version in tums of its information content andior its

grammaticaL sociolinguistic or disc()urse features.

2.4.2 Three Functions ofOutput in L2 Learning

Producing output is assumed to have its own roles in L2 learning. As mentioned above, Swain (1995)

proposes three roles that producing outpvft is considered to play in L2 learning. 'Ihey are: 'Ihe

noticingttriggering functio4 the hypothesis-testing function and the metalinguistic (reflective) function.

2.4.2.1 The NoticingiIlriggering Ftmction

Not all input is converted into a leamer's IL systcm. Imagine that a learner is exposed to a significant body

of L2 data. Some language data passes through to the leamer and some does not. For the data to pass

through to the learner, it needs to be apperceived, or notioed by the learner.

   Qne important role ofproducing output is to trigger noticing. While producing output, L2 learriers

may notice that they do nQt know a precise expression for the meaning they would lilce to convey. That is,

producing output provides L2 leaniers with an opportunity to recognize their linguistic problerns

consciously. wnen they realize a problem during outpug they resort to communication stramgies (CSs)

and manage to get their message across. Ifthey realize a 1inguistic problem, that is, thcy notice a hole, L2
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learners' attention is likely to be selectively 1ed to relevant input (Swain, 1998; Svvain & Lapkin, 1995).

Leamers may notice a form in the relevant input which can fi11 the hole. They "may notice the difference

between what they themselves can or have said (or even what they know they cannot say) and what more

competent speakers ofthe 'II. say instead to convey the same intmtion under the same social condition"

(Doughty, 200l, p.225).

   It can be assumed that producing output promotes learners to notice a hole in their IL systeni, notice

a form in relevant input to fill the hole and notice the gap betwoen their own linguistic realization and its

target counterpart Figure 2.3 shows how producing output promotes the three types ofnoticing: Noticing

a hole, noticing a form and noticing the gap.

Learners'attem ttorealizeintendedmessages1in isticall

,

Noticin ahole

J - Commmicationstrategies

Lin ' 'crealizationswithhei tenedsenseof oblerriatici

J -" Relevantinput

Pa ' selectiveattentiontorelevant arti)

J

Noticin aform(Noticin the a )2)

Figun? 2.3 Away in which output promotes throe types ofnoticing

Noticing triggers important cognitive processes such as selc)ctive attention and a cognitive comparison,

both ofwhich are considered to be important in L2 learning.

   AIthough noticing is asst)med to 'play a crucial role in L2 leaming, opinioms dilfer as to whether

noticing is indispensable for L2 leaming or not To understand what noticing is in fu11 measure, it is
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necessary to understand the relationship between noticing, attention and consciousness as they are closely

related. A full-fledged discussion on noticin& amtion and consciousness will be giveri in Chapter 3.

2.4.2.2 The Hypothesis Formulation and Testing Function

If L2 learriers notice a hole while trying to convey their intended message, they try to fi11 the hole by

resorting to communication strategies. Noticing a hole, which is stirnulated by producing outpug is

regarded as uiggering other cognitive processes that generate new linguistic knowledge or consolidate

cmmtly held knowledge (Swain, 1998; Swain & Lapkin, 1995).

  'Ilhese cognitive processes include formulating a hypothesis about the 'IL system and testing it

SchaChter (1984) defines an L2 learner's hypothesis as "a prediction that a certain aspect ofthe language

is organized in a certain waY' (P.169). When they are trying to enoode their intended meanin& L2 learners

are considered to be in one ofthe following situations (rvluranoL 2006, p.69):

(1) 'Ihey know the exact form to convey their intended meaning and can encode the meaning

 appropriately.

(2) Although they can encode their meaning, the 1inguistic realization deviates from the norm ofthe TL

 language system.

(3) 'Ihey use a form which is available to them to encode their intended meaning although they are not

 sure whether it is right or not.

(4) They (reate a new form based on their existing knowledge on the TL although they are not sure

 whether it is right or not.

(5) Ihey cannot iealize their intended meaning linguistically at all.

When they are in (1), (2), (3) or (4), it is likely that L2 leamers are thinking about how to mb their

intended rneaning linguistically. When they are in (4), it is likely that they consolidate their II. knowledge,
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ereate a new rule about the TL and test it. 'Ihis process is called the hypothesis formulation and testing. If

relevant input is provided after producing output in a tiniely manrier, they can coniiirm, modify or reject

the formulated hypothesis. Cognitive processes involved in hypothesis testing are considered to play a

crucial role in L2 learning (Doughty, 2001; Izumi, 2003; Swain, 1998).

  For L2 learners, whose 1inguistic resources are more limited than those of native speakers,

producing output in the 'II. is a process which involves hypothesis forrnulation arid testing. As a resulg

they may use an expression which they have never used bef(}re. It is likely that producing output gives

thern a char}ce to stireteh their IL system to meet commimicative goals.

2.4.2.3 The Metalinguistic (Reflective) Function

Listeners interpret senterices in the belief that what the speaker is sayirlg makes sense to them, which

Clarlc and Clark (1977) call `Teality principle," A primary strategy under this principle is to use content

words alone. Without reflecting on lmguage, thcy can understand language. ds KraShen (1982) has

pointed outl people do not always utilize syntax in understanding language because "in many cases we get

the message with a combination ofa verb, or lexical inforrnation plus extra-linguistic inforrnation" fp.66).

  Producing output is different from comprehension in that leamers cannot rely on extcmal cues and

general world knowledge. They need greater syntactic psocessing in psoduction. koducing output in an

L2 is thought to force learners to move from sernantic processing to syntactic processing (Kowal & Swain,

199".

  While they are engaged in syntactic processin& they use language to refiect on language. 'I:he

language which learners produce to reflec t on language use is referTed to as metauk which demonstrates

how leamers are consciously thinking about the TL. Swain (1998) argues that this metatalk helps learners

deepen their understandmg ofform-meaning-function relationship.

  ln productioq leamers are responsible for both generating a message and realizing it linguistically.

Although it might be possible for them to resort to non-verbal forms of communication such as gestures
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and facial expressions to compensate for their lmguistic deficiency, there is less chance to escErpe syritactic

processing in producing output than in comprehending inputL That is why output leads L2 learners to be

more conscious of syntax ofthe TL. Qpportunities for producing output lead learners to think about word

order, grarnmatical concora morphology and so fonh. For learners to gain control over syntactic

prooessin& exposure to input alone is not enough and opportunities to produce output are indispensal)le to

the ibeihtation ofgrammatical encoding.

2.5 Validity of the Output Hypothesis

Since it was announced in 1985, the Output Hypothesis has attTacted SLA researchers' amtion and

generated some empirical studies to clarify the potential roles ofproducing output in L2 learning. Their

results show that producing output has specdic functions in L2 learning under a certain condition. 'Ihey

basically agree in that producing output has different roles from compreher}sion. Major enipirical studies

which testified the roles ofproducing omput in L2 lean]ing are shown in Tahle 2. 1 .

Table 2. 1

Tesnfied Roles ofOtmput and Mal'or Simalies

Testified role of output Major study

Noticing function

Hypothesis formulation and testing function

Metalinguisdc function

izurni (2002), Izumi & Bigelow (2000), Swain & Lapkin

(1995)

R. Edis & He (1999), Nobuyoshi & Ehis (1993), Pica

(1988), Shehadeh (2001, 2003)

Kowal & Swain (1 994), Swain & Lapkin (2001)

It is usually considered to be difiicult to testify that learners use output to test a hypothesis because an

inspection of data alone is not enough to show that. Gass (2003), however, provides an example of an
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active hypothesis--teshng mode as illustrated in (1):

(1) Hypothesis testing alNIT = interviewer, NNS = non-native speaker)

    NNS: poi un bicchiere (then a glass)

    INT: un che, oome? (a whats what?)

    NNS: bicchiere (glass)

During the stimulated recall session following this interaction, the NNS reported: "I was drawing a blank.

'Ilhen I thought ofa vase but then I thought that since there were no fiowers, maybe it wasjust a big glass.

So, then I thought I'il say it and see. 'Ilieri, when she said `come?' (what?), I knew that it was completely

wrong." :[lhe comment "I'11 say it and see." suggests tliat the NNS was using output as a means to see

whether her hypothesis was correct or not

  'Ihe empirical studies mentioned in Table 2. 1 are considered to suppert the Output Hypothesis. rlhe

next issue to be discussed is what L2 learners leam through omput. The Output Hypothesis claims that

producing outpirt leads L2 learners to ac(luire certairi aspects ofknowledge on the 'IIL which they cannot

acquire tt)rough comprehension. Producing the TL prompts L2 leamers to move from the serriantic and

strategic processing common during comprehension to the complete syntactic processing necessary for

accurate production. Producing outpug thus, would seem to have a potentially significant role in the

development of syntax and morphology. Long (1996) agrees with this idea and clairns that producing the

'II. ericourages the analysis oflinguistic forrns.

  As discussed in 2.3, production consists of three components: The Conccrptuatizer, the Formulator

and the Articulator. Generating intentions and keeping track of the discourse are basically highly

controlled exocpt in casual daily conversEttions. Even when people speak their Ll, conceptualizing

demands carefu1 thought and requires them to utilize attentional resources. Formulating and articulating,

on the other hanct are usuaily automatic and call for very liule controlled processing when pe(}ple speak
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their Ll. Wheri peQple speak an L2, however, these two processes demand them to carefully choose

appropriate lmguistic forms to realize their intentions lmgtiistically. It is grurnmatical ericoding that

oppertunities to produce the 'II. is 1ikely to facilitate. L2 learriers have to access lemmas stored in their

      'mental lexicon in order to encode their intended messages. Through accessing lemmas, they think about

                      'the syntactic and morphological information of the relevarit lexical items to realize their intended

messages linguistically. It can be assumed that syntactic processing during output leads L2 learriers to be

more conscious ofthe syntax ofthe 'II. and makes them more sensitive to how lexical itcms should be

used in senterices. Output practioe may encourage L2 learners to understand in what pattcms they have to

use a oertain lexical iterri and what lexical items or types of lexical iterns they have to use with a certain

lexical itm.

  Greater automaticity is also cr,eated by output practice. Automaticity is defined as "tlie cErpacity to

carry oat an activity at high speed and without effort or attention" (Richards & Schmidg 2002, p.43). Tlhe

more automatic an activity becomes, the more atter}tional resources are left over for other pixposes. Being

automatic at one level enables L2 learners to use attentional resources for higher-level processes. For

example, if a leamer carl handle the phonology arid the syntax of an L2, more attention can be paid to

processing semantic, pragmatic and sociolinguistic levels of communication. Amomatic execution of

certain aspoc)ts of L2 perforrnance such as pronunciation, gramrriatical processing and word iecognition

promotes fluency. Otitput practice er)hances fluency by turning declarative knowledge into procedural

knowledge (de Bog 1996). According to Anderson's ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational)

model, practice plays an important role in the transitional change of knowledge (Anderso4 1983, 1993).

Language Iearning is seen as a type of skill Ieaming in this model. Leaming occurs sequentially through

three stages ofdeclarative, procedural and ammatic knowledge. Declarative knowledge refers to explicit

knowledge about a topic, as in knowing and talking about grammar ru1es. Procedural knowledge is

implicit knowledge that refers to behavior, such as speaking or writing a language. It is obvious that there

are different levels ofproficiency in using a language, and thus automaticity is not an al1-or-nothing affair.
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Output practice is considered to develop learners' abilities in accessing their curTent knowledge system for

fluent and accurate production. Even the researchers who have a negative view ofa positive role of output

practice to play in L2 learning agree that output practice enhances learners' fluency (for exarnple,

Cadiemo, 1995; VanPatten & Cadiemo, 1993& 1993b).

2.6 Empirical Studies ofthe Effects ofOutput on L2 Learning

Althougli further research reniains to be done to understand how producing output promotes L2 learning

severa1 informative findings have been reported conccming whedier output practice is effec tive for the

developmerit ofL2 learners' IL system.

  Four empirical studies will be reviewed which are necessary to understand that producing output

constitutes part of the precess of L2 learning and what roles and fimctions producing output has in L2

leaming. The four ernpirical studies which will be reviewed here are: DeKeyser and Sokalski (1996),

Kowal and Swain (1994), Izumi (2002) and Swain and Lapkin (2002). Before reviewing them, however, I

will look at VanPam and Cadiemo (1993a 1993b). Although they are not studies which tried to testify

the Otitput Hypothesis, it is necessary to deal with their studies here because their clairn triggered

empirical studies to testify the effects ofomput in L2 leaming.

2.6.1 VanPatten and Cadierno (1993a, 1op3b)

Accordmg to Vat}Patten and Cadierno (1993a), output practice is usefu1 because "learners need to develop

their abilities in aocessing the developing system for fluent and aoc)urate production" (p.239), biJt this

praetioe plays no role in developing that system itself. Therefore, they predict that pertrormance on

production tests will be as good for students who receive `brocessing instruction" (comprehension

practice) as for those who are engaged in production practice. VanPatteri and Cadierno (1993eg 1993b)

intended to confirrn the prediction. [[he target 1inguistic form invesigated in their studies is SpaniSh direct

object clitics.
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  in VanPatten and Cadiemo (1993a), traditional forrn-focused instruction is compared with inpat

processing instmction. While the former involves practioe in production, the latter involves explanation

and practice processing input data. The participants are first-year leamers of SpaniSh in co11ege. 'Ilheir

performance on sentenoe-level interpretation (comprehension) and production tasks was analyzed and the

results suggest significant gains for the participants receiving the input prooessing instruction.

  VanPatm and Cadierno (1993b) investigate the effects oftwo difErerent types of instmction on the

developing knowledge systeni ofL2 learners: Outpnt practice instruction and input prooessing instniction.

While the former involves grammatica1 explanation and ompnt practice, the 1atter involves explanation to

draw the panicipants' attention to the target linguistic form and "structured input processing" which

requires the panicipants to respond to the input data nonverbally. [[Jhe results are: (1) Ihe input processing

group is bettÅír than the output practice group in recognizing the forrn-meaning relationship ofthe target

1inguistic fcmm and (2) 'Ilhere is no statistical difference between the two groups in the ahdity to produce

the target form.

  Based on the results oftheir studies, they claim that input practice is bener than output practice for

comprehension skills and no worse than output practice for production skills.

2.62 DeKeyser and S()kalski (1996)

2.6.2.1 Background

This research was done to replicate VanPatten and Cadierno (1993q 1993b) and to test the generalizability

of their studies. DeKeyser and Sokalski (1996) have pointed ovft that VanPatten and Cadiemo (1993eg

1993b) have two problems of internal vakdity and one problem ofexternal validity.

  'Ilie first intemal validity issue is concemed with the arnount ofinformation which the input piactice

group and the outpnt practice group received respectively. ln their studies, the former received more

inforrnation than the latter. It is 1ikely that the difference in the amount of information provided to the

participants influenced the results ofthe studies.
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  The second internal validity issue is concenied with attention to meaning. While the input practice

group paid attention to meaning through comprehension exercises, the outpat practice group spent a

substantiai part of ks practice time with mechanical drills. It is not likely that mechanical drills encourage

learners to pay both meaning and form simultaneously. It means that the treatments for the two groups

were imdamentally different. While the input practice group paid atterition to both form and meaning, the

output practice gtoup paid atmtion only to fomi. 'lhe resuks oftheir studies might have beeri influenced

by tliis difference.

  The last problem is that VanPatten and Cadierno (1993a 1993b) imply that the results of their

studies are generalizable to all language structures. DeKeyser (1994) assumes, however, that the degree to

which irrput and output practice are usefu1 depends on re1ative complexity of target lingtsistic fomis. A

complex 1inguistic form, for example, may be easier to notice but harder to produce correctly than a

sirnple linguistic forrn. A sirnple lmguistic fomi, on the other hand may be less noticeable but easier to

produce correctly because of its simplicity VanPatten and Cadierno (1993a 1993b) ernployed SpaniSh

direct object clitics as the target 1inguistic form. This linguistic form is considered to be easy to produoe,

yet difiicult to comprehend for EngliSh speakers. It is probable that their choice of this 1inguistic form

brought al)out their findings.

  DeKeyser and SokaISki (1996) hypothesize that the SpaniSh conditional fomi of the verb is a

structue that is easy to notice but difficult to produce for the native speakers of English. To leam the

structure, they argue, learners need to have enough production practice and that merely being exposed to

input does not lead thern to inc rease their control ofthe target structure. The Spanish direct object clitios,

on the other hana can be learried successfu11y through comprehension practice rather than production

practice.

  Eighty-two undergraduate students leaming Spanish took part in the study and they were put into

four treatment groups and two control groups. Students who were repeating the same Spanish course, had

previously studied SpaniSh at college or spoke another Romance language natively were excluded from
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the study, which makes the results of the study more reliai)ie. Tahle 2.2 shows the distribution of the

participants over the six groups.

Table 2.2

Distu'butionofPam'ci ts

Direct object clitics Conditional

Conmo1 11 11

input practice 15 19

Output practice 10 16

Total 36 46

2.6.2.2 Hypothesis

Taking the above discussion into consideration, they fomiulated the fellowing two hypotheses:

(1) For the direct object clitic, after instruc tion the input practice group will improve significantly more

  than the output practice group on comprehension tasks and rival the output practice group on

  production tasks.

(2) For the conditional forTns of the verb, after instrtiction the output practice group wM improve

  signilicantly more than the input practioe group on production tasks and rival the input practice group

  on comprehension tasks.

2.6.2.3 Resuks and Discussion

The first hypothesis was corifirmed partiaily. The resuks of the posuest seem to show the interaction

predicted by Ski11 Acquisition Theory (Andersoq 1993): The inpnt practice group was significantly better

for comprehension tasks and the output practice group was significantly better for production tasks. The
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results do not replicate VanPatten and Cadienio's (1993a 1993b) finding that output practice does not

make a difference for the production of direct object clitics. in DeKeyser and SokalSki (1996), output

practice conuibuted to better control ofthe target 1inguistic form and the output practice grexp did well for

production tasks.

  'IIhe second hypothesis was also confirTned partially. For the conditional forrns of the verb, the

output practice group was better than the input practice group for both production and comprehension

tasks. 'Ihey found an overall advantage for output practice for the conditional forms ofthe verb as they

had predicted

  Nthough they state that the results of their sttidy cannot be generalizea their fudjngs have the

important pedagogical implication that specfic practice is necessary for different skills in L2 leaming. To

comprehend inputl L2 learners need practice comprehending input; to produce, they need practice

producing. Transfer from one skill to the other is lirnited.

2.6.3 Kowal and Swain (1994)

2.6.3.1 Background

Producing output is considered to help L2 learners move from a sernantic type ofprocessing required in

comprehension to a more syntactic form ofprocessing needed for production. Results from immersion

programs show, however, it is not simply enough to provide learners with opportunities for speaking and

writing. Advanced leamers, for exarnple, usually have developed high levels of strategic competence

(Canale & Swain, 1980; Tarone, 1981) and as a resuig the grovvth of their IL system slows down if

deliberate attempts aie not made to draw their attention to how they are rea1izing their intended messages

linguistically (Swain, 1988, 1993).

  Kowal and Swain (1994) believe that to present a message and a 1inguistic code in a dichotomous

relationship is to ignore the fundamental communicative function of many grammatical forms. A

communicative task in which learners communicate about grammar is desirable. Conceming this poing
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Fotos (1993) suggests that talkng about grammar raises learners' consciousness, which may help them

develop their knowledge on grammatical structures. Lightl)own and Spada (1990) also suggest that raising

learTiers' consciousness ofgrammatical fomis can facilitate the development oftheir IL system.

  Tasks which recluire L2 learners to produce extended output may lead them to reflect on how they

can produce language aocurately. As a resulg they may gain control of their own language production

abilities.

  [[1}is research was designed to focus on L2 learners' prooess oflearning an L2. It presents data of 13

and 14 year old intermediate and advanced learners ofFrench workng co11aboratively to complete a text

reconstruction task. 'Ihe number of the participants was 19 and the task which was employed was a

modbled version ofthe dictogloss technique (see Wajnryb, 1990, for dictogloss technique).

2.6.3.2 Hypothesis

Kowal and Swain (1994) have hypothesi2ed that a collaborative text reconstruction task where learners

are required to produoe output would promote their language learning by (1) Making thcm aware ofgaps

in their existjng knowledge which they would subsequently seek to filL (2) Raising their awareness ofthe

links between the form, function and meaning ofwords as they wotk to constmct their intended message

and (3) Obtaining feedback that they would receive from their peers and their teachers as they complete

the task

2.6.3.3 Results and Discussion

'Ihe results basically support the hypothesis. I.earners notice the gap betweeri what they want to say arid

what they are able to say when they try to produce the 'II., which enoourages them to search for a solution.

A collaborative task enables them to work together to solve their linguistic diiliculties, making linguistic

forms the foeus oftheir discussion.

  The participants in Kowal and Swain (1994) actually drew their attention to lmguistic forms such as
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vocabulary, rnorphology and complex syntactic structt]res. By verbalizing their problern, they were given

opportunities to reflect on 1angt)age. As a resulg they stretehod their E systern.

   This research basically shows that the production of extended output is likely to promote L2

learning and that a coilaix,mive text reconstrtiction task is effective in encouraging L2 learriers to reflect

on linguistic forms. It is important to draw L2 learTiers' attention to how they are realizing their intended

meaning 1inguistically so that they can keep on developing their IL system.

  Kowal and Swain (1994) also point out that different learners at different ages and different levels of

proficiency might have ideritified and dealt with an entirely difi7erent set oflinguistic problerns. wnat gqps

learners notioe and how they manage them is basicaHy up to each ofthem. This is where further research

is necessary. Learners' proficiency levels, for example, are likely to influenoe what they notice and how

they deal with them. This needs to be clarified from now on. It is also necessary to show empirically what

1inguistic fomis L2 learners acquire by means offocus on form stirnulated by the need to produce the TL

accumtely.

2.6.4 Izumai (2oo2)

2.6.4.1 Background

Izumi (2002) emphasi2ms the importance of attention and omput in L2 development. As for the role of

attention in L2 developmeng general findings of research in cognitive psychology and L2 learning

indicate that atterition is necessary for leaming to take place (Robinson, 1995; Schmidg 1990, 1995) and

that "tliere is little ifany leaming without attention" (Schmidg 2001, p. 16).

  Conceming the importance of outpug he states that producing output may lead learriers to become

more sensitive to what they can and cannot say in the rllL. Ifrelevant input is provided in a timely manneq

he continues, the heightened sense ofproblernaticity during output may prompt the learners to examine

the input with more focused attention, which in tm may bimg about more leaming oflinguistic forms.

  Izumi, Bigelow, Fujiwara and Fearnow (1999) and Izumi and Bigelow (2000) investigated whether
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the act of producing language would encourage learners to notioe a probleni and be primed to notice a

linguistic form in relevant input provided after producing output. Focusing on the past hypothetical

conditional, these two studies compared the group that was given output opportunities and subsequent

exposure to relevant input and the group that received the same input for comprehension. 'I]hough these

studies produced mixed findings, the results soern to suggest that opportunities of producing extended

output and exposure to relevant input after producing output are irnportant in effecting steady L2 learning.

  Based on the findings ofthese two studies, Iztmii (2002) investigates the effects ofpreducing output

and visual input enhanoenient on the accluisition of IIinglish relative clauses by adult learners. He states

that it is necessary to investigate how omput praodce may be combined with other focus-on-form

techniques to promote greater Iearning and that the effects of proctucing output need to be investigated

with other linguistic forms.

  Sixty"one adult learriers of English took part in the study and they were put into four treatment

groups and one control group. rllhe treatrnent groups were differer!t in regard to output recluirement

(notated as Å}O) and exposure to enhanced input (notated as Å}IE). The first group was required to

produce otmput and was exposed to regular, unerihanced input (`K)-M). The second group was requiled to

produce output and received enhanced input (-ro+M). The third group received enhanced input without

output (-O-FM). 'Ihe fourth group received regular, unenhanced input without output (-O••ll]).

2.6.4.2 Hypethesis

Based on the above discussion, the following seven hypotheses were formulated:

(1) The noticing of the target form in the input would be greater for the output subjec ts than for the

 nonoutpnt subjects.

(2) 'Ihe noticing ofthe target form in the input would be greatÅír for subjects receiving enhanced input than

 for those receiving unenhanced input.
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(3) The noticing of the target form in the input would be greater for -ro-el]i subjects than for +O-M

 subjects and -O+M subjects.

(4) Output subjeots would derrionstrate greater leaming ofthe target form than would nonoutput subjects.

(5) Subjects receiving enhanced input would demonstrate greater learning ofthe target form than would

 subje(ts receiving unenhanced inpuL

(6) +O-elE subjects would dcmonstrate greater leaming ofthe target form than +O-M and -O+M subjects.

(7) By virtue oftheir attention.chawing effects, the two conditions of+O-IE and -O+IE would produce a

 comparable amount ofnoticing and leaming.

The fust and the second hypotheses are concerned with noticing and the logioa1 inference of the two

hypotheses formulates the third hypothesis.

  The fourth through sixth hypotheses are concerned with aequisition. ifnoticing is necessary to learn

the forrn, it sliould follow that more noticing leads to more leaming.

  'Ihe last hypothesis is based on the inferenco thag ifnoticing is induced, how it is induced does not

make little difference in the leaming outcomes.

2.6.4.3 Results and Discussion

Ofthe seven hypotheses, the second and the fourth hypotheses were supported. The results oftliis study

are inforTnative in understanding how producing output and exposure to erihanced inpnt connibute to the

process ofL2 learning respectively. While the latter is effective in inducing learriers' noticing ofthe target

form, the former brings about learning ofthe target form more effectively. 'Ilhat is, the participants who

produced output on their own took more target forrns into their L2 system and the participants who were

exposed to erihanced input noticed more target forms,

  What is particularly informative is that the exposure to enhanced input did not result in effective

learning of the target form in spite of the fact that it was an effective technique in inducing leamers'
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noticing of the target forrn. Compared with the exposure to enhanced inputs prodncing oimput contributed

to more learning of the target form though it did not induce leamers' noticing as effectively as the

expesure to enhanced input.

  After concluding that the ompnt participants successfu11y leamed the target forrn withoLit saorificing

comprehensio4 Izumi (2002) explains why those engaged in producing omput outperforrned those

exposed to the same input for the sole purpose of comprehension. Ctrie of the differerices between input

erihancernent and output is thats whereas attention in the former is induced by an exten}al means, atmtion

in the 1atter arises internally through the production processes. ftoducing outputi as an intenial priming

device, is likely to plaoe leamers in an ideal position to make a cognitive comparison between their own

output and the target fomis. Noticing the mismatches between learners' output and the target fomi is

induced not by e>rposure to enhanced inpat but by producing outpuL

  in cognitive psychology, perception involves the rapid analysis of stimuli at a number of levels and

an anaiysis at a deeper level contributes to estahkshirtg a more durable memory trace (Craik & I.odkhart,

1972). For linguistic foms to be incorporated into L2 learri(ms' II. system successfu11y, they need to be

analym at a deeper level. ln this study, the output group resulted in greater learning than the irrput

enhancement group. 'Ihis implies that producing output triggered deeper and more elaborate prooessing of

the form. 'Ihe lindmgs ofthis study suggest that producing output leads L2 learners to analyze linguistic

forms at a deqper level than comprehendmg inpug which in turn results in the incorporation of more

linguistic fomis into their IL system.

2.6.5 Swain and Lapkin (2002)

2.6.5.1 Backgtound

'Ihis study doeuments the importance of collaborative dialogue as part of the process of L2 learning.

Swain and Lapkm (2002) regard output not as a message to be conveyed, but as a tool in a cognitive

activity. Metatalk, or a talk abont language, is consider,ed to mediate language learning (LantoE 2000;
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Swain 2000) and support the process of internalization aantoza 2001). Metatalk is defined as "the

language used to analyze a language or to refiect consciously on language use" (Richards & Schmidg

2002, p.329).

  Vlygotsky (1986) has argued that what is needed for learning to occur is the presence of a more

knowledgeEible person who helps the learner move from being al)le to do something only with the help of

that expert to being able to do it indeperidently. The more knowledgeable other has typically been

conceived of as an adulg such as a parent and'a teacher. Recently, however, the idea that peer-peer

interaction may also foster learning has beeri advanoed (Tudge, 1990). For example, DiCamilla and Anton

(199D have emphasized the importance ofco-constructed scaffolded support and guidance through a peer

dialogue. Apeer dialogtie, ifits relationship is collaborative, is lil(ely to result in co-constructioq extension

ofknowledge, provision ofscaffolded assistance and lariguage developmerit (Storcig 1999a 1999b).

  The two participants in this study were in a grade seven French imnersion class, having beeri in a

French imniersion program since kndergarten. Ihey had been told that the researchers wanted to know

their opinions about the usefulness ofvarious activities as an aid to learning French. ln the final inberviews,

the participants told the researchers what they liked and did not 1ike about the activities in which thcy had

participated. The taik of the learners and their individual interviews were trans(uibed and then coded for

language-related episodes (LREs). in total, the two panicipants produced 91 LREs. in the posttesg the two

participants were given a typevvritten copy of their original story and asked to make changes if they

wanted and they worked independently.

2.6.5.2 Research Questions

This study investigated the following two questions.

(1) What do students notice while comparing a story they wrote in their L2 to a native-speaker

  reformulation ofit? Do they accept or reject the changes made to their story? For what reasons?
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(2) Do the participants make revisions to their orighal stories (an indication that learning occurred) based

  on the reformulation and their collaborative dialogues?

2.6.5.3 Results and Discussion

This study shows that reformulating learners' writing is an effective technique for triggering noticing and

reflection on language. During the tasK the two participants were given numerous opport[mities for

collaborative dialogues. During the co11aborative dialogties, they noticed most ofthe differences between

their orighal story and the reformulated text by a native speaker. They accepted or rejected the

reformulated parts. Overall, they accepted 65e/o ofthe reformulations and rejected 350/o ofthem.

  What should be stressed here is that rejecting the reformulated parts does not necessarily mean that

no Iearning ocx)urred. 'Iliere were two main reasons for them or enher of them to decide to reject the

authority ofthe refomiulated parts.

  The first reason is conoerned with the power of internalircd rule to prevail. When the participants

saw no reason to give up their rule, the refomiulated parts were not aocepted. 'Ihis was tJpically shown in

one of the participants' words. rlhe par{icipant saiq `q thought some of the corrections were not

   7)necessary.

  The second reason is concerned with the participants' adhererice to their intended meaning. wnen

the reformulation changed the participants' intended meaning, they were unwilling to aecept it During the

interview, one ofthem saia "Some ofthe refomiulations seemed 1ike they changed the story sort ofand it

wasn't rea"y ours."

  The posttest shows that 800/o of the participants' changes were correct. Of those, qpproximately

two-thirds corresponded exactly to the reformulation, a third were an acceptable alternative. Three

quarters oftheir responses were correct when they accepted the reformulation. It is interesting to note that

approximately three quarters of their responses were also correct when they rejected the reformulation.

Swain and Lapkin (2002) assert that both acceptance and rejection ofthe changes by a native speaker 1ed
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to an intemal process called "talking it through," which served as reflection on language and mediated

intenialization of ljnguistic fomis.

  That the participants produced the target forTns in the pesttest suggests that they were ready for the

feedback provided by the refomiulated texL That is, the feedback was in their 2K)ne of proximal

development (ZPD).

2.7 Output in English Language Learning

Four empii ical sttidies were reviewed which tried to clarify the influences ofproducing output on L2

leaming. They ail agree in that the act ofproducing Ianguage (speaking or writing) constitutes part ofthe

process ofL2 leaming. 'Ihis is exactly what the Output Hypothesis claims. It should also be noted that the

prooesses involved in output can be quite different ffom those involved in comprehension. As

comprehension allows L2 learriers to resort to extmal cues such as contextual information and inference,

they can decode messages quite successfully without paying much attention to the details of liriguistic

forms. Producing output, on the other hanq recluires them to be more carefu1 aboat the details of linguisdc

forms because they cannot resort to external cues during output While vague knowledge on 1inguistic

forms is enough for comprehensiong defuiite and precise knowledge on lingttistic forrns is indisper)sable

for producing output. While trying to realize their intended messages 1inguistically, L2 learners are

sometimes forced to move to syntactic processing in order to make their utterances accurate arid

comprehensible. ln trying to retrieve their 1inguistic knowledge to realize their intended messages

lmguistically, L2 learners may notice that they cannot formulate their preverbal messages accurately

because of their limited 1inguistic repertoire. [l his leads them to identify areas where their IL system is

limited and needs extensions, which plays a crucial role in ericouraging L2 learners to incorporate relevant

1inguistic forms into their IL system ifthey are offered in a timely manner.

  As mentioned in 1.1, L2 learriers' IL system is most likely to change when they realize their lack of

1inguistic knowledge (Tarone & Liu, 1995). It is understandable that L2 learriers are likely to incorporate
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new 1inguistjc forms into their IL system when thcy rea1ize that the forms are missing in their a system.

  (Zine may argue that L2 learners can realize that a certain 1inguistic forrn is missing in their L2

system without producing output It is possible that exposure to input is also effective in triggering L2

learriers' noticing. When they are e>rposed to reading materials, for exarnple, L2 learners are likely to

notice new lexical items and new grammatical structures. What matbers here is not noticing itself but the

quality of noticing. While attention in comprehension is induoed by an extwnal means, attention in

producing omput arises intcmally through the production processes.

  Output} which is an intemal priming device, is considered to trigger cognitive processes that may be

necessary for II. development. A coghtive comparison between IL and TL fomis, for example, is

probably made possible by outpug but not by comprehension. People gain new knowledge through

h>cpothesis testing which is considered to be observed more in producing ompnt than in comprehending

input (swain, 2ooo).

  Although one cannot deny the importance of producing output in L2 learning further research

remains to be done to elucidate how learners' omput contribiites to the development oftheir IL systcm. As

Swain (2000) has pointed outl "Output might theoretically play several roles in second language learning.

Relative to the poteritial roles of input in second language 1earning, those of output have been relatively

underexplored" lp.99). 'Ihe present study considers that the following two research areas are ofparticular

interest and importance.

  One is conoemod with what lmguistic forms L2 learners are 1ikely to incorporate into their II.

system by virtue of outpnt. It is generally agreed that the proceduralization of existing 1inguistic

knowledge is facilitated by producing output. Ttaditional foreign language teaching methodology

considers that omput or practice in production, is neoessary for the gradual proceduralization of explicitly

leamed knowledge (Chastairi, 1971; Paulston & Bruder, 1976; Rivers & Temperley, 1978). Even the

researchcms who do not admit positive roles ofproducing output in IL development acoqpt the notion that

producing output is usefu1 because "learners noed to develop their abilities in accessing the developing
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system for fluent and accurate production" (VatiPatten & Cadierno, 1993a p. 239).

  Output practice is necessary to procedularize L2 learTiers' existing knowledge. It is assumed that

they gradually expand processing space and free attentional capacity by accessing their existing

knowledge for production repeatedly (Pieneniann & Johnsto4 198D, which brings about the

improvement offiuency.

  What needs to be clarified is whether producing output connibutes to the stretehng of learners' IL

system itseif. Researchers have not reached agroement on this peint. While some afgt}e that otmput

practice contributes to the incorporation ofnew linguistic forms (for example, de Bo"996; DeKcyser &

SokalSki, 1996; Izumi, 2002; Swain & Lapkin, 2002), others clairn that this practice plays no role in

developing L2 leamers' IL system (for example, Krashen, 1985; Vanf'atten & Cadicmo, 1993& 1993b).

Other researchers take an intermediate point ofview. R. Ellis (1993, 1994), for example, agrees with both

VanPatten and Cadierno (19934 1993b) and Swain and Lapkn (1995) partially.

  According to the empirical studies mentioned above (DeKeyser & Sokalski, 1996; Izumi, 2002),

the abthty to use such complicated grammatical structures as relative clauses and conditional forTns ofthe

verb accurately is developed eficiently through output practice because learners are forced to pay

attention to the detais of lmguistic forrns. For learners to acquire a good command of such complicated

grammatical stniomres, output practice is inclisperisable.

  Does output practice bring about the incorporation of new linguistic forms? If yes, what 1inguistic

forrns are incorporated into L2 leamers' I[. systcm? By answering these questions, lariguage teachers can

gain practical insight intD how and with what purposes output practice should be implemented in class.

For example, it is of interest to clarilY whether lexical learning is fachitated ttirough omput practice.

Lexical items usually play a central role in communication eoulisse, 1990).

  The other is concerned with L2 learners' proficiency in the TL. Do ai1 learners benefit equally from

outpat practice irrespective of their L2 proficiency level? I.earners with low proficiency who are having

dificulty in producing one-word utterances may not be able to move to a syntactic mode during
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production because their cognitive effort is spent primarily on the renieval oflexical items Bygate, 1999).

If ail they can do is to pay atmtion to individual lexical itcms, such learriers are not likely to atterid to

gramrriatical forms in either the output they produce or the input they receive.

  Iwanaka (2008a), making use of a learner corpus called NICT JLE Corpus,3) has clarified how

Japanese EFL learriers' ability to reformulate mmces develops as their proficiency in the 'II. improves.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the prooess ofutterance reformulation.

      Need to commmicate

          ,
       [lllll!lllliiil] - probiem ' [ajiil5isiS -> Encodingr

          J
        pm
          J
     Reproeessing (need to correct)

          J
        Encodin -problem.[2111EIiiglg]--)[Elillilllllgi]

          s
        pm
      Figime 2.4 A process ofutterance reformulation awanaka, 2008a p. 1 5)

While leamers with high proficieney can reformulate their utterances successfu11y with their ample

1inguistic resources, leamers with low proficiency have difiiculty in generating their first outpug or

"Outputi" in the figure. It should be noted that they cannot anive at a stage where their iirst output is

reprocessed. The rninute analysis showed that learners with low proficiericy were Iikely to give up

realizing their intended message linguistically and resorted to their Ll in quite a few cases. Even when
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they were al)le to put their intended meaning into Englislv utterances in which they were just enumerating

lexical iterns which they were able to retrieve were abundant. This suggests that they were not al)le to

think about how a lexical itcm should be used in a sentence.

   It is not realistic to expect all leamers ofEnglish to benefit e(lually from output practice irrespective

oftheir L2 proficiency level. It is necessary to take learners' developmerital readiriess into consideration.

Nthough it is quite sure that "vVhat goes on between the original output and its reprocessed form is pan of

the prooess of second language learrimgi' (Swain & Lapkin, 1995, p.371), it should also be noted that

learners with low proficiency have di{ficulty in realizing their interided meaning 1inguistically because of

their limited linguisdc resomms and limitecl access to the resources. 'Ihough it is certain that preducing

output has its own roles and contributes to L2 leaming in its own way, it can not be considered as a

cure-ail for all L2 learners. How much benefit L2 learriers can gain from output practice may depend on

their proficiency in the 'IIL.

   I.earners need to be `Pushed" beyond their current level of IL and the importance of producing

output in L2 leaming is that producing output pushes learriers to process language which they are using

more doeply - with more mental effort - thari does comprehending input. It should be suessed that

producing output can be seen not as a Irroduct ofleaming, but as an active component in L2 leaming.

Notes

1) "Ilhis is uiggered by noticing a hole.

2) Noticing the gap cannot always be separable from noticing a form because the latter usually involves

 the former.

3) This learner corpus, whose oficial name is the National institute oflnformation and Cormnunications

 Technology Japanese Learrier English Corpus, was developed by the National InstitLite ofItiformation

 and Communicadons Technology and ALC lnc. and became availahle in 2004.
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Chapter 3

Noticing in Engdsh Language Learning

Whether leaming is driven consciously or unconsciously has been a controversial topic for second

1anguage a2) researchers. The first researcher that introducod the research findings ofpsychology into the

studies ofsecond language aocluisition (SLA) is Schmidr (1990), who claims that what is noticed becomes

intake whieh is nec essary for L2 leaming. He hypothesizes that noticing is a necessary condition for L2

learning. 'Ihis is cailed the Noticing Hypothesis.

  Although noticing is gerierally considered to be a necessary component for L2 learning (R. Elis,

1994), opinions difirer as to whether it is indispensable for L2 learning or not. There are quite a few

researchers who believe that conscious understanding ofthe target language ('II.) system is necessary if

learriers are to use linguistic forms corTectly and appropriately. For example, Peters (1998) has proposed

that in every domain of language learning learners must amd to and notice any source ofvariation that

matters. Several other researchers have also argued that learning without awareness is impessible (for

example, Brewer, 1974; Lewis &Anderson, 1985).

  On the other hana however, there are also many who believe that language learning is essentially

unconscious. Seliger (1983), for example, has clairned that it is at the unconscious level that L2 learning

takes place. KraShen (1981, 1983, 1985) also belongs to this group and has assepted that conscious

leaming is of litrle use in actual language production and comprehension. Gregg (1984), who harshly

opposes KraShen's claim that "learning" can never become "acquisitio4" agrees that most L2 leaming is

unconscious. Bruner (1992) also assumes that unconscious processes do everything.

  Connectionists consider that leaming results from the strenghening and inhibition of connections in

an associative netwotk (Elman, Bates, Johnson, Karmiloff-Smith, Parisi & Plunkettl 1996), 'Ihey also

think that learning takes place at an unconscious level.
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  It is plausible that both conscious learning and unconscious learning surely exist and that they both

contribute to L2 leaming rcspectively. Although the existence of unconscious leaming cannot be denied

completely, conscious learnin& or attendod leaming, is assumed to have a role of greater consequerice in

L2 learning. It should be noted that paying attention to form is facilitative and necessary if learTiers are to

learn reclundant grammatical forms and to aequire the abthty to produce thcm correctly.

  'Ihis chapter wru first review attentiong consciousness and noticing to elucidate the relationship

between thern. It wM theri review the Noticing Hypothesis. Although it is a fascinating hypothesis for L2

researchers and teachers, it has also drawn c riticism from some researchers (for example, Tomlin & Vil14

1994; Trusoot 1998). It is necessary to review the detads oftheir (niticism and to confum the validity of

the hypothesis. 'IIhen, focus••on-form activities, in which attention-drawing devioes are employed to

facilitate L2 leaming, vvill be reviewed. It is iinally suggested that L2 learning is mainly driven by what

learners pay attention to and notice in TI. input.

3.1 Attention, Consciousness and Noticing

As these tliroe concepts are closely related, it is necessary to 1ook at attentio4 consciousness and noticing

respectively and to make the relationship bet ween them clear.

3.1.1 Attention

Attention (voluntary or involuntary) to the material to be leamed is considered to be erucial in L2 learning.

Atmtion is the ability a person has to concentrate on some things while ignoring others. According to

Rjchards and Schmidt (2002), subsystems of atterition include alertness (an overall readiness to deal with

incoming stimuli), orientation (the direction of attentional resources to certain types of stimuli), detection

(coghtive registration ofa particular stimulus) and inhibition (deliberately ignoring some stimuli). ln SLA

theory, it has been proposed that nothing can be learned from input wnhout it being the object of some

Ievel ofattention. It is agreed that the ability to direct and focus cognitive activities on specMc stimuli for a
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period of time is neoessary for L2 leaming. What is controversia; is whether such discernment must be

consclous or not

  As the concqpt of atterition is necessary for understanding nearly every aspect of L2 leaming, it is

necessary to provide basic information concerning attention. [[he basic assumptions on attention are: It is

lirnited, it is selective, it is partially subject to voluntary controL it controls access to consciousness and it

is essential for leaming. The next part wil1 look at each of thern in some detail to understand what

attention is, consulting Schmidt (2001).

3.1.1.1 Attention ls Limited

The classic view of attention is that it has 1in}ited capacity (Kahneman, 1973) and this view has been

employed by many in SLA (for example, McLaughlin, Rossnm & McLeod 1983; VanPatten, 1994).

wrthin this general view, Wickens (1984, 1989) 1as assumod that the limited capacity of attention

includes specMc resource peols for spechic modalities (visual, auditory, vocal arid manual). It means that

attention-demanding activities can be carried out at the same time more eficiently if they exercise

different modalities tlian ifthey make use ofthe same modality. Each !esource pool had been assumed to

have lirnited capacity, which Miyarnoto (1998) proved emphically. It is generally knovvn that there are

two different ways in which humans analyze and prooess language as part of compreher}sion and 1earning.

One is known as top-down processing and the other is known as bottom-up processing. They are assumed

to make use of the same modality as they are both concerned with language understanding. Miyamoto

(1998) showed emphically that there was a trade-off between topdown processing and bottom-up

processing. wnen one exercises with higher ethciency, the other is likely to become 1ess eficient

3.1.1.2 Attention ls Selective

As there is limited supply ofattention and it must be shared by any activity that requires ig attention must

be strategically allocated. In most L2 learning contextl the meaning ofmessages is the most impertant
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(VarlPatm, 1990). rlhis is why limited attentional resources are directed first to lexical items. in most L2

leaming contexts understanding meaning is important and lexical items usually carry message meaning.

This explains why attentional resources are directed to cormnunicatively redundant formal aspects of

language later (Lee, Cadierno, Glass & VatiPam, 1997[).

   Some researchers consider that being selective is the basic function of attention and place more

importance on selection than other characteristics. Bialystok (1994), for example, has emphasi2Åíd that

being selective rather than being limited is the prirnary characteristic of attention.

3.1.1.3 Attention ls Subject to Voluntary Control

One ofthe important functions ofteachng is to help leamers focus their attention on 1inguistic forms in

input. if it is possible to control the focus of attention, L2 teachers cari guide their learriers to pay atmtion

to different aspects ofthe TL in class. They can tcll their learners to pay atterition to different aspects, such

as pronunciatio4 lexical items, syntax, discourse structuring and so on (E{ulstijn & Hulstijn, 1984).

  There is ofcourse an involuntary form ofattention as well. For example, it sometimes hapPens that

one cannot help attending to a loud noise whether one wants to or not. While involuntary attention is

controlled by outside events and beyond one's will, voluntary attention can be directed to a certain part by

an mner mtention.

3.1.1.4 Attention Controls Access to Consciousness

One ofthe roles ofattention is to control aoeess to consciousness. Attention is viewed as the mechanism

responsible for access to awareness (Baars, 1996). Attention seleets stimuii and the selected stirnuli are

represented in conscious awamess.

   Seiection is the mec)hanism that moves information from one stage ofprocessing to the subsequent

stage. Selection is based on competition and al1 stjmuli compete for access to consciousness. Only

strongly activated stimuli enter consciousness and are subject to further processing while other stimuli
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remain unconscious and are lost Attention is in charge of the process and thus controls access to

awareness.

3.1.1.5 Attention is Essential for Learning

It is generally agreed in psychology that there is liule if any learning without attention. While unattended

stimuli are kept in short-term memory for only a few seconds and not availal)le for future use, attertded

stimuii stay in long-terrn memory and are available for future use. Carr and Curran (1994), for example,

regard attention to be responsible for making input available for funher menta1 lrrocessing. Gass (1988)

considers that an attended part gets processed to be comprehended and in turn is converted into intake (see

Figtrre 1.1).

3.1.2 Consciousness

The term consciousness is used to refer to personal recegnition ofboth stimuli in input and of one's ovvn

menta1 processes. Schmidt (1990, 1993, 1995) divided consciousness into tl nree categories: Consciousness

as awareness, consciousness as intention and consciousness as knowledge. I:he first category is thought to

have three levels: Perception noticing and understandmg. What should be noted here is that perception

does not necessarily aocompany subjective awareness,

  The term detection is worth a mention here. As discussed in 3.1.1, it is one ofthe subsystems of

attention. 'IIhe temi is used to refer to cognitive registration of a particular stimulus without subjective

awareness (Richards & Schmidg 2002). What is important here is whether detection is enough to bring

about learning or not. Tomlin and Vdla (1994), for example, argue that detection is the necessary and

suracient condition for further processing and leaming. They assume that L2 leaming is possible without

noticing. It can be considered that they use the term detection to refer to the terrn pereeption in Schmidt's

term. Both of them occur at a subliminal Ievel. Figure 3.1 Mustrates the relationship between the three

levels ofconsciousness and detection.
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Consciousness as knowledge

Consciousness as intention

Understanding

Consciousness as awareness Noticing (Focal awareness)

PerceptionDetection

Figz"e 3. 1 Three levels ofconsciousness and detection

The Noticing Hypothesis (see 3.2. for further details) clairns that consciousness at the level ofnoticing is

necessaryforL2learning.

   Consciousness-raising toward forrn has been regarded to be meaningfu1 in L2 leaming arid various

activities have been prpposed. Exposure to a material with some aspects highlighted, inferring

grammatical rules from examples, comparing two or more different ways of saying something and

observing diiferences between learners' own linguistic realization and its counterpart in model input all

constitute consciousness-iaising activities. 'Irhese techniques are intended to avoid ineficiency of learning

which tends to ooeur in a context where L2 learners are primarily concerned with meaning.

  Atternpts by aduks to learn an L2 incidentally through communicative interaction are considered to

be only partially successful. Concerning this issue, Skehan (2002) has observed that "ln the pre-c ritical

period phase, there is inexorable involvement of a language learning systeni on expesure to primary

Iinguistic data, whereas this no longer occurs in such an obligatory way in post-critical period phase"

fp.8". rlhis explains why adult learn{ms cannot learn an L2 as suocessfully as children in naturalistic

envbonments. It can be concluded that raising consciousness toward form is indispensable for adult

learners to develop their IL system eficieritly.

3.13 Noticing and Factors infiuencing Noticing

Noticing is to assign significarice to some aspect of form relative to others. It is considered to be one
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degree of awareness. It refers to private experience which is hrought about by drawing learners' selective

attention to a certain 1inguistic fomi. Schmidt (1 opO) argues that noticing is necessary for inpnt to become

intake, that is, necessary for L2 learning. Schmidt (2001) further detiines that the minimum requirement of

noticing is to pay attention to key grammatical elements in input with greater than a threshold level of

subjective awamess (that is, reportable subsequent to the experience). Noticing is thus "subjective

correlate" (Schmidg 2001 , p.5) of attention.

  There are several tenns for what Schrnidt calls noticing. They are, for example, `fOcal awareness"

(Atkinson & Shiflin 1968), "episodic awareness" (Allporti 1979) and "apperceived input" (Gass, 1988).

What these terms have in common is that they all identify the level at which stirnuli are subjectively

experienced. 'Ilhat is, noticing can be seen as learners' detection with subjective awareness plus rehearsal

in short-term memory (Robinsoq 1995).

  Ifnoticing reflects a learner's private experience, it can be influenced by several factors. As Schmidt

(1990) has suggested, `-2 Iearners are not free to notice whatever they want whenever they want and a

number of faetors influerice noticeabvaty" fp.144). The present study assumes that there are two primary

factors which infLuence noticeabMty: Learner characteristics and perceptual salience oflingtristic forrns.

  Frequency of forms and percqptual salience of forms, for exarriple, are considered to influence

learriers' noticing. When L2 Iearriers process inpug lexical items have priority over gramrnatical

morphologies and more meaningfiil morphologies have priority over less meaningfu1 morphologies

(VatiPatten, 1992). Whether learners have partial knowledge on a target form or not is another decisive

factor. The panial knowledge on the form can fimction as scaffoldmg when learners process the noticed

form for comprehension.

  As for learner variables, Skehan (2002) considers that working memory capacity and attention

management are aptitude components for noticing. Concerning worlcing memory capacity, Mackey,

Philip, Egi, Fujli and Tatsunri (2002) examined the relationship between working rnemory capacity and

noticing. 'Ihe statistical analysis indicated that the relationship between learners' rqports ofnoticing and
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their working memory scores was significant. ln their study, most learners who reported more noticing

also had higher working memory scores.

  Although it is diilicult to measure L2 leamers' ability to manage attentional resources objectively,

the ai)ility is considered to be evaluated indireetly by observing their TL proficiency to some extent. For

L2 learriers to notice 1inguistic forms, it is necessary to have sparc attemional resources. Begirming

learners are coghtively overloaded beoause of both their Iimited lmguistic resouroes and their ineMcient

access to them. As their command ofthe TL improves, they have more amtonal resources available and

come to be better able to notice 1inguistic forms. As for learners' proficiency in the [[L, Kimura (1999) has

pointed out that learners' proficiency is more likely to influence their use of learning strategies than other

varial)1es such as gender, personality and leaming style. Concerning noticing as welh leamers' proficiency

is considered to be quite influential because L2 learriers have more attentional resources availal)le as their

proficiency in the 'IL improves. Whereas learners with low proficiency are li1<ely to fail to notice less

salient 1inguistic forms and what lexical itcms a lexical item in question is expected to collocate with

because of their 1imite(l atmtional resouroes, leamers with high proficiency, who have weahh of

knowledge on the TIL, are likely to notice less salient linguistic fomis.

  Leow (1997) has analyzed think-aloud protocols produoed by learners of SpaniSh completing an L2

erossword puzde and put noticing into two levels: Simple noticing and nodcing with metalinguistic

awareness. Noticing with metalinguistic awareness is at a higher level of awareness than simple noticing.

The result ofthe study has shown that the fomier brings about more learning than the 1atter. Although

Leow (1997) is an informative study, it has failed to distinguish noticing and prooessing subsequent to

noticing. These two are different and should be dealt with as independently as possible.

  Noticed forms are processed by L2 learners for comprehension. It is necessary to note that ail

noticed forms do not necessarily receive further processing. While some are processed for comprehension,

others are lost without being processed. 'Ihis decision is basicaly made by learners. rlhe model depicted in

Figure 3.2 explains how a noticed fomi is processed and incorporated into L2 learners' ll. systern once
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they decide to do so.

Seif- stemdecidestoprocess - Noticedform

yes pm Currentforrnisk t

Meacognitives stemsets oalsandstrategies

,
Co 'tive s stem rocesses noticed form - New form is inco rated into lL

t
 Current knowled e ofrlL

Figure 3.2 A model ofprocessing (Based on Marzano's (2001) Model ofbehavior)

Assume that an L2 learner decides not to process a noticecl form. 'Irhe notioed fomi is kept in the learrter's

memory only for a short period and soon lost. ln this case, IL development cannot be expected. Ifthe

learner feels it necessary to process the noticed form, the learner's coghtive system processes it and the

processed form is lil(ely to be kept in the learner's memory. As Figtire 3.2 shows, L2 learners make use of

their currently held linguistic knowledge to process the noticed forms. The more knowledge a learner has,

the more elaborate the learner's processing is. The extent to which learners process the noticed forms

would to a great extertt depend on their prior knowledge on the TL. The suocess ofthe processing ofthe

noticed forrns is highly dependent on the amount of knowledge an individual learner has on the TL

(Lindsay & Norrnan, 1977). Learners with ample TL knowledge are better able to Rotice a form and better

able to process the noticed fomi.

  Skehan (1998, 2002) has suggested that the ability to notice what is in input is one ofthree factors in

foreign language qptitude and that noticing is the first SLA processing stage. Although the possibvaty of

unattended leaming cannot be denied completely, it can be concluded that noticed forms in input arc likely

to be processed deeply enough to be incorporated. As was previously mentioned, there are several factors
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which influence learners' noticing. There seem to be four factors which are ofparticular importance.

  If other factors are equaL the more frequent a linguistic form is, the more likely it is to be noticed

and then incorporated into learners' IL system. If learriers are exposed to a certain lingtiistic form more

often than others, the 1inguistic fomi is more 1ikely to attract their attention than other Iinguistic forrns.

There is no room for doubt that bequency is one ofthe primary factors which influence noticing.

  Peroeptual salience is another facJtor which influences noticing. It concerns how prominent a

1inguistic form is in input. Other factors being ecluaL the more prominent a lmguistic form is, the more

likely it is to be noticed. AII linguistic forms are not equally salient. New lexical items, for example, are

more noticeable than gran)matical fomis. Learners' attentional resources are first drawn to such content

words as nouns, verbs and adjectives. It should be noted that less perceptually salient forms are 1ess likely

to be noticed unless a device to direct leamers' amtion is implemented.

  As Skehan (1998) has suggested, input contains many alternative features for prooessing. Learners

need to extract relevant aspects of linguistic forms to be foeused upon. [Ilie role ofteachers' inanention is

to channel atmtion and bring into awareness what otherwise would have been missed ln this respectl

teachers' intervention can be considered to be another factor to infiuence noticing. Teachers can direc)t

their students to pay attention to different aspects of inpuL Focus-on-form instruction is considered to be a

good example. ln accordance with the Noticing Hypot!iesis, its essential idea is that aspects of L2 input

learners need to notice, but do not for some reasons, wil1 require some knd ofpedagogical intervention.

The detailed discussion offocus-on-form instruction wi11 be given in 3.5.

  The fourtti influence on noticing is the current state of leamers' IL system, which represents their

readiness to notice. Schmidt (1990) has claimed that noticing depends on each learner's readiness. Ifthey

have not learned what is simple and easy to notice, they cannot learn what is complex. As what is simple

is leamed enough, the processing gets automated and they have more cqpacity to anend to the details of

1inguishc fomis. Eventually, they come to be able to attend to whatever native speakers pay attention to.

  Although al1 the four factors mentioned above are consideTed to be equaky importang the present
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study is primarily concerned with how perceptual salience of 1inguistic forms and the current state of

learners' IL system influenoe noticing.

  As for the influence of iiequency on noticing, the result seems quite seif-evident. The more frecluent

a linguistic form is, the more likely it is to be noticed by learriers. As a resulg the noticed 1inguistic form

undergoes ftllther processing by learners and has more possibMties of being incorporated into their IL

system.

  As discussed in 1.1, the present study is primarily concerned with clarifying how the output-inpnt

activity influences the IL development ofJapanese learriers ofEnglish. A comparison ofinstruction types

in order to clarify how each instruction type influerices noticing lies outside the scope ofthe present study.

32 The Noticing Hypothesis

Schmidt's Noticing Hypothesis comes from his own experiences as a leamer of Portugt}ese. While

learning Portuguese, he realized that certain linguistic forms began to enter his own IL system only when

he notioed them. Drawing on psychological learning tiieories, he has hypothesi2ed that L 2 learners can

not begh to acqtrire a 1inguistic form until they become aware ofit in inpat.

  'IIhe Noticing Hypothesis claims that SLA is largely driven by what learners pay attention to and

notice in 'IL input and what they uriderstand the significance ofnotioed input to be Ooughty, 2003). Ihe

basic claim is that input does not become intake for L2 leaming unless it is noticed, that ieg consciously

registered. As discussed in 1 .1, there are three types ofnoticing (Swain, 2000): Noticing a hole, noticing a

form and noticing the gap.

  Schmidt and Frota (1986) first emphasized the importance ofnoticing in L2 leaming. [hey have

claimed that ifa learner is to learn and use a particular type ofverbal form, it is not enough for it to have

been taught and drilled in class and that it is also not enough for the form to appear in inpnt. 'Ihey have

argtJed that conscious awareness of what is present in inputl or noticing is necessary for a learner to be

able to use it. They have reported the results ofa diary study in which there are so many instances ofL2
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use matÅíhng the learners' reports of what was noticed while interacimg with native speakers. 'Ihis can be

taken to support the hypothesis that there is no L2 leaming without noticing. Making diary entries recluires

not oniy noticing but also reflexive self-awareness (awareness that one has noticed). Schmidr (1990)

discusses the evidence from his own learning ofPortLiguese in support ofthe hypothesis that intake is the

subset ofinput that is amded to and noticed.

  VVhen meaning-precessing predominates, forrn becomes optional which ofien loses out to meaning.

Schmidt (1990, 1993, 1994, 1995, 2001) has emphasizcxl the importance ofnoticing and argued that L2

learners need to direct attention to some aspects of input Aspects of form which need to be developed

have to be noticed consciously.

  Learning is closely related to memory. It has been estahliShed emphically that memory requires

attention and awareness. Cherry (1953) is a classic study into the cognitive system's abvaty to deal with

competing auditory inpnt rlhe rcsult suggests that while an attended material is prooessod into long-tam

memory, an unattended materiai is kept in short-term memory for a short period and lost unless an

opportunity to selectively attend to and notice the material is given.

33 A Critique of the Noticing Hypothesis

Schmidt argties that noticing andlor a higher level of awareness than noticing (see Figure 3.1) are

facilitative for L2 leaming. It should be made clear that he has not claimed that noticing is necessary and

suficient for L2 leaming.

  Since it was propesed, the Noticing Hypothesis has attracted SLA researchers' attention and

received both support and objections. This section is primarily concerned with theoretical objections to the

hypothesis. Ihe objections can be divided into three broad groups.

  The fust objection is concemed with the role of awareness in L2 learning. The basic claim is that

attention without subjective awareness can lead to Iearning. That is, unconscious learning is possible. ln

the present study, unconscious leaming is equated with leaming without subjective awareness. It should be
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emphasized here that it is different from learning without intention and leaming without explicit

meta1inguistic knowledge. As peQple can learn tliings without intending to, learning without intention is

possible. Leaming without metalinguistic knowledge is also possible since it is clear that nobody has

complete metalinguistic knowlexlge on the II.. Whether leaming without subjoctive awareness is possible

or not is an issue ofinterest.

  Conceming this issue, Tomlin and Villa (1994) have argued tliat detected information can be

registered in memory and that detection is enough for L2 learning. While noticing is a conscious

experience, detection occims at a subliminal level. Deec ted stimuli include noticed stimuli. As Robinson

(2003) has pointed out the experiments by Marcel (1983) appear to show that deteeteq but not noticed,

stirnuli are kept in memory. As Schmidt (1995) has acutely pointed opt howeveq detection is not enough

to bring about learning ofnew knowledge. As the experiments by Marce1 (1983) employed lexical iterns

which the participants akeady knew, the iindings cannot be used as evidence suggesting that detectio4

which doos not accompany subjective awareness, conuibutes to learning ofnew linguistic knowledge.

  Although people sometimes pick up subliminal signals they akeady know, there is no eviderioe as

yet that new information can be picked up in such a manner. It should be concluded that subliminal

language leaming is extremely unlikely. `EIn consciousness researclt it is commonly aecepted that some

level of atmtion is required to be able to notice somethin& and that noticing is crmcial in obtaining new

information or uptake" (de Bog Lowie & Verspoor, 2005, p.8).

  I he present study assumes that while detection 1mhgs about the activation of existing knowledge, it

does not lead L2 learriers to gain new knowledge on the TL. Consciousness at the level of noticing

enables L2 learriers to learn new knowledge on the TL.

  The second objection to the h)pothesis is conoerned with a methodological issue. It should be

admitted that it is difiicult to measure consciousness piecisely. Although Schmidt (1990) has operationaky

defined noticing as the availability for verbal repo4 this operationalization is not subtle enough to

measure noticing objectively. As awareness is usually momentary, the method to require learners to
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verbalize the contents of awareness cannot grasp what they have noticed completely. What Iearners can

report can be susceptible to various factors such as individual differerices and salienoe oflinguistic forms,

Some learners are better at verbalizing the conterits of awareness than others and some noticed 1inguistic

fomis are easier to put into words than others (Jourdenais, 2001; Schmidg 2001). Although it is evident

that methodological improvenients are required to evaluate noticing preeisely, making use of learriers'

verbal report as evidence ofnoticing is the best way available as now.

  The third objection to the hypothesis is quite harSh. Truscott (1998), for example, has stated that

"The foundations ofthc Noticing Hypothesis are weak. Cognitive research does not support the clairn tliat

conscious awareness of the information is necessary or helpful" ip.110). Carroll (1999) has basically

agreed with Truscott (1998) in that the Noticing Hypothesis 1acks a property theory. To quote ([lregg

(2001), "Aproperty theory deals with the instantiation within a given system ofvariou$ properties ofthat

systeM" (p.156). According to Cummings (1983, p.15), it is intended to answer "ln vime of what does

system S have property Y?" Both Truscott and Carroll consider that the Noticing Hypothesis has not

explained how L2 knowlodge is instantiated in L2 leamers' mind.

  Although their claim may be true, it is not a valid objection to the Noticing Hypothesis. T:he

hypothesis is not intended to explain that from the beginning. It simply clairns that paying selective

attention, or noticing, fachitates L2 learning and that unattended leaming is 1imited in scope and relevance

for SLA. Schmidt (2001) deseribes what must be noticed as "elements of the surfaoe structure of

utteranoes in the inpnt - instances of language, rather than any abstract rules or principles ofwhich such

instances may be exemplars" tp.5). Iflearners notit)e linguistic fomis in inpug the noticed forms are likely

to receive fUrtlier processing for comprehension and as a resulg desirable IL development can be

expected.

  It is neoessary to note here that Truscott agrees that noticing is necessary for the acquisition of

metalingt}istic knowledge, which represents the ability to talk about language. Althougli the lnput

Hypothesis (see 2.1 for further detail) asserts that it only serves as a monitor, the present study assumes
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that it is necessary for L2 leaming because it helps L2 learners reflect on how a Iexical item should be

used in a sentence. It is also tme that mctalinguistic knowledge can be used to make output correct and

more comprehensible.

  Although opmions vary as to how metalinguistic knowledge contributes to L2 learning, it is

generally agreed that: (1) Meta1inguistic kriowledge helps learners pay selective attention to linguistic

forms in inputs (2) Metalmguistic knowledge helps learners establish clear relaionship betwecn form,

meaning and fimction, (3) Metalinguistic knowledge has the potential of accelerating the devglopment of

IL system and (4) Metalinguistic knowledge makes learners more sensitive to their grammatical mistakes

(Douhty & Williams, 1998; R EIlis, 1997; Norris & Orteg& 2000; TeneL 1991).

  Although it still leaves a lot to be elucidated whether noticing actually promotes ilL developmeng it

is generally accepted that noticing 1inguistic forms such as phonology, grammar, vocabulary and discourse

stmcturing is necessary to bring about other cognitive pr(x)esses such as comprehension and integration

(Doughty, 2001; R Evas, 1997; Gass, 1997; Skehan, 1998). Neticing is the fust stage in SLAprocessing

stages (Gass, 1988; Skehan, 2002) and the claim made by the Noticing Hypothesis has been ernpirically

supported.

3.4 The Direct Contrast Hypothesis

Although it deals with child language acquisitio4 Saxton's (1997) Direct Contrast Hypotliesis is wonh a

mention here because it emphasizes the importance of noticing the gap in language leaming. The

hypothesis has been defined as follows:

When the child produces an utterance containing an erroneous form, which is respended to

immediately with an utterance containing the correct adult alternative to the erroneous form

(i.e. when negative evidence is supplied), then the child may perceive the adult form as

being in CONTRAST with the equivalent child form. Cognizanoe ofa relevant contrast can
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then form the basis for perceiving the adult form as a correct alternative to the child form

(Saxto4 1997, p.155).

'lhe following example (Saxton, 1997, p.155) illustrates how an adult's correct model leads a child to

reproduce it:

(1) Child: We" I foe1od it.

 Adult: I felt it

 Child:I felt it.

in the above example, the context ofutterance is sharedjointly by both the child and the adult and they are

both referring to the same event.

  The Direct Contrast Hyp6thesis suggests that the immediate juxtaposhion of child and adult forms

can provide the impetus for the child to compare the two forms. "Ihe immediatejuxtaposition ofchild and

adult forTns in the above discourse guides the child to determine which ofthe two 1iriguistic forms should

be retained. This mique discourse structure is considered to fulfi11 a corrective function for the child.

  'Ihis can be regarded as a theoretical underpiming for the oimput-input activity in which learners are

provided with relevant inpiJt aftÅír output. 'IIhe activity can create an immediate contrast between leamers'

own production and its counterpart in the inpnt. If learTiers perceive a functional equivalence between the

two fomis, they are likely to make `irelevant comparisons" (Saxton, 1997, p.157) between them. lf

learners perceive the 1ess appropriate status oftheir own production, they can replace their currently held

1inguistic form with its counterpart in the relevant input. Saxton's Direct Contrast Hypothesis has been

shown to be right to the point by researchers who have been trying to clartfy influences ofrecasts on L2

leaming. Recasts follow learners' ill-formed lmguistic realization and reformulate it. They are thought to

be one way in which learners notice that their linguistic realization is not correct. Quite a few researchers
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agree that recasts cause a cognitive comparison and are an effec tive pedagogical technique (Doughty &

Varel4 1998; Han, 2002; Lon& Ihagaki & C>rtegeg 1998).

3.5 Focus on Form

3.5.1 Backgroimd

TIhere has been a lively debate as to whether the processes which drive forward an IL system are implicit

or explicit. ln the former case, learriers would process 1inguistic data, and without their conscious effo4 IL

change would occur. ln the latter, it is assumed that the involvement oflearners and their focused attention

would facditate spee(! and perhaps nature of learning. Although both implicit leaming and explicit

learning surely exisg the present study assumes that the lattetr is an issue ofgreater importance for adult L2

learners.

  Severa1 researchers (Doughty & Wilhams, 1998; Long, 1991; Sharwood-Smith, 1991, 1993) have

suggested pedagogies vvhich recluire L2 learners to pay attemion to form during meaning-based activities.

The results of those attempts have been successfu1 in encouraging leamers to achieve high levels of

grarrimatical accumcy. To discuss various knds offocus-on-form activities in detail lies outside the scope

ofthe present study. Let us look at the features offocus on form briefly in the next part

3.5.2 Foeus on Fonn, Focus on Forms and Focus on Meaning

Long (1988, 1991) has distinguiShed between focus on fom]s and focus on form. While individual

language elements such as verb endings and agreement features are taught directly in the former, the latter

is defined as a brief alloeation of attention to a lmguislc fam as the need for this arises ineidentally dming

meaning-based activities (Mumoi, 2006). As Doughty and WriMams (1998) have stated, "...focus on

form entails a prerequisite engagement in meaning before attention to 1inguistic features can be expected

to be effective" lp.3). Swain (1998) has pointed out that it is insuMcient to teach grammatical forms out of

context. In focus-on-forms classes, grarrmiatical forrns are considered to be paradigms to be rehearsed and
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memorized. It seems that direct instruction in grammar does not take SLA processing stages into

consideration.

  Gass (1988) has proposed five stages whereby learners convert input into output: Apperceived inpug

comprehended input, intalce, integration and output (see Figure 1.1). Similarly, Skehan (2002) has

propesed four SLA processing stages: Noticng patterning controlling and lexicalizing. 'IIhey both

consider that 'IIL knowledge is not acquired as one. Di{ifererit parts of linguistic knovvledge are at a

different peint on the sequence. While some linguistic forrns may have already reached the lexicalizing

stage, other linguistic forms may not have been notioed yet. Learners gradually deepen their TL

knowledge by analyzing noticed inpug making generalizations, achieving extensions and gajning oontrol

of forrn. As a resuL their llL system is restructured gradually. Tea( hing grammatical rules directly out of

context has not been successfu1 because it uies to offer TL knowledge as one without taking the

prooessing stages into consideration. It is necessary to note that learners' interaction with language data

changes at different stages of development. It is important to take where leainers are in their L2 learning

process into consideration.

  Another possible reason why direct instruction in gramrriar is not effective is that it does not

promote form-meaning-function mapping which is considered to be necessary for L2 leaming. Teaching

grammatical rules directly out of conten does not provide learners with oppertunities to understand the

relationship between forrn, meaning and function. Pedagogical Grammar Hypothesis (Corder, 1973)

regards grammatical rules not as objects of leaming to be memorized but as what aids learriers in

developing grammatical competence. Being exposed to explicit grammatical knowledge is not enotgh for

learners to develop grarnmatical competenee (Rutherford & Sharwood-Smith, 1988).

  Foeus on meaning emphasizes the interaction of meaning and does not take formal elements

seriously. Classes where learners are primarily concerned wnh getting their meaning aeross do not provide

all that is needed for the development oftargetlike proficiency (Swain, 1985). ln those classes, learTiers are

1ikely to "beoome fluent without becorning equally accurate" (Byrd 2005, p.553). Research in French
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immersion classes reveals that even advanced leamers often get their meaning aeross with non-targetlike

expressions (B. Harley, 1992; B. Harley & Swain, 1984).

  Research in French immersion classes suggests that it is unlikely that leaniers amnd to less salient

forrnal elements even wheri they have attentiomal resources to spare. It is probable that they may never

attend to purely formal, functionally redundant fomis unless some forrn of instructional intervention

forces thern to do so (Long & Robinson, 1998).

  Compared with focus on forms and foeus on meanin& focus on forrn, in which learners are

encouraged to attend to form during meaning-based activities, has the potential to help learners develop

both grammatical accuracy and the al)dity to use the TL.

  Hulstijn (2001, 2003) has clajmed that learriers acquire vocal)uiary and grammar when they process

each liriguistic form deeply. rlhat is, when learners are deeply involved with linguistic forms, the forms are

likely to be incorporated into their IL system. (l}uality of information processing plays an important role in

L2 learning. Focus-on-forrn activities, in which learners attend to form according to their needs during

meatmg-based activities, are considered to encourage learners to process 1inguistic fomis deeply.

3.5.3 Four Features ofFocus on Form

Focus on form has been started to reexamine ways in which gramrnatical accuracy is achieved within

communicative language teaching framevvotk. Long and Robinson (1998) have stated that ". . .duimg an

otherwise meaning-focused classroom lesson, focus on form ofteri consists of an occnsional shift of

atmtion to 1inguistjc code features - by the teacher andror one or more students - triggered by perceived

problems with compreherision or production" tp.23). This definition stiggests that focms on form includes

the following four features:

(1) An overall emphasis is put on the interaction ofmeaning.

(2) Learners occasionally shift their attention from meaning to form.
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(3) Language is treated as an object rather than as a tool for communication.

(4) Perceiving problems trigger Iearners to shift their attention from meaning to form.

Focus on forrn is assumed to bring about desirable IL development because it provides learners with

opportunities where they process fomi, meaning and function simultaneously a)oughty, 2001). As

discussed above, focus-on-form activities engage learners in deeper processing oflinguistic forms.

3.5.4 Effects of Focus on Form on Lat Leaming

Nonis and Cntega's (2000) meta-analysis of various L2 instructional types is inflorrnative. 'Iliey have

chosen 49 studies from the publiShed applied SIA literature and attempted to determine which type of

instruction results in better learning. 1 hey have operationali2ed the constiructs of L2 instruction and

proposed five instructional types: Explicit implicig focus on meanin& focus on form and focus on fomis.

  They have compared the 49 studies and clarified re1ative effectiveness of implicit and explicir types

ofinstruodon and relatiVe effectiveness ofattention to meaning, form-meaning connections or fomis. [[he

results are as follows: Explicit focus on form > Explicit focus on forrns > implicit focus on form >

Implicit focus on forms. DeKeyser (1994) has aiso concluded that explicit leaming is more effective than

implicit leaming.

  Muranoi (2000a) tried to clarify the effect of intoraction enhancement on the improvement of

learners' article use. ln his study, in response to target1ike use, the instmctor repeated learners' outputi

which helped learners confirm their hypothesis. in response to non-target1ike oimpug the instmctor

requested repetitiori, and if neeessary, recast learners' oimput. Through this technique, the learners

increased accuracy in article use. Similar results can be found in other studies (Nobuyoshi & Ellis, 1993;

Takashima & Elhs, 1999).

  Psychologists generally agroe that new knowledge that is processed more elaborately is more 1ikely

to be retained than that which is processed less elaborately (R. Ellis, 1999; Hulstijn, 2001). It is generally
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agreed that focus-on-form activities provide learners with opportunities to process input more elaborately

and to establish a stronger form-meaning-function re1ationship.

  The studies vvhich attempted to clarify the impact of foeus-on-fomi activities on L2 leaming have

brought ahout the following resu1ts (Doughty & WTilliams, 1998; Wdliams, 2005):

(1) Focus-on-form instruction which helps learricms understand form-meaning-fUnction re1adonship

 promotes L2 leaming under c)ertain circumstances. It especially encourages learncms to notice less

 salient linguistic forms in input.

(2) Explicit grammar instruction is effective when it is implemented during focus-on-forrn instruction.

(3) Focus-on-form instruction which involves negotiation of meaning promotes L2 leaming when

 learriers' psycholinguistic readiness matches the instruction.

(4) Focus-on-form instmction which requires learriers' output encourages learriers to notioe a hole and to

 notice the gap between re and TL form.

Focus-on-form instmction promotes L2 leaming because it promotes cognitive processes which have

important roles in L2 leaming. The instmction channels attention and brings into awareness what

otherwise would have been missed. For example, noticing form-meaning-function mqpping, hypothesis

testing and automaimtion of currently held 1inguistic knowledge are promoted through focus-on-form

actsvlties.

3.6 Noticing in English Language Education

Various L2 learning models have been proposed (for example, N. Ellis, 2001; R. Ellis, 1997; Gass, 1997;

Johnson, 1996; VanPatten, 1996). 'Ihey all assume that learners' interaction with inpnt data changes at

different stages of development. At which stage learners are in the L2 Iearning process detemiines how

they interact with lariguage data. rlhe process begins with input. All the models agroe that input is
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necessary for the process to begh. The availability of inputl however, is not sufficient for L2 leaming. It is

necessary for learners to take in data in the input and process it. in order for this to happen, learners must

attend to input.

  Although some studies indicate the possibility of some unattended learning, this appears limited in

scope and relevance for L2 leaming. The present study assumes that atmded learning or learning with

awareriess, is far superior and that attention is necessary for all aspects of L2 learning. L2 leaming is

mainly dnven by what learners pay attention to in TL input. The oentrality of atmtion in L2 leaming

cannot be dmed. It should be concluded that learning is largely a side effec)t of attended processing. As

Logan, Taylor and EthertDn (1996) have acutely pointed oint} people learn about the things they attend to

and do not learn much about the things they do not attend to.

  wnether there is learning without noticing or not seems to be ari inconclusive debate. To inquire

further into the matter wll1 not be productive. There have been no studies which support the marginality of

noticing in L2 learning. Although detection brings about automatic and unaware activation of existing

knowledge, it does not encourage learners to learn new L2 knowledge.

  Sublirninal perception studies have shown evidence for the cognitive registration of stimuli without

subjective awamess (Schmidg 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995). 'lhey have shovvn that unattended

infomiation is registered in implicit mernory. wnat should be emphasized here is that new information is

not gained in that way. "I]hat is, peQple cannot take in new knowledge unless it is registered consciously.

What these studies show is that previously well-learned information which is present in long-terrn

memory can be cognitively activated without subjective awareness. 'Ihe vast majority of these studies,

however, do not show that new knowledge is tal<en in without conscious registration. Although people

sometimes pick up sublirninal signals they already know, there is no evidence' as yet that new information

can be picked up in such a manner. It should be concluded that sul)liminal language learning is extremely

unlikely.

  rllhe results ofexperimental laboratory studies of SLA which have attempted to clarify the effects of
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different conditions of e>rposure to input on L2 leaming suggest that noticing is neoessary for L2 leaming

(see de Gfaaff, 1997; N. Ellis, 1993; Hulstijg 1997; W/illiams, 1999 for overviews). Attention to inputl

awareness and intention to learn have been employed as independent variables in the studies. The resuks

are: (1) Attention to input is necessary for SLA, (2) Awareness is facilitative and 1ikely necessary too

(though difiicult to assess) and (3) Intention to learn - while necessary in many aspects of vocabulary

acquisition - is not necessary for grammar acquisition. 'Iliese results can be interpreted to support the

ceritrality ofnoticing in L2 learning.

  Snow (1987, 1994) regards noticing the gap as one ofthe important abmaties whichjointly influerice

L2 leaming with which the preserit study agrees. As stated in 3.4, children can reproduce a correct form

offered by aduks in naturalistic environrrients dui ing oral interaction.

  It should be noted that adult L2 learners cannot be expected to notioe the gap successfu11y in

naturalistic environments. Saithouse (1996) has proposed that dec1ines in processing speed aeress the

lifespan can explain why adnlt L2 learriers cannot learn a language as successfu"y as children in

naturalisbic environments. Prooessing speed is considered to contribute to the ability to notice the gap. For

focus--on-form activities to facilitate such noticing for adult L2 learners, more explicit techniques should

be adopted. As learners do not attend to less salient or less meaningfu1 lmguistic forms when thcy are

engaged in meaning-based activities, a deliberate technique is requircd to draw learners' atmtion to them.

  It is reasonable to conclude that leading L2 learners to pay deliberate attention to less salient or

redundant aspects ofL2 input is a practicai neoessity to bring ahout desirable IL development. One cannot

deny the centrality ofnoticing and the marginality ofirnplicit leaming in L2 learning. Noticing contributes

to L2 leaming by provoking other important cognitive processes which are 1ikely to promote IL

development.
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Chapter4

Theoretical Support for the Output-Input Activity and Research Questions

The ultimate goal of English language education research is to gain a better understanding of what

knowledge is acquiied through certain activities and the mechanisms which bimg that knowledge about

ln other words, what second language acquisition (SI.A) researchers have to do is to investigate how

teachers' intervention into learriers' thoughts and behaviors promotes leaming processes for intended

outcomes. 'Ihe discussion in Chqpters 2 and 3 suggests that both output and noticing play irnportant ro1es

in fachitating desirable development of second language (L2) leamers' interlanguage (II,) system.

Noticing triggered by output seerris to be differe it ifom noticing involved in comprehension and the

former is likely to bring about more leaming than the latter (see 2.6.4 for ftuther details). Exposure to

relevant input immediately after outpat has the potential ofdeveloping L2 learn{ms' IL system effecxively.

This procedure will be called the output-input activity. The output••input activity seems to lead L2 learners

to notioe a mismatch between their IL form and the target language (TL) model.

  As VanPatten (1990) has pointed outi leamers basicaily use their limited prooessing resources to

attend to meaning under inforrnation processing pressure. Learners only attend to form in input if they

have spare processing cqpacity available. It means that instnJctional practices that focus learners' attention

on forrn deliberately have a solidjustification. The omput-input activity is assumed to guide learTiers to get

engaged in cognitive processes necessary for desirable IL development. It seems that learners' IL system

is most li1<ely to change when they are grqppling with a specfic means of expression to convcy their

intended meaning.

  [his chapter wil1 fust show a hypothetica1 way in which producing output and noticing uiggered by

producing output contribute to the incorporation of linguistjc forms. rllhen it wil1 offer theoretical support

for the output-input activity. Finally, it wil1 offer six research questior}s the present study tries to answer.
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Then six hypotheses to be tested will be formulated.

4.1 A Hypothetical Way in VVhich Output and Noticing Connibute to llJ Deve}opment

Figure 4.1 illustrates how the output-input activity leads L2 learrters to incorporate linguistic forrns into

their ll. systern. Learners' current knowledge on the TL is assumed to play an important role in the activity.

It is shown as "CKTL" in the figure. '

                  Preverl)almess e

                      i
               Encodm of reverl)almes e

                      JOtrtpntstage

Noticin a roblem(hole)

Communicationstrategies --> J

nt with hei tenedseriseof roblematicity

s

Primingstage

Learnersbeing imed to search for relevant linguistic forrns CKTL
J <- Relevant input

Seif-motivatedsearchforrelevantlin ' 'c forms

Processing stage

     J
Noticing a form 1 the

     J

Co 'tive rocesses which brin about L2 leamin

t

lmmediate inco omion ofrelevant lin 'sdc forms

Figune 4. 1 A hypothetical way in which output and noticing contribute to IL development
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The hypothetical way consists ofthree stages: Output stage, Priming stage and Processing stage. Aithough

the first two stages are closely related to each other and cannot be separated completely, each stage will be

discussed separately for the sake ofconveniertce.

  "Preverl)al message" in the figure refers to learners' intended meaning. in realizing the preverbal

message linguistically, they make aocess to their cimently held lmguistic knowledge. As discussed in

2.4.2.1, output prompts learners to notice that their current II. system does not have the exact 1inguisdc

repertDire to match their intended meaning. ifthe linguistic form in question is not available in their II.

systerri, they have to be sadsfied with a less precise alternative, or `imers' omput with heightened sense

ofproblematicity" in the figure.

  Having a problem during output and solving it with commimication stxategies prime learners to

search for relevant linguistic forms. lf the relevant input is offered in a timely manner, they voluntarily

channel their attentional resources toward the relevant linguistic forms in the input.

  'Ihey may notice a new 1iriguistic form in the relevant input andior notice that their linguistic

realization is different from its counterpart in the relevant input. Noticing a fomi/the gap encourages

learners to be engaged in the cognitive processes which bring about L2 learning. Typical examples are: A

cognitive comparison, noticing ari II.-'IIL mismatch and a syntactic arialysis. Exposure to relevant inpvEt in

a tirnely manner also provides learners with opportunities to test their hypotheses. Hypothesis tmg

based on positive evidence also plays crucial roles in L2 Iearning (Bley-Vroman, 1986; CooK 1985;

Schachter, 1993). Noticed 1inguistic forms are processed by learners with their current linguistic

knowledge. Ifthe processing is deep enough, thcy incorporate the noticed 1iriguistic fcmns into their M

system. As a resulg their knowledge on the TL wM be increased. This is how the output-inpnt activity

contributes to IL development.

4.2 Theoretical Support for the Output-input Activity

The output••input activity is likely to bring about desirable ll. development. It is necessary to explain why
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the activity contributes to IL developmertt. It seerns that there are four factors which explain why the

activity brings about desirable II. development. They are: Syntactic processing evoked by otmputs attention

to be foeused on fomi, a cognitive comparison and a preference for recent speech.

4.2.1 Syntactic Processing Evoked by Output

Earlier Irrpposals tl}at it is simply comprehensible input vvhich would sufuce for L2 learning have been

abandoned and most L2 teachers agree that learriers' output is necessary for desirable II. development.

Swain (1985) has suggested that one plausible reason that L2 learners in irnmersion contexts do not

develop the abMty to produce grammatically accurate utteranoes even after being e>rposed to years of

ideal comprehensible irrput is that they are not given eriough opportunities to produce the rll., asserting

that `toroducing the turget language may be the trigger that forces the leamer to pay attention to the means

of expression needed in order to sucoessfully convey his or her own intent" fp.249). Swain (2000) has

further suggested that "Outpat may stimulate learners to move from the semantic, open-ended, suategic

processing prevalent in comprehension to the corrrplete grammatical processing needed for aocurate

production" (p.99).

  During comprehensiog learners can rely on three types ofinfomiation: Linguistic inppt contextual

information and their linguistic and other general knowledge of the worla includmg semantic and

pragmatic knowledge. ln comprehensio4 people make use ofvarious resources available to them, using

both topdown and bottom-up approaches, to anive at comprehension ofthe input messages. That is, they

do not have to depend solely on syntactic information for comprehension. It even happeris that syntactic

information is circumvented in comprehension processes as Clarlc and Clark (1977) have acutely pointed

out:

Listeners know a lot about what a speaker is going to say. rlhey car} make shrewd guesses from

what has been said and from the situation being des(xibed 'Ihey can also be confident that the
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speaker wM make sense, be relevang provide given and new information appropriately, and in

gerieral be cooperative. Listeners almost certainly use this sort of infomiation to select among

alternative parses of a senterice, to anticipate words arid phrases, and everi to circumvent

syntactic analyses altogether (p.72).

During output processes, however, learners cannot circumvent syntactic analyses because they can not

resort to various external resouroes available to them during comprehension. Tlie most important

differerice between production and comprehension is that learners cannot rely on external cues and

general world knowledge during the former. Producing output generally requires more effort than

comprehension and requires learners to attend to the details of iinguistic forrns. 'Ilhus leamers need greater

syntactic peocessing in produodon.

  Althongh inpet enhancement is an effective way to uigger Iearners' noticing noticing uiggered by

input enhancement is less 1ikely to result in learning compared with noticing triggered by outpat ([zximi,

2002). 'IIhis is primarily because output is an internal attention-focusing device and requires learners to

think about the detailed 1inguistic forms or the syntactic features of language. Although thinking about

language during output processes may hnder a natural flow ofcommunication and seem to be inedicient

for L2 leaming, this opportunity actually plays a erucial role in bringhg about desirable IL development.

'l]hinking about language rarely happeris during comprehension because meaning-prooessing

predominates when learners try to understand inpuL Producing output thus has a potential of moving

learners from a semantic processing mode to a syntactic processing mode where they have to pay close

astention to every aspect of language. While linguistic information is one of severa1 sources and can be

compensated by other sources in comprehension, producing oimput has to depend on linguistic

inirormation as only one souroe. That is, learners cannot make use of external cues and gerieral world

knowledge in production in the same way as they do in comprehension and thus they need greater

syntactic processing in production. During outpug L2 learners do not exclusively try to cominunicate
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meanings biit also are concerned with the underlying lmguistic fomis which they are using.

4.2.2 Attention to Be Focused on Form

Chapter 3 discussed the importance ofnoticing, or paying selective amtion to a certain part in input. For

learners to learn new liriguistic forms, it is necessary for thern to pay selective attention to the forrns.

Questions now arise. What Iinguistic forms are learn(ms more likely to notice? Do learTiers have enough

cognitive resources to notice 1ess salient fomis? It is the case, however, that learners' attention tends to be

drawn to certain parts of input, particularly those that are immediately relevant to message content

(VanPatten & Sanz, 1995). if they do not receive any instruction at all, leamers are 1ikely to pay their

selective attention to content words for message understandmg. VanPam (1996) has observed that there

is an erder of priority when learners' attentional resources are used to map a form with its apprppriate

meaning. His basic idea is: Content words are first prooessed, then grammatical fomis with high

communicative value and finally grammatical fomis with less communicative value are processed. He

defined commmicative value as "the relative contribution a form makes to the ref(xential meaning of an

utterance...based on the presenoe or absence oftwo features: inherent semantic value and redundancy

withn the seniantic utterance" (P.24). Linguistic forms that have mherent semantic value and are not

redundant have high communicative value, whereas linguistic forms that lack (or are light in) inherent

semantic value and are reclundant basically have low communicative value. A typical example of the

forrner is a progressive morphology, -ing, in English, and the 1atter, a third person present singular

morphology, -s, in English.

  Ifno instmction is offered at all, learners are 1ess likely to search input for grammatical fomis with

less commimicative value. How can L2 learners' attention be edicientiy directed to forms in the input

which they may fail to perceive when left to their own? Sharwood-Smith (1995) has pointed out that inpnt

salience can be internally derived (when input becomes noticeable to the learner because of internal

cognitive changes and processes) or extemally derived (when input becomes more noticeable because the
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manner ofexposure is changed). Explicit instruction, for example, helps learners focus their attention on

forms and meanings in inputs which bimgs abont subsequent processing necessary for intake.

  As Cumming (1990) has pointed oug desirable IL development is likely to be brought about when

learriers pay attention to both a linguistic form and its meaning simultaneously. It seerns to be quite

dif{icult for many Japanese learners ofEnglish to do so in a real time communicative context. Vat)Patten

(1990) has canied out experiments showing that learncms have great difEiculty attending to both form and

content simultaneously, although thcy need to do so in order to establish a form-meaning relationship.

  It is also tme that many features of language could not possibly be attertded to because they are

1ikely to be non-salieng abstraets infrecluent and comnunicatively redundant. intentionally focused

attention is a pracnical necessity for successfu1 1anguage leaming. Since task demands are an important

deterrninant ofattentional focus, instruodonal practices that focus learners' attention on things that they are

less likely to attend to have a firrn justification. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the output-input activity is

assumed to be an effec tive attention-focusing device.

  To promote desiral)le II. developmeng learriers' attention needs to be drawn to erucial linguistic

features. Output is considered to achieve this by uiggering thcm to notice problcms in their IL. Ifrelevant

input is presented immediately after outputl learners are likely to pay closer attention to linguistic forms

which their IL system lacks and to process them in detai1. 'Ihis brings al)out the integration of attention to

formandmeaning.

  As discussed in 3.5, paying attention to form during meaning-based activities contributes to II.

development. 'Ihe outpnt-input activity is 1ikely to lead learners to process inpnt with greater amtion

because noticing a hole trigge(aed by output makes them more sensnive to linguistic fomis to convey their

intended meaning.

4.2.3 A Cognitive Comparison

'Ihe output-input activity provides L2 leamers with an opportunity to compare their own 1inguistic
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realization wnh its counterpart in input. 'They may notice that their 1inguistic realization is diffTerent from

its counterpart in input. Noticing the mismatch between their current II. system and the [IIL system

encourages learners to compare their ]L and the TL. This is c)alled a cognitive comparison and it is

expected to play an important role in IL development. This cognitive comparison is assumed to lead

learners to replace their cimently held linguistic form with a more targetlike form ifthey realize the 1ess

appropriate status ofthe fomler.

  Nelson (198D assumes that cognitive comparisons between a current structure and a new stmcture

are {rmcial for children to advance their language system. When cognitive comparisons occJur between a

current structure and a new structure, three oubcomes are possible: (1) 'Ihere is no discrepancy between the

structures, and children interpret this as confirmation of the usefulness of the current structure, (2) A

diserepancy exists, bnt children cannot encode the diserepancy or (3) A disc repancy exists, and children

can encode the diserepancy. Only the third case makes successive advances in language acquisition.

  Although Nelson (198D was conoerned with the mechanisms of chi1dren that 1ed to the progress in

language acquisition and with the conditions which contributed to children making successive advances in

language acqtrisition, a number ofresearchers have agreed that cognitive comparisons play crucial roles in

adult L2 learning, too (R. EMs, 1997; Gass, 2003; MuranoL 2000eq Tomasello & Henon, 1989).

  For learners to notice the mismatch between their own 1inguistic realization and its countexpart in

relevant input provided immodiately after output, they have to realize that the two expressions are

refenring to the same event and are fu1filling the same function. 'I his suggests that the resemblance

between the two expressions can be an important detenninant for a cognitive comparison to occur.

  Concerning this issue, Bouloullre (1986) has clain}ed that the gap between a learner's output and its

target form has to be sufficiently narrow for the mismatch to be perceptible. Takatsuka (2003) has

anaiyzed the influence ofthe procedure where leamers realirc probleins in production and notice forms in

model sentences on the leaming of 1inguistic forrns. The result ofthe analysis shows that the resemblance

between learners' output and its target expression has a potential influence on L2 leaming. If Iearners'
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linguistic realization does not have a resernblance to its target expressio4 it is likely that they do not

incorporate the target expression into their IL system. For learriers to notice that their own linguistic

realization and its target expression are refetring to the same event and are exchangeable, the resemblance

between the two expressions is a prerequisite. This implies ttiat all output activities do not necessarily Iead

learners to engage in a cognitive comparison. To maximize the output effects on L2 leaming, care should

be taken in choosing an output task

4.2.4 A Preference for Recent Speech

Apreference for recent speech is called syntactic priming, which is defined as "the tendency for a speaker

to produoe a syntactic strucmire that occurred in the recent discourse rather thari an alternative structure"

(Kirn & McDonough, 2008, p. 149).

   Studies of conversational analysis (Schenkein, 1980), child-directed discourse (Doughty, 1994) and

speech errors by Ll adult speakers (T. Harley, 1984) all show that there is evidence for a cognitive

preference for re-utilizing recent speech. Schenlgein (1980) has claimed that "the systematic use of

resources ffom prior talk in currerit talk appamtly organizes the conversation" (p.46). Accordmg to

Schenkein's analysis, structural and thernatic resources that oecur in the prior tm are 1ikely to be used to

organirc the following convwsadon. Ms occurs both in an inter1ocntor's utterance and withn the same

speaker's utterance and sometimes occurs even minutes 1ater.

   Doughty (1994), based on empirical evidence, has concluded that child-adult discourse, 1ike

adult-adult discourse, is organi2nd by a cognitive preference for using repeating resources from recent

speech. T. Harley (1984), analyzing speech errors by adult Ll speakers, has demonstrated that resources in

recent conversation influence the subsequent utterances and claimed that "speakers must hold faitly

concrete representations ofprior discourse throughout conversation which either can be incorporated into

or used to influence the form ofnew productions" (p.199). What the three researchers have pointed out is

known as the cognitive process of`ioerseveration" (Doughty, 2001, p.232).
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  Conceniing the preference for rc-utilizing recent speecin Levelt and Kelter (1982) state as follows:

`fft is as ifprevious talk sets up a more or less abstiact ime in the rriind of an inter1oeutor, which is then

used in the formulation of the next tutn" (p.79). wnen one realizes his or her intended meaning

1inguistically, it is assumed, the format used for encoding the meaning is kept active in memory. The

format that is present in memory can be activated and affects the following encodmg processes. Iliis

heightened level of activatjon seems to explain why the output-inpnt activity is 1ikely to bring about

desirable IL development.

  As mentioned in 4.2.1, producing output moves learners to a more syntactic mode than

comprehension. After learriers have encoded an intended message, the structural fomiat used for encoding

the message remains active in memory. Ifa proper stimulus is presented in a timely manner, the format is

further activated and leaves a doeper trace in memory, For a provided simulus to activate the forrnag it is

necessary that the stimulus contains a format which is similar to the structural forrr}at which remains in

memory. Ifthis condition is fuhilled, L2 learners are ready to incorporate new lmguistic forms into their IL

system.

  The importance of the resemblance between learriers' output and the target form provided afier

producing omput should be stTessed here again. For the form provided after producing omput to further

activate the format which mmains active in memory, the two expressions should have a resernblance. lf

the form provided after producing output does not have a resemblance to learners' outputs the structural

format which remairis active in memory does not get stimulated. As a resulg the strtic tural format stored in

memory js lost and does not make any contribuion to IL development.

4.3 Research Questions

'Ihe previous section offered theoretical underpinnings for the output-inpvft activity and suggested four

theoretical factors which seem to explain why the activity contributes to desirable II. development.

Although they were treated independently for the sake of convenience, it is necessary to note that they are
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inter'woven with each other and that they make a composite conuibution toward desirable IL

development.

  Both output and noticing triggered by output have important roles in L2 learning. 'Ihe omput-input

activity is considered to help learners develop their IL system in its ovvn way. 'IIhe priniary interest ofthe

present study lies in clarifying how omput and noticing niggered by omput connibute to the IL

developmertt "Ilie following six research questions wM guide the investigation ofthe present study.

(1) wrat aspec ts oflanguage are likely to be incorporated through the output-input activity?

(2) Do noticing a hole uiggered by output and noticing a relevant forrn in input presented irnmediately

 after ompnt ericourage learners to incorporate 1inguistic forms into their IL system?

(3) How do learners' proficiency leveis infiuence their noticing fomis?

(4) How do learners' proficiericy levels influerice the incorporation of1inguistic forrns?

(5) Do leamers incorporate more linguistic forrns into their IL system if their own lmguislc iealization

 bears a resemblance to its counteq)art in relevant input presented immediately after output?

(6) What cognitive activities evoked by output and noticing encourage learners to incorporate linguistic

 fOMIS?

Question 1 is concemed with how the output-input activity contributes to L2 learning. It is agreed that

output contributes to better access to 1inguistic knowledge. That is, fiuency in the TL is fostered by output.

Qpinions vary as to whether output brings about the growth of learriers' M systcm. What needs to be

clarified is whether the output-input activity brings about the establislment of new representations. 'Ihe

present study assumes that output brings aboat the learning ofnew knowledge and uies to clartfy what

aspects oflariguage L2 learners incorporate through the output-input activity.

  Question 2 is concerned with how noticing a hole and noticing a forrn encourage learners to

incorporate 1inguistic forms into their IL system. 'Ihe discussion in Chapters 2 and 3 predicts that the
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noticed forms are more likely to be incorporated into learners' IL system. Although the possibdity of

leaming without awareness cannot be dcmied completely, both noticing a hole and noticing a form

facilitate further processing ofthe noticed forrns and consequently, learners are 1ikely to incorporate them

into their IL system.

  Questions 3 and 4 are both concerned with learriers' rnroficiency level. Question 3 is concerned with

the relationship between learners' proficiency level and their noticing. Since beginnirlg learners are

cognitively overloaded, they cannot ahocate their attentional resources as eMciently as advariced learners.

As they gain a better command ofthe TL, they have more capacity to attend to the details of linguistic

forms.

  Question 4 is concerned with how learners' proficiericy level influerices the incorporation of

1inguistic forms into their IL system. After noticing a form occurs, the noticed form goes through

processing by learriers. As discussed in 3.1.3, L2 learriers depend on their cmmtly held linguistjc

knowledge to process the noticed form. [lhe more knowledge a learner has, the more elaborate the

learner's processing is. It is reasonable to predict that learners with ample knowledge on the TL are 1il<ely

to incorporate more 1inguistic forms into their IL system.

  Questions 5 and 6 both deal with processing uiggered by noticing a fomil Question 5 is formulated

based on the discussion in 4.2.3 and 4.2 4. For a cognitive comparison to occur, leamers need tD notice

that their output arid a form in relevant input are different lmguistic realizations of the same proposition.

As discussed in 4.2.4, the structural format used for producing output is stored in memory. Ifthe form in

relevant input matches ig the format is activated again and leaves a deeper trace in memory. It is Irredicted

that the resemblance between the two expressions which refer to the same event facilitates learners'

cognitive comparison and thus ericourages them to incorporate the form in relevant input into their IL

system.

  Question 6 is concerned with the roles ofcognitive activities to play in IL development. When they

are expesed to relevant input after producing outpug L2 learners may notice forms in the input and get
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involved in various coghtive activities. It is assumed that ari analysis at a deeper level leads to more

elaborate, longer lasting and stronger traces in memory. The present study tries to desc ribe what cognitive

activities learners are involved in when they notice forms and to clarify the relative effects ofthe cognitive

activities on the incorporation of1inguistic fomis into their IL system.

4.4 Hypotheses

'Ihe following hypotheses were formulated based on the above research questions. The discmssion in

Chapters 2 and 3 also helped formulate the hypotheses.

4.4.1 Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 is based on the first research question. VatiPatten (1994) has suggested that aspects of

language may be different in their attentional requirements. Vocabulary learning requires attention and

awamess in ways that syntax leaming does not As producing omput iequires learners to think about

syntax, knowledge on syntax may be gained through the output-input activity. As producing output

provides leamers with opportunities to reflect on how a lexical item should be used in a sentence, learners

may deepen their understandmg as to what other lexical items should be collocated with a lexical item in

questlon.

Hypothesis 1: Leamers incorporate grammatical fomis, grammatical collocations and lexical collocations

      through the output-input activity.

4.4.2 Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 is based on the second research question. Noticing a hole in production leads leamers to be

more attentive to liiiguistic forrns in relevant input provided afur producing outppt which fosters noticing

a form. ds discussed in Chapter 3, noticing is considered to facilitate L2 learning. L2 learners do not learn
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new infomiation without subjective awareness, or noticing. It can be predicted that both noticing a hole

and noticing a fomi contribute to desirable development oflearriers' IL system.

Hypothesis 2: Learners incorporate more 1inguistic forms into their IL system when they notice a hole

        andlor wheri they notice a form in inpuL

4.4.3 Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 is basod on the third research question. L2 leamers' interaction with input data changes at

different stages ofdevelopment. As discussed earlier, learners with high proficiency have more capacity to

process input. As they have better access to 1ingtiistic knowledge than learners with low proficiency, it is

1ikely that learners with high proficiency attend to the details of lmguistic fomis that learncms with low

proficiericy do not.

Hypothesis 3: Learners with high proficiertcy notice more forms in relevant input than leamers with low

        proficierlcy.

4.4.4 Hypothesis 4

Hypothesis 4 is based on the fourth research question, What is noticed is interpreted by exisdng schemata

and the amount of existing scherriata is reflected in learners' proficiency level. When learners are exposed

to relevant input immediately after outpug they process 1inguistic forms in the input with their prior

knowledge on the rlL. Whether the processing is successful or not is highly dependent on the amount of

knowledge an individual learner has on the TL (Andersony 1995). While learners with low proficiency

have difficulty in processing noticed forms because of their limited resouroes, Iearners with high

proficiency have more resouroes to process them. As a resul"earners with high proficiency are lil(ely to

incorporate more 1inguistic forms.
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Hypothesis 4: Learners with high proficiency incorporate more 1inguistic forms into their IL system than

     learriers with low proficiency througli the output•-input activity.

4.4.5 Hypothesis 5

Hypothesis 5 derives liem the fifih research question. A cognitive comparison is assumed to play an

important role in L2 leaming (see 4.2.3 for further details). For a cognitive comparison to oocur, it is

necessary that learners' own linguistic realization has a resemblance to its target form in relevant input

provided immediately after producing output. If learners notioe that the two expressions are refctring to

the same event and have the same function, they compare theni and notice the differorioe between them. if

they foe1 that their own linguistic realization is erroneous, they may replaoe it with its coimterpart in the

relevant input.

Hypothesis 5: I.earners incorporate more 1inguistic forrns into their II. system when their own linguistic

     realization bears a resernblance to its counterpart in input than when it does not bear a

     rescmblance.

4.4.6 Hypothesis 6

Hypothesis 6 is based on the sixth research question. Craik and Lo(tkl}art (1972) have argued "analysis

proceeds through a series of sensory stages to levels associated with matching or pattcrn recognition and

finally to sernanti&-assoeiative stages of stimulus emichment" (p.675). This suggests that an analysis at a

deeper level leads to more elE{borate, longer-lasting and stronger traÅíes.

  It can be predicted that an analysis at a deeper level leads to the incorporation of more 1inguistic

forms. ln relation to this issue, Izumi (2003) has pointed out that an analysis at the level ofsyntax may be

more effective in leading L2 leamers to incorporate linguistic fomis into their IL system thari ari analysis

at the level ofmeaning. Ifthe detected parts are analyized syntactically, the parts are more 1ikely to be
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incorporated.

Hypothesis 6: A syntactic analysis ofa noticed part resuks in the incorporation ofmore linguistic forms.

4.5 Summary

Output primes learners to search for more informatiog to be more sensitive to future input (for example,

use of a lexical item, structure and spe1ling) or to be more aware of their hypothesis about the TI.. If

relevant input is available, it can serve to confirTn or disconfirm their hypothesis. If the hypothesis is

discDniinned, leLamers may form another hypotfo-esis and this process iepea!ts until their hypothesis is

confimied. "Ihis is how the output-inpnt activity contribates to the desirable development of learners' IL

system. The six hypotheses which the present study will test are listed here again:

(1) Leaniers incorporate grammatical forms, grammatical collocations and lexical collocations through

 the output-input activity.

(2) Learners incorporate more linguistic fomis into their II. systcm wheri they notice a hole andlor when

 they notice a form in input

(3) Learners with high proficiency notice more forms in relevant input than leamers with low proficiency.

(4) Learners with high proficiency incorporate more linguistic forms into their IL system than learTiers

 with low proficiericy thrbugh the ou[tput•-input activity

(5) Learners inc()rporate more linguistic fomis into their IL system wheri their own linguistic realization

 bears a resemblance to its counterpart in input than when it does not beair a resernblance.

(6) A syntactic analysis ofa noticed part results in the incorporation ofmore linguistic fomis.
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Chapter 5

The Studies

'Ihis chapter wru review the three experimental studies which were conducted to clarify the influences of

output and noticing triggered by output on the development of interlanguage (IL) system of Japanese

learners ofEngliSh.

  As the three studies share the basic experimenta1 sequence, the factors which are common to thcm

will be explained ftrst Then, the deta,ils of ea{)h stu.dy vvill be explaine(Å} Each stLidy will be explained in

the following order: Aim, theoretical backgrouna research questions, methodology, results, discussion

and conclusion.

5.1 Common Factors

5.1.1 Variable

Nthough mitial knowledge on target lmguistic forrns seems to be an important factor in affecting noticing

none ofthe studies measured the participants' initial knowledge on the target linguistic forms. Measuring

the participants' mitial knowledge on the target linguistic forms before implementing experimenta1 studies

might distort the results ofthe studies because it offers the participants an opportimity to leam the fomis.

  Instead oftheir initial knowledge on the target linguistic forms, their general target language (TL)

proficiency was employed as the variahle. It is generally agreed that second language aL2) learners'

interaction with input changes at different stages ofdevelopment and that their target language proficiency

is one of the most influential learners' variables. Learners' IL proficiency is 1ikely to influence their

noticing and the processing subsequent to noticing. Even ifthe sarne input is offered each learnetr interacts

with it in different ways. Measuring the participants' TL proficiency does not offer them an opportunity to

learn the target forms before the experiments.
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5.1.2 Participants

The participants in the three studies are undergraduate students. Their ages range from 18 to 22 and the

period of their receiving forrnal English language instruction at school ranges from seven years to ten

years. Recxuiting the panicipants who share the same first language (Ll) and similar educational

background makes it pessible to rm the effects ofextraneous variables. They all fulfill the following

reclumements:

(1) 'Ihey are not majoring in EngliSh language er English literature.

(.7.) They have not stayed in an English speaking countr.v for more than a year.

(3) 'rhey started learning English when they entered ajunior high school.

(4) They do not have an opportunity to use English in their daily Iives.

It is possible to say that those following the above requirements represent typical Japanese learriers of

English. This is important in reeruiting participants for experimental studies like the present stMdy. It is

natural that those who are majoring in English language and/or have stayed in an EngliSh speaking

country for a long tinie have a good command ofEnglish. It is also likely that they are strongly motivated

to study English and that they are quite good at expressing themselves in English. 'Ihe results of studies

whose participants are such advantaged learners ofEnglish cannot be made use ofto discuss how Engksh

lariguage education in Japan can be improved in general. 'Ihe participants in the throe studies seemed to

have already learned a substantial amount of 'IL knowledge. Hovvever, they were not aocustomed to

realizing their intended messages linguistically because they had not been provided with the opportunities

to do so at schooi. Compared with their comprehemsion abihty, their production abvaty was quite low.

  As discussed in 2.7, al1 learners do not bertefit from output equally. Learners with arnple TL

knowledge which they can potentially draw upon to produce output might benefit more than those who

are having didiculty in producing one-word utterances.
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5.1.3 Experimenta1 Sequence

Although there are minor differences, the three experimental studies share the same experimenta1

sequence, which is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Eoperimental Sequence

Stage Activity

1

.7.

3

4

5

6

Test oftarget language proficiency (pretest)

Ouxput 1

Exposure to relevant input

Report ofnoticing

Output 2 (posttest)

interview

At Stage 1, the participants' 'II. proficiency was measured. Based on the test results, they were divided

into three groups: Upper group, }vliddle group and Lower group.

  At Stage 2, the participants performed an output task. Their lmguistic realization at Stage 2 will be

called Output 1. EaCh experimenta1 study employed different outpvEt tasks. At Stage 3, the participants

were e>rposed to relevant input. It was presented in a vvritten mode. At Stage 4, the participants took notes

ofwhat forms they had noticed in looking at the relevant input.

  At Stage 5, the participants performed the same output task as the one they had done at Stage 2.

They were asked to perfomi the same taSk on the following week without previous notice. Their Iinguisdc

realization at Stage 5 will be called Output 2.

  After thag the amhor had an inteniiew with some randomly selected panicipants to understand what

they had actually done and thought 'Ihe primary purpose ofthe interview was to understand what they
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thought about wheri they were exposed to relevant input after output.

5.1.4 Report ofNoticing

As discussed in 3.3, it is difiicult to judge whether noticing occurred or not precisely. The present study,

follovving Schmidt (1990), operationally defines notieing as the availability for verbal rEport Although the

method to require the participants to verbalize what they noticed is not subtle enougli because awareness

is usually momeritary, making use of learners' verbal mprt as evidence of noticing is the possible best

way as now. Dennett (1991) considers that making use of learners' verbal reports is an effective data

collecting meatns to iL!nderstand their men`ta1 states.

  in the studies, the participants used their L1, or Japanese, to report what forms they had noticed. As

Lee (1986) and Wolf(1993) have pointed outs verl)alizing what has been notioed in the TL may result in

less precise reports because of the difficulty of using the 'IL. Learners' perceptions of noticing are not

always straightforward and it is difficult to evaluate noticing objectively. ln operationalizing noticing,

language-related episodes (LREs) were consulted in t!ie present study. LREs are defined as any part of a

(lialogue in which L2 learners talk about the language they are producing (Swain & Lapkin, 1995, 1998).

5.2 Study 1

5.2.1 Aim

Hypotheses 1, 2 and 4 are tested in Study 1. It airns to investigate how noticing a hole duiring translation

from J2tpanese to EngliSh and noticing a fomi in relevant input provided after completing the translation

task encourage Japanese learners ofEnglish to incorporate liriguistic forms into their IL system.

5.2.2 Theoretical Background

5.2.2.1 Linguistic Features ofTarget Forms

Takatsuka (2003) has analyzed how noticing a hole during production and noticing a form in relevant
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input influence the incorporation of lmguistic fomis. He proposes a hypothesis that it deperids on the

features of target 1inguistic fomis whether noticing can become an asset in L2 learning. What do the

features of target 1inguistic forms mean? Leaming lmguistic fomis is a process of mapping fomis with

their appropriate meanings. To learn 1inguistic forms, learners have to fatniliarize themselves with both

fomis and their meanings.

  Wheri they learn new linguistic fomis, there can be two possibilities: (1) They have partial

knowledge on the target 1inguistjc fomis and (2) They do not have any partial knowledge on the target

1ingtiistic forms. Learning new lexical ite ns, for example, recluires learners to learn both their forms and

meanin.gs. wnen leampvrs aire F..xposed.. to a new lexic2..1 ite!n for the fust time, they do not .have atqy partial

knowledge on it

  While leaming an L2, leamers are often exposed to linguistic forms on which they have partial

knowledge. Learning collocations, for example, requires leamers to thnk Eibout how a lexical item should

be used. ln ariy lariguage, certain lexical iterns regularly combine with certain other lexical itcms or

grammatical constructions. These recmmt semi-fixed combinations are called collocations (Benson,

Benson, & Ilson, 1997). Grammatical coilocations consist of a dominant lexical item such as a noun, a

verb and an adjective and a preposition. It ofteri happens that L2 learners are familiar with a dominant

word but do not know what preposition should be used with it. Most lexica1 iterns have more than one

meaning. It is not unusual for L2 learners to notice that a lexical item whose meaning they knovv is used in

a diffamt meaning. Whether learners have partial knowledge on target lmguistic fomis may influence

cognitive prooesses uiggered by noticing.

5.2.2.2 I.Åíarners' TL Proficiency, Attention and Noticing

Do al1 learners direct attentional resources to the same meaningfi)1 differpnces irrespective of their TL

proficiency? Attention is viewed as a limited set of mental resources that have to be shared by various

processing activities (de Bog 1996), Leamers allocate the fesources to what they think is important. As
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discussed in Chapter 3, learriers with lovv proficiency cannot draw their attentional resources to all

meaningfu1 differences at once because they are cognitively overloaded. On ttie other hanct learners with

high proficiency have more capacity to attend to the details such as prepositions, articles, pragrriatics and

discourse structuring.

  As they aequire a better command ofEnglish, learners have easier access to 1inguistic forms. As a

resulg some cognitive precesses get automatized and attentional capacity is freed.

5.2.3 Research Questions

Based on the abovp.. disciJssion, the following respJa:rch questions were formulated:

(1) Do noticing a hole and noticing a form promote the incorporation of linguistic forrns?

(2) Does learners' proficiency in English infiuenoe their noticing a hole and noticing a fomi? As a resulg

 does that influence the incorporation oflinguistic forrns?

(3) Do noticing a hole and noticing a form encourage leamers to learn new lexical items or deepen their

 understanding of1ingttisdc forrns on which they have panial knowledge?

5.2.4 Methodology

5.2.4.1 Participants

'Ihirty-nine Japariese learriers of English participated in the study. They were undergraduate students

whose major was not English. Before the experimental study, they took a pretest to evaluate their

proficiency in English. 'Ihe proficiency test used in the study was a C-tesg in which every 11th word had

been deleted C-tests have proven to be a faitly reliai)le measure ofglobal L2 competence (Korrnos, 2000).

The C-test given to the participants consisted of2 texts with 27 gaps each.

  Based on their scores ofthe C-test, the participants were classhied into 3 levels: Upper group (more

than 40 points out of54), Middle group (between 40 and 3 1 points) and Lower group (below 3 1 points).
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Table 5.2

CtestScoresofPrm'ei ts

Level N M(max. n == 54) SD

Lower group 14 24.86 4.54

Middle group 13 36.92 3.07

Upper group 12 ".50 3.12

Total 39 34.92 8.97

5.7..4.2 Target Lin.qe!istic Fonn.s

Based on the discussion in 5.2.2.1, 12 1inguistic forms were selected. 'Ihey are classhied into two

categories: New lexical iterns and familiar fomis with new meanings.

  For the new lexical items, the Standard Vocabulary List was consulted to choose the candidates. It is

a vocabulary list compiled by ALC lnc (soe http:1/www.alc.co.jpl for more infomiation). The candidates

should be lexical items on which the participants do not have any partial knowledge. in selecting linguistic

forrns on which the panicipants have some partial knowledge, 7he BBI Dictioncuy ofEnglish PVord

Combinan'on and Asahi Press SEN'IJENCE were consulted. Asahi Press SENTENCE is a datal)ase of

Japanese-English senterice equivalents (see http:1/ vvvvw.asahipress.comle"park! for more inforrnation).

Linguistic forms which seemed difEicult for the participants to produce correctly were selected. rllhe 12

1inguistic forms are inAppendixA.

5.2.4.3 Procedure for Collecting Data

The participants had been inforrned of the procedure of the survey in advance. 'I]he procedure for

collecting data is as follows:

Stage 1 . A Japanese sentence is shown to the partjcipants on a screen. (5 sec.)
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Stage 2. 'IIhe participants vvrite down the thought processes tliat occur while trying to put the Japanese

   sentence into English. (90 sec.)

Stage 3. The participants write down the fuial output (Outpuft 1). (45 sec.)

Stage 4. Amodel seritence is shown to the participants on a s( reen. (5 sec.)

Stage 5. [EIhe participants write down what they have noticed in the model seritence. (60 sec.)

Stage 6. A posttest is given in the next week wnhout previous notice (Otitput 2).

'Ihe posttest was a written testi where the same Japanese sentences were shown to the participants and

they put them into English. It was up to each participant w. hetti{.r whe wou!d use the exptessions in the

model senterices. A production test was given to confim) that noticing a hole and noticing a form would

help learr!ers of English incorporate linguistic forms to such an extent that they could produce thern on

their own.

5.2.4.4 Number of Linguistic Fomis to Be Analyzed

'Ihirty-nine panicipants took part in the experiment and 12 linguistic fomis were employed. That means

there wete 468 linguistic forms to be analyzed in total. Five of them were excluded Ifom the analysis

because the participants had already known the target forms in the 5 cases, where the participants did not

notice a hole and mentioned that they used the expressions they already knew. One hundred and fifty-six

new lexical items and 307 fatniliar fomis with new meanings were obtairied to be analyzed.

5.2.4.5Analysis

Reliable eriteria are necessary to judge whether the participants noticed a hole, they noticed a form and

they incorporated the target linguistic fomi. Two investigators independently analyzed six randomly

chosen participants' written reports and subsequently discussed their resuks. 'Ihe six randomiy chosen

panicipants consisted of two bower group participants, two Mddle group panicipants and two Upper
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group participants. The following (uiteria were established for the analysis:

(1) 'Ilhe panicipants noticed a hole if sthe extracted the target part precisely and mentioned how to reali ze

 it 1inguistically in the desc ription ofhis or her thought processes.

(2) The participants notioed a form in a model sentence ifsZhe mentioned the target part meta1inguistically

 and mapped the target form with its appropriate meaning in the comments on model seriterices.

(3) The incorporation oftarget forms occurTed ifthe participants Irroduced the target fomis corTec tly in the

 vvritten posttest. if the participants used other expressions than the target forrns in the postteq the

 LnLco!poration efta.!rget forrns did not ecci !r.

Following the above (miteria, the first investigator analy2ed all the data. Ihe second investigator

independently analyzed 9 participants' vvritm reports. Agreement rates were: 88.90/o for noticing a hole,

92.6e/o for noticing a fomi, and 98.10/o for the incorporation of target fomis. 'Ihe third investigator

analyzed the written reports on which the two investigators had not reached agreement and made

suggestions. The first investigator made the final decision based on the suggestions.

5.2.5 Results

5.2.5.1 incorporation ofNew Lexical Items

1]here was only one case where a participant used the target lexical item in the posttest. Irrespective of

their levels, almost all the participants notioed new lexical items when they looked at the model seritences.

In more than 800/o of al1 the cases, the target parts were reaaized as problems. It is reasonable to conclude

that new lexical items were noticeable enough to attract the participants' attention. However, they were not

incorporated through the omput-input activity.

  Only one Middle group participant used the lexical item mutilate in the posttest correctly. However,

he wrote down that he had seen the lexical item before when he looked at the model sentence. It means
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that the lexical iteni was not a completely new 1inguistic form for the participant. Several panicipants did

the same. 'IIhey used the lexical items they had noticed in the model sentences in the posttest though they

were not the target linguistic forrns. They also mentioned that they had learned the lexical itefns before in

lookng at the model sentences. The results suggest that L2 learners do not incorporate corrrpleteiy new

lexical items into their IL systern through the output-input activity Fuller discussion of leaming new

lexical items wiil be preserited in Chapter 6.

52.5.2 Relationship Between Noticing a Hole and Noticing a Form

Noticing a hole is ncoRsiderpj. to trigger noticing a form. If a nJertain part is realizpJd as a prob!ern, it.".

correspondent in a model sentence is more 1ikely to be a focus ofattention.

  'the participants' written reports, however, did not refiect this. After the posttest} 3 participants were

interviewed to know what they had actually thought at Stages 2 and 5. Two ofthem said "At Stage 5, I

referred to what I had not mentioned at Stage 2." Ihe analysis of all the vvritten reports suggested that a

considerable number ofthe paiticipants had done the same. Aocordmg to the second cmiterion proposed in

5.2.4.5, it has to be interpreted that they did not notice a form. Yet the interpretation is superficial.

Although it is reasonable to think tliat the participants noticed forms in model sentences but did not

mention them, there is no hard evidence to prove it. As it is impossible to discuss how noticing a hole

uiggered noticing a form, how noticing a hole and noticing a fomi encouraged the incorporation of

1inguistjc forms will be dealt with respectively.

52.5.3 Relationship Between Noticing a Hole and incorporation

[[Ihe teni notieing a hole is applied to mean having difiiculty in realizing intended messages lmguistically.

It is generally considered that learners with low proficiency realize more problems because oftheir limited

1inguistic resources. It should be noted, however, that learriers with high proficiency also realive a problem

during output.
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  During oimput, learners are assumed to experience dilficulty, or notice a hole, at various levels.

I.earners with low proficiency, for example, may have difficulty retrieving a lexical item to convey their

intended meaning. They may not be able to realize their intended meaning at all. Learners with high

proficiency, on the other hand may have difficulty putting a selected lexical item into a well-formed

sentence. 'I:hey may try to retr ieve a better phrasing, feel that their linguistic realization might deviate from

the norm ofthe TL system or ereate a new form based on their existing knowledge on the 'IL.

Tai)le 5.3

Con.ijngencp, Table ofNoticing a Hole andlnco.woration

lncorporation

Total

(+) (-)

(+) 101 94 195
Noticing a hole

(-) 23 89 112

Total 124 183 307

Table 5.3 indicates how noticing a hole encourages the participants to incorporate 1inguistic forms. Ofthe

195 cases where they noticed a hole, the panicipants used the target fomis in the posttest in 1O1 cases. Ctn

the other hana ofthe 1 12 cases where they did not the participants used the target fomis in only 23 cases.

The results ofstatistical analysis show that noticing a hole and the incorporation of1inguistic forms are not

indeperiderig l (1, N= 30D " 27.588, p = O.OOO. It can be concluded that noticing a hole during output

encourages leamers to incorporate 1iriguistic forms.

5.2.5.4 Relationship Between Noticing a Form and incorporation

Table 5.4 shows how noticing a form encourages the participants to incorporate 1inguistic forms. Ofthe

178 cases where they noticed a forrn, the participants used the target fomi in the posttest in 1OO cases. Of
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the 129 cases where they did not notice a form, however, the participants used the target form in only 26

cases.

Tal)le 5.4

Contingencly Table ofNotieing a Fonn andlncorporan'on

incorporation

Total

(+) (--)

(+) 100 78 178
Noticing a form

(--) 26 103 129

Total 126 181 307

The resuks of statistica1 analysis show that noticing a form and the incorporation of lmguistic forms are

not independeng f (1, N= 307) == 38.639, p = O.OOO. It can be concluded that noticing a form encourages

IearTiers to incorporate linguistic forms.

5.2.5.5 Learners' Proficiency and Incorporation ofIinguistic Forms

Table 5.5 shows the meari scores on the posttest of the participants with difirerent proficiency levels. It

does not include the new lexicai items because they were not incorporated at all except in only one case as

discussed in 5.2.5.1.

  Although the performance scores ofthe three levels were not significantly diffrerent from each other

(H = 3.684, cij'= 2, p = O.158), Iearners with high proficiency incorporated more target linguistic forrns

than those with low proficiericy.

  'Ihough the result was not statistically sigrtificarig the deseriptive statistics suggest that learners with

high proficiency are lil<ely to incorpc)rate more linguistic forms than learriers with low proficiency through

the output-input activity.
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Table 5.5

Mean Incorporation Seores ofPam'ci ants Mth blfferent Levels

Level N M(max. n = 8) SD

Lower group 14 3.00 1.04

Middle group 13 3.46 1.33

Upper group 12 3.75 1.22

Total 39 3.38 1.21

5..7.6DLtcu.gsion

'Ihe major findngs of Study 1 arÅë: (1) Noticing a hole and noticing a forrn prompt the immediate

incorporation of linguistic forms and play an important role in mapping already learned forTns with the

new meanings and (2) rllhe outpul•-input activity is 1ikely to lead learners with high proficiency to

incorporate more linguistic forms.

  [[he first findmg is conccrmed with how noticing contributes to L2 learning. As Tahles 5.3 and 5.4

show, the participants reproduced the target forms in the posttest more successfully when they noticed a

hole during output andlor they noticed a form in the model sentences. It is worth stating that noticing a

hole and noticing a form help learriers ofEnglish develop tlie ability to use 1inguistic forms on their own.

  Completely new 1inguistic forms, or new lexical items in.the study, were not incorporated at all. The

output•-irrput activity did not enable the participants to reproduce the target new lexical iterns in the posttest.

However, it does not mean that the activity does not conrdbute to leaming lexical iterns at all. Some

participants used the lexical items which they had noticed in the model seritences in the posttest. A

partjcipang for example, used the word bzo glars in the posttest though she was not able to use it at Stage 2.

When she Iooked at the model sentence, she reported that she had learned the lexical item before bnt could

not remember it. In this case, she noticed a fomi and incorporated it. Eleven similar examples were found

in the study, including the example discussed in 5.2.5.1. Though further research is indispensable, it is
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possible to hypothesize that the output-input activity contributes to vocabulary learning in the way that it

enables learners to retrieve lexical iterns that have aiready been learned but not yet integrated.

  The second tinding is concemed with how learners' proficiency in English influences the

incorporation oftarget linguistic forms. As Table 5.5 indicates, leamers with high proficiericy used more

target forms in the posttest. in the study, the panicipants were not allowed to use dictionaries. 'lhey solved

the problerr)s which they had encountered during production and analyzed the model seriterices only with

their currently held 1inguistic knowledge. To put it more precisely, they processed the meaning that should

be communicatecl so that they could convey it with their linguistic knowledge at Stage2. At Stage 5, they

analyttz)dr the model se-nter!eL)es, c)ompared them with their ovvn oLttpist an.d mapped the target fo.rms with

their meanings.

  in looking at the expression trai,el light, for example, an Upper group participang afier mapping the

form with its meaning successfully, reported that he had learried that the lexical iteni light could be used as

an adverb. Another participant ofthe same group directed his attention to the similarity between his own

output and the model sentence and incorporated the target form by comparing tliem. Ihe point is that the

Upper group participants' reports on model sentences are more elaborate and detailed than those of the

participants with low proficiency. On the other hanq the Lower group participants sometimes had

difEiculty in undcrstandmg why a form beafs a certain meaning because of their limited linguistic

resources. For example, one Lower group participant reported that he did not understand why the

expression travel light could be used to mean traveling without taking a Iot of baggage. in this case, the

target forrn was not incorporated.

  For learners to perform analytic operations such as drawing inferences, comparing and classifying,

they have to resort to their curTently held knowledge. As Marzano (2001) has acutely pointed oug the

success ofthe process where new knowledge gets systematized resting on present knowledge is highly

dependent on the amount ofthe 1atter. This explains why the Upper group participants incorporated more

1inguistic forrns in the study. It is possible to conclude that their good prior knowledge on English helped
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theni incorporate turget fomis more successfu11y.

5.2.7 Conclusion

Skehan (1998) suggests three factors in foreign language aptitude: The ability to notice what is in inputs

the abmaty to analyze language and the abMty to retrieve chunks from memory for fiuent speech

production. "Ilie first two abilities can be fostered by noticing a form in model seritorices. Noticing a hole

fills the role oftriggering noticing a form. Both noticing a holg and noticing a form play a erucial role in

L2 learning. 'Ihough ftmher research- is required to show how noticing contributes to L2 learning, the

rp.sults of Study 1 indicat!e that omptuv and noticing triggere(-1 by output eL)onuibute to tib-e ineJo!po!ation of

linguistic fomis.

5.3 Study 2

5.3.1 Aim

Most discussions regarding the role ofnoticing in IL development focused on morphology and syntax and

only a few have dealt with lexical learning and pragrnatic development (Schmidg 2001). This is where the

primary concern of this study lies. Study 2 tests Hypotheses 1, 3, 4 and 6 and airns to investigate how

noticing a forrn in relevant input presented immediately after producing output encourages learners of

EngliSh to incorporate Iexical items into their ll. system.

5.3.2 Theoretical Background

5.3.2.1 Output and Noticing in M Learning

As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, both omput and noticing play crucial roles in developing L2 leamers' IL

system. It is wonh noting, however, that not all circumstances of outpnt induce learners to gain new

knowledge on the TIL. in a casual conversatiou for example, learners can avoid using problematic

1inguistic forms, yet gain their communicative success. "Pushed outpug" which induces leamers to notice
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their 1inguistic holes, is a prerequisite for leaming new knowledge on the 'IIL (Swain, 1993). if learners are

pushed to produce omput and immediately provided with relevant inpug it is likely that the sensitivity

toward the form may be heightened through oimputl which may, in tum, prompt them to atterid to the

relevant parts in the relevant input.

   As for how producing output contributes to L2 learning Izumi (2002) proves ernpirically that

learners who produced output demonstrate greater learning of the target form than those who were not

recluired to produce output. He has demonstrated tliat providmg relevant input after producing outpnt has a

significant impact on the leaming ofEnglish (see 2.6.4 for further details).

   Production has a role ofraising leamers' awareness ofproblernaSicity, which makes learn-e.rs more

sensitive to what they can and cannot say or write. Noticing a problern leads learners to be more attentive

to relevant linguistic forms in input Concerning how noticing contribtncs to IL developmeng Iwanaka

and Takatsuka (2006) show that both noticing a hole and noticing a form prompt the immediate

incorporation of 1inguistic fomis and play an important role in mapping already learned forms with their

new mearllngs.

5.3.2.2 Learners' Engksh Proficiency and Analysis 1tiggered by Noticing

While learners with high proficiency have more cqpacity to attend to details such as morphological fomis,

pragrnatics and discourse struc turing, learners with low proficiericy cannot pay attention to all meaningfiJl

differences at once because they are cognitively overloaded. They have not aequired easy access to

1inguistic forTns. Even if the sarrie input is provided after producing outpug it is not Iikely that both

learne(s with high proficiency and learners with low proficiency experience the sarrie degnee ofnoticing.

  It is likely that learners with high proficiency notice what leamers with low proficiency do not

Ample knowledge on the TIL is 1ikely to make the analysis triggered by noticing more detailed and

elaborate. Learners with high proficiency may receive more benefits from the output-input activity than

leamers with low proficiency.
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5.3.2.3 Aspects of Knowing a Lexical Item

Knowing a lexical item involves three aspects: Form, meaning and use (Nation, 2001). Which aspect of

knowing a lexical item does the output-input activity foster? For L2 learriers to be able to produce

grammatically correct outpul- they have to know what patterns they have to use a ceirtain lexical iteni and

what lexical itenis or types oflexical iterns they have to use with a certain lexical item in question.

  As producing output is considered to raise learners' awareness ofhow a lexical item should be used

in a sentence and move them to a syntactic mode (see 4,2.1 for furtlier details), the output-input activity is

1il(ely to help leamers develop lexical knowledge on use.

5.3.3 Research Questions

Based on the above discussion, the following research questions were formulated:

(1) What do leam(ms do when they notice a form and what coghtive activities triggered by noticing

 connibute to the incorporation ofthe fomi?

(2) Does learners' proficiericy in English influence the cognitive activities triggered by noticing a form?

 As a resulg does that influence the incorporation ofthe form?

(3) Which aspect of knowing a lexical item does noticing during the output-input activity foster,

  knowledge on fomi, meaning or use?

5.3.4 Methodology

5.3.4.1 Task Design

To evaluate the effects ofproducing output on II. development properly, the task to be employed in the

study should fu1fill the following requirements: (1) Participants have the freedom to choose what

1inguistic fomis to use, (2) Panicipants have choices to decide what fomis are relevant to their developing

IL system and (3) lndividual variation in output is minimal.
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  'lhe first proviso takes the nature of output process into consideration. Producing language is

basically meaning-oriented and it is unrealistic that 1inguistic forms are pre-decided before generating

meaning. "IIhe second requirement takes account ofthe participants' developmental stages, or individual

variation. It should be up to each participant to decide what fomis are importarit to develop his or her IL

system. For this reasog I did not choose target lmguistic fomis in advance. The third condition is

important to maximize the effects of producing output on IL development An essay-writing tasK for

example, is susceptible to individual variation. An output task is necx ssary which leads learners to contrast

their linguistic realizations with their counterparts in relevant input. Taking the above factors into

consideration, I decidpJd on gaided.. ncomposition.

53.4.2 Participants

Twenty-nine Japanese leaniers of English panicipated in the study. They were undergraduate students

who were not majoring in EngliSh. They were classfied into tliree levels based on their EngliSh

proficiency: Upper group, Middle group and Lower group. Table 5.6 shows the mean scores on the

proficiency test ofthe participants with different 1ovels.

Table 5.6

Mean Scores on Proficiency Test

Group N M(max - 166) SD

Lower group

Mddle group

Upper group

Total

10

10

9

29

68.67

110.70

136.20

106.45

19.34

8.71

7.41

30.50

Two knds of proficiency tests were employed: A C-test and a readmg comprehension test. The C-test
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given to the participants consisted of two texts with 33 gqps each, with every 11th word deleted. To

evaluate the participants' reading proficiency, a past eritrance examination to a university was ernployed

with permission from the university It consisted of 40 questions and the participants were given scores

from O tD 100. 'Ihe proficiency levels of the three groups were found to be significantly different from

each other, F (2, 26) = 68.247, p < .05.

5.3.4.3 Prooedure for Collecting Data

As mentioned above, guided composition was employed for the task. Tlhe participants were directed to

write a passage to desc ribe a sightseeing spot to onp.. ofhis or her foreign hiends. lhe passt"ge consisted ef

five paragraphs, each ofwhich had a few pieces of information that the participants had to encode. It was

up to each participant what linguistic forms to use. Ihe participants had been informed of the task

prooedure in advance. The prooedure for collecting data is as follows:

Stage 1. The participants wotk on the guided composition and write a passage describing a sightseeing

   spot (Output 1).

Stage 2. The participafits are provided with relevant irrput.

Stage 3. rlhe participants underline parts ofthe relevant input which they think are necessary to improve

   their writing abthty and write down what they have noticed about the under1ined parts.

Stage 4. 'IIhe participants work on the same guided composition as that of Stagel in the next week without

   previous notioe (Output 2).

It was up to each participant whether sthe would use the expressions from the relevant inpnt at Stage 4.

Productive leaming is generally considered to be more difficult than receptive leaming because the former

requires extra leaming ofnew output patterns (Crow, 1986). Leamers may only need to know lmguistic

forms partially for receptive use. For productive purposes, on the other hand, their knowledge on 1inguistic
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forms has to be more precise (see 2.4 for further details).

  In order to confirm that the omput-input activity would help learriers of English acquire productive

knowledge of lexical iterns, the participants worked on the same guided composition at Stage 4.

Productive tests should be ernployed to evaluate learners' productive ability.

5.3.4.4 Number ofData to Be Analyzed

Reliable eriteria are necessary to judge whether the participants noticed a fomi in the model passage and

they incorporated the form in their M system. rlhe following cziteria were established for the analysis:

(1) The panicipants noticed a form in the model passage if i) Sthe underlined a part and mapped the part

 with its appropriate meaning andror ii) Sthe underlined a part and mentioned that sZhe did not know

 the expression.

(2) The participants incorporated the form ifthey produced it correctly in Output 2.

Following the above eritma, three investigators independently analyzed all the data. Though there vvere

discrepancies in judging whether noticing a form occurred, there were 342 cases where all the three

investigators agreed. The 342 cases were used for further analysis. Although there were quite a few cases

where only two investigators reached a consensus, the cases were not used for further analysis. There

were few diserepancies injudghg whether a form was incorporated or not.

  As discussed in 4.4.3, learners with high proficiency are considered to notice more fomis because

they have more capacity to process input, Learners with low profieiency, on the other hanq cannot pay

their attention to linguistic forms in input eficiently because they are cognitively overloaded. Though

there was a tendency that the Lower group participants noticed less forrns than the Middle group and the

Upper group participants, the difference was not statistjcally significant .F (2, 26) == 3.122,p == .061. Table

5.7 shows mean noticing scores ofparticipants with different levels.
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Table 5.7

Mean Notieing Scores ofPartici ants Mth Dff/ erentLevels

Group N M SD Min. Max.

Lower group

Middle group

Upper group

Tota1

10

10

9

29

8.8

13.2

12.8

11.6

3.2

5.3

4.2

4.6

5

7

6

5

14

26

19

26

5.3.4.5Analysis

At Stage 3, the panicipants underlmed parts ofthe relevant input. 'IIhe underlined parts reflect their interest

in lmguistic fomis. 'Ihe parts are considered to be sources ofvariation that matter to thcm.

  The three investigators first picked up all the underlined, or noticed, parts. Then a comparison was

made betNveen Output 1 and Output 2 ofthe noticed parts. "Ihe analysis by the three investigators put the

342 data into three groups: lncorporatio4 No-incorporation and Others. EaCh of them is defined as

follows:

(1) incorporation: 1]he cases where the participants used a form from the model passage coriectly in

       Output 2 fall into this group.

(2) Norincorporation: 1]he cases where the panicipants used the same form, which is different from the

        counterpart in the model passage, both in Output 1 and Ctatput 2 fall into this group.

(3) Others: The cases which do not belong to either Inccxporation or Noincorporation fal1 into this group.

Ofthe 342 data, 93 fell into Incorporation, 124 into No-incorporation, and 125 into Otheis. Let us look at

a typical exaniple belonging to the tliird group. ln lookmg at the expression is located beti4,een 0kayaina

and Hiroshima, for example, a patticipant underlined the part and mapped the forrn with its meaning. At
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Stage 4, he used the expression is locate between Okayama and Hiroshima. He tried in vain to use the

form from the model passage. Examples 1ike this were abundant and they also show that the output-input

activity infiuences learners' IL development along with the examples ofthe first group.

  ln order to clarify what cognitive activities encourage participants to incorporate lexical iterris, a

qualitative analysis was given to the 342 dn 'IIhe participants' cognitive activities triggered by noticing

were classhied into two categortes: A semmtic analysis and a syntactic analysis. ln the former, the

participarits mqpped a form with its appropriate meaning. ln the latter, the participants commented on how

a form should be used in a sentence.

5.3.5 Results

The analysis of the data showed three findmgs. The first findmg is concenied with the relationship

between the participants' proficiency and incorporation scores. Tahle 5.8 shows the mean incorporation

scores of the panicipants with difirerent levels. As discussed in 5.3.2.2, the Upper group participants

incorporated more 1inguistic forms from the relevant inpnt into their IL systeni than the Middle and the

Lower group participants, .F (2, 26) = 3.771, p = .036. Bonferroni's multiple comparison showed that the

effect of learners' proficiency was statistically significant between the Upper group participants and the

Lower group participants at an alpha level of .05.

Table 5.8

Mean Incorporation Scores ofPrm'ci unts math DifferentLevels

Group N M SD

Lower group

Middle group

Upper group

Total

10

10

9

29

2.10

3.10

4.op

3.17

O.99

1.91

2.46

2.04
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  'IIhe second finding is about the effects ofcognitive activities uiggered by noticing on incorporation.

When the participants had partial knowledge on a linguistic form, they often comrriented on how the

1inguistic form should be used in a sentence. ln other words, they commented on syntax, such as

"Ildozperiod can be used as an adjective," "Against is necessary afterfight," and "Serves can have an

inanimate thing as its subject." Table 5.9 indicates how a syiitactic analysis of a form promotes the

incorporation of it.

Table 5.9

Contingency Table ofSpaactie Aualysis andInn..o.lporatl'on

incorporation

Total

(+) (--)

(+) 74 98 172
Syntactic 2imalysis

(-) 19 151 170

Total 93 249 342

Wheri the participants commented on how a lexical item is used in a sentence, the part was produced more

'successfully than when the participants comrriented on only form-meaning relationship. 'Ihis result

accords with Izumi (2003), who points ont that an analysis at the level of meaning is not as usefu1 for

intalce as an analysis at the level of syntax. [[he resuits of a statistical analysis show that a syntactic

analysis ofa fomi and the incorporation ofit are not independeng f (1, N= 342) = 43.798,p = .OOO.

  'Iliere were 19 cases where the participants used fomis ffom the relevant input correctly without a

syntactic analysis. ln these cases, the participants perceived a form in the model as being in contrast with

its counterpart in their own output and realized ungrammatical or 1ess appropriate status ofthe latter.

  Take the expression bndlet train, for example. Though no participants used it at Stage 1, 6

participants used it correctly at Stage 4. rlheir comments in looking at btdlet train at Stage 3 were: "I did
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not know tiiis expressio4" `I have to use this expression from now on," "Ihis expression deseribes

shiniZansen properly" and so on. 'Ihese comments indicate that they felt it necessary to incorporate the

form.

  On the otlier hanq some participants did not fee1 the necessity to learn ig which was refle( ted in

their comments. Typical examples were: `1 remember that the tenn sigperexipress was used in a train" and

"Sin'nkansen should be thought of as a proper noun." ln these cases, the participants did not incorporate

the form.

  'Ihe third findmg is conoerned with which aspect of knowing a lexical item is gained through the

outpi.rt. -input aetivity Of the 93 ec2...ses, the patnicipants took new lexin)al itcms into their IL system in 19

cases. in these cases, they did not have any partial knowledge on the lexical items which they took in

before they were provided with the model passage. Although new lexical items were noticeable enough to

draw participants' attention, the number of incorporation was rather small. For example, more than 20

participants underlmed words such as ballet trm'n, caual, ognes and potte7}7 in the model passage and

mapped the fomls with their appropriate meanings.

  When the participants noticed new lexical iteins, the most prevailirig cognitive activity was to map

the forrns with their appropriate meanings, or a semantic arialysis. It is generally true that a semantic

analysis alone is not 1ikely to lead to the incorporation of lexical itcms. In the other 74 cases, the

participants had partial knowledge on the lexical items which they took in before they were provided with

the relevant inpnt. In these cases, instead of establishing a form-meaning relationship, the panicipants

allocated their amtional resources to such aspects as what lexical items should be used with the lexicai

item in question and in what patierns the lexical item in question should oecur. As discussed above, such

cognitive activities have a great influenoe on the incorporation of 1inguistic fomis. Although such

cognitive activities rarely happen in 1ookng at completely new lexical iterris, they are suitable for leaming

how a lexical item should be used in a sentence.

  The findings can be summarized as follows: (1) The output-input activity leads learners with high
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proficiency to incorporate more iinguistic forms, (2) 'Ilhe incorporation of 1irigtiistic forms is promoted

when: i) The participants analyze a form in the relevant input syntactically, and/or li) The participants

perceive a form in the model as being in contrast with its counterpart in their own output and realize

ungrammatical or less appropriate status ofthe latter and (3) The output-input activity helps learners gain

lexical knowledge on use.

53.6 Discussion

'lhe first finding is concerned with the relationship between learners' proficiericy and the incorporation of

!inguiLstic formq. To explain why the Upper group participams could i corporate niore Kn.quisdc forms, it

is necessary to consider the role ofanalysis triggered by noticing.

  in the study, the participants were not allowed to use dictionaries. wnen they notioed a form in the

relevant inputl they analyzed it only with their currently held knowledge. As mentioned in 5.2.6, they

could depend only on their prior knowledge for performing analytic operations such as making inferences,

comparing and classifying. When new knowledge gets intenialized resting on present knowledge, the

amount ofthe 1atter plays a crucial part in the suoeess ofthe process (Marzano, 2001). 1[his explains why

the Upper group participants produced more targetlike fomis in Otmput 2. Iheir good prior knowledge on

EngliSh encouraged them to incorporate 1inguistic fomis more suocessfully.

  'Ilhe second and the third findings are interrelated and both are concerned wnh the role ofa syntactic

analysis in L2 leaming. As discussed in 4.2.1, producing output requires learriers to make a syntactic

analysis ofa linguistic fomi. During comprehensiony on the other hana learners are primarily engaged in

a semantic analysis. Learners cannot circumvent syntactic information in the production process.

  Ofthe 93 cases where the participants incorporated targetlike linguistic forms into their IL system,

the participants ac(luired knowledge on how a linguistic form should be usod in a sentence in as many as

74 cases. It is plausible to consider that the participants were primed to think about syntax during

production and search for accurate phrasing for conveying an intended meaning. Ihis cognitive process
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left a trace in their memory, which made them ready to search for relevant information in future input.

When the relevant input was provided to thern, the traoe in their memory led them to search for syntactic

information which is nec)essary for accurate production

  It should be noted that noticing a form caused by producing output may differ from noticing a form

caused by comprehension. The former is likely to lead learners to notice how a lexical item should be used

in a sentence. 'Ihis is probably where roles ofproducing outpat are difirerent from those ofcomprehension.

While comprehension activities offer leamers opportunities to make use of various sources such as

1inguistic knowledge and general knowledge, output activities require learners to depend only on their

lir/LgL]istic knowledge tD att.tain. their goals.

  Although further research is required, the results of Study 2 indicate that producing output helps

learners promote knowledge concerning how a lexical iteni should be used in a sentence.

5.3.7 Conclusion

'Iliough producing output and noticing play important roles in II. developmeng it is necessary to note that

the method which was employed to investigate the effects of producing output and noticing on IL

development akso triggered the incorporation of linguistic forms to some extent At Stage 3, the

participants underlmed a part in the model passage and wrote down what they had noticed. It is likely that

this also contributed to the incorporation oflinguistic forms along with producing output and noticing.

  'Ihougli further research is required, the findings of Study 2 show that producing output and

noticing triggered by output help learners talce 1inguistic fomis into their IL system. Exposure to relevant

input irmnediately after producing output offers learTiers of EngliSh an opportunity to contrast their own

linguistic realizations with their counterparts. Immediate juxtqposition of their own production and the

model is considered to offer an ideal situation for developing learners' IL system (Saxton, 199n. The

results also suggest that producing output and noticing triggered by producing output are 1ikely to help

learriers ofEnglish acquire the ability to produce the 'IL on their own.
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5.4 Study 3

5.4.1 Aim

This study tests Hypotheses 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 and investigates how noticing a form in relevant input

presented irmiediately after producing output encourages Japanese learriers of English to incorporate

grammatical fomis. Thirty-eight undergraduate students, classhied into three proficiency levels, took part

in an experimerig in which they worked on dicto-comp and then took notes of what fomis thcy had

noticed in 1ookmg at the relevant inpat presented immediately afier producing output. 'Ilhe participants

worked on the same dicto-comp in the following week without previous notice.

5.4.2 Theoretical Background

5.4.2.1 Output

It is self-evident that L2 learners should be e>rposed to enough input for successfu1 L2 learning. However,

researchers difirer in their opinions as to whether being exposed to enough inpiit alone is sufEicient for L2

learners to develop the abdity to use the TL correctly and appropriately.

   KraShen (1994), for example, emphasizes the importance ofcompreherisible input and asserts that

teachers' correction and learriers' outpat do not contribute to the IL development. Long (1981) has also

considered that it is not output bnt input that brings about the IL development. Swain (1985) has

questioned the widely accepted assumption that the al)dity to produce the TI. is not a process of learning

but a result of learning and asserted that producing output is also an important prooess ofL2 leaniing. She

has pointed oat that immersion learners, in spite of their "acquisition-rich inpue' (Swain, 2ooO, p.99), do

not aequire the abllity to produce grammaticaky correct output

   Quite a few researchers have tried to clarify causative influences ofproducing output on L2 learning

and they basically agree that producing output conuibutes to the desirable ll. development (see 2.6 for

finther details). Although it is safe to say that producing output contributes to the desirable IL developmeng

different output conditions have different Ieaming effects. Just speakirtg or vvriting with fu11y
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proceduralized 1ingtiistic knowledge, for exarnple, does not provide learners with opportunities to streteh

their IIL system to meet comrriunicative goals (Swain, 1993). As Tarone and Liu (1995) have pointed oirt,

learners' IL system is most 1ikely to change when they realize that they do not have the 1inguistic resource

to meet their necessity, or notice a hole. For producing output to be a process ofL2 learning learners have

to notice the linguistic deficiency oftheir IL system.

5.4.2.2 Noticing

Peters (1998) asserts that noticing is a necessary cognitive process in every domain oflanguage learning

(phonelogy, grarmn-ar, vocabulary and discourrse structuripig). Sawyer and Ranta (2001) regard noticing as

one ofthe important language leaming aptitudes. This view ofnoticing however, has not been aooepted

                          'by all researchers. For example, connectioniss assume that leaming tal(es place through the stmgtliening

               'and weakening of the interconnections in a particular network in response to examples encountered in

input. 'IIhey consider that learning is automatic and implicit.

   Tomlin and Villa (l994) have argued that detected information can be registered in memory and

that detection is enough for L2 learning. As mentioned in 3.3, detection occurs at a subliminal level.

Although opmions differ as to the indispensabMty ofnoticing in L2 Ieaming, many researchers agree that

noticing facMtates the process of L2 learning (Robinson, 2003). Iwanaka and Takatsuka (2006) have

examined how noticing a hole and noticing a forrn influence the incorporation of 1inguistic forrns and

concluded that both noticing a hole during otitput and noticing a form in input connibute to L2 leaming.

Resuks of a number of recent studies using verbal reports as data appear to support the importance of

noticing in L2 leaming and noticing can be regarded as an important cognitive process.

5.4.2.3 Output and Noticing in Iie Learning

Exposure to relevant input immediately after producing output provides learners vvith an opportunity to

contrast their own 1inguistic realizations with their target counterparts in the input 'I]his opportunity is
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1ikely to lead them to notice 1ess appropriate statms oftheir own linguistic realizations arid encourage them

to replace their currently held forms with their target fomis. Researches on corrective feedback and recasts

seem to suggest that the output-input activity is 1ikely to conuibate to IL development (Ayoun, 2oo4; R.

Ellis, Loewen & Erlam, 2006). Further research needs to clarify what lmguistic forms are incorporated

througli the output•-input activity, what individual learner factors influence the success of learning through

the output-input activity and so fonh.

5.4.3 Research Questions

[[his sttidy hLas th!ee reseatrch questiomq. The first question is nLoncerned with noticing which addr"sses the

correlation ofnoticing a form and the incorporation ofthe form.

(1) Does noticing a form conuibute to the incorporation ofiinguistic fomis?

"Ihe second question is concerned with learners' proficiericy. ln Iwanaka and Takatsuka (2006, 2007),

learners with higher proficiency incorporated more linguistic fomis through the output-input actiVity. The

second research question addresses this issue again to reconfirm the results ofthe two studies.

(2) Does learners' proficiency influence the incorporation oflinguistic fomis?

The third question is concerned with a cogriitive comparison. A cognitive comparison plays an important

role in L2 learning (see 4.2.3 for finther details). The similarity between a learner's 1inguisdc realization

and its counterpart in relevant input is considered to nigger a cognitive comparison. It is probable that the

resemblance triggers a cognitive comparison, which brings aboat the incorporation ofliiiguistic fomis.

(3) Does the resemblance between a learner's linguistic realization and its counterpart in relevant input
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promote the incorporation oflmguistic forms?

5.4.4 Methodo}ogy

5.4.4.1 Task Design

in choosing an outpnt tasK the following conditions were taken into consideration: (1) The participants

pay attention to both form and meaning during outpug (2) 'lhe participants can choose what liriguistic

fomis to use and (3) lndividual variation in output is minimal. The output task chosen to collect data is

dicto-comp. It is "a technique for practicing eomposition in language classes. Apassage is read to a class,

and then the students must write out what they understand and remember from the passage, keeping as

closely to the orighal as possible but using their own words where necessary" (Richards & Schmidg 2002,

p.15D•

5.4.4.2 Participants

rllhirty-eight Japanese learners ofEngksh (paid volunteers) took part in the experirnent. Table 5.1O shows

the mean scores on the proficiency test ofthe participants with differertt levels.

Table 5. 1 O

Meon Scores on Proficiency Test

Groxp N M(max- 1OO) SD

Lewer group

Middle group

Upper group

Total

13

13

12

38

6554

78.08

87.58

76.79

4.25

2.43

4.60

9.85

The participants were undergraduate students whose ages were from 18 to 22. No English majors were
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included in the participarits. To evaiuate the participants' proficiency in English, a past entrance

examination to a university was employed with permission from the university. It consisted of 40

questions and the participants were given scores from O to 1OO. The proficiency levels ofthe three groups

were found to be significantly different from each oti ter, F (2, 35) = 102.945,p = .OOO.

5.4.4.3 Target Linguistic Fonns

For an output activity to contribute to L2 leaming, learriers need to experience difficulty diimg outputi

which means tl}at grainmatical forrns which Japanese learners of English stM make errors even at the

university level are good candidates. in choosing the target grammatical fomis, Okada (2003) was

consulted. 'IIhe selected gramrnatical forrns are: 'IIhe hypothetical past perfective, the relative

pronoun, the inanimate subject and the eomparison. The four grammatical forms are in Appendix C

(for grammatical terms, refer to Quirk, Greenbaum, LeeÅëh & Svartvk 1985).

5.4.4.4 Procedure for Collecting Data

The participants were informed ofthe procedure in advance so that they can make the best use oftheir

1inguistic resources for the task. The procedure for collecting data is as follows:

Stage 1. A sentence is read to the participants twice and they vvrite down what they understand and

   remember from the sentence.

Stage 2. Based on what they have written down at Stage 1 and the Japanese translation ofthe sentence, the

   participants complete their output (Ouitpat 1).

Stage 3. 'Ihe participants are provided with relevant input

Stage 4. rlhe participants underline parts ofthe relevant input which they think are necessary to improve

   their English and vvrite down what they have notioed about the underlined parts.

Stage 5. 'IIhe participants work on the same translation task as that of Stage 2 in the next week without
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previous notice (Otitput 2).

5.4.4.5Analysis

5.4.4.5.1 Operationalization

Reliable criteria are neoessary to judge noticing and incorporation precisely. Noticing a form and the

incorporation ofa linguistic form were operationalircd as follows:

(1) 'I:he participants noticed a form in the relevant inpnt if sZhe under1ined a part and: i) Mapped the part

 with its Erppropriate meaning li) Mentioned that s!he did not know the expression andror hi) Sthe

 mentioned the part metalinguistically at Stage 4.

(2) rlhe participants incorporated a form from the relevant input ifthey produced it correctly at Stage 5.

5.4.4.5.2 Proced-re for Analysis

in order for the data analysis to be reliable, throe investigators independently analy2ed all the data based

on the above operationalization. Mer analyzing the data, the results ofthe analysis were checked against

from each other.

  'Ihere were some disagreements between the three investigators. The disagreed protocols were

discussed separately to get agreement. When the three investigators did not reach a consensus, the

protocols were not used as the data for further analysis. The detaks ofthe analysis are as follows:

(1) rlhe parts where the participants underlined are inspected and put into two groups: Noticing and

  No-noticing.

(2) rllhe participants' lmguistic realizations ofthe target parts in Output 2 are examined and put into three

  groups: SuccessfuI incorporation, Unsuccessfitl incorporation and Others. They are defined as

  follows:
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(i) Successfu1 incorporation: The cases where the participants use a grammatical form from the relevant

             input correctly in Output 2 fall into this group.

(li) Unsuecessfu1 incorporation: The cases where the participants attempt to use a grammatical fomi from

               the relevant input in vain in Output 2 fall into this group.

(hi) Otliers: The cases which do not belong to either Suoeessfu1 incorporation or Unsuccessfu1

       incorporation fall into this group.

(2') Each participant's perforrnanoe in Output 2 is quantified based on the following scoring: 1 point for

  Successfu1 incorporation, O.5 point for UnsuccessfUl incorporation and O point for Otliers.

(3) The participants' 1inguistic reaiizations in Output 1 are examined from a perspective whether they bear

 a resamblance to their target forms and put into two groups: W:ith resemblance (noted as

 +resemblance) and Without resemblance (noted as -resemblance).

(4) 'Ilie participants' comments are analyzed qualitatively and factors which are likely to promote the

 incorporation ofgrammatical forms are clarified.

5.4.4.53 Number of Protocols to Be analyzed

Thirty-eight participants took part in the study and four grainmatical forms were chosen as target Iinguistic

fomis. There were 20 cases where the participants used the target grammatical fomis in Omput 1. They

were excluded tfom the further analysis. It follows that the number of data to receive fiuther analysis has

become 132.

5.4.5 Results

The fust result is concerned with noticing and leamers' proficiency in the [IL. The ability to notice what is

in input is considered to improve as learners' proficiency gets better. 'Iheir proficiency in the 'IIL

determines what aspects of input learners draw their attentional iesources to. It is likely that learners with

low proficiency are cognitively overloaded and tliat most oftheir attentional resources are dravvn to Iexical
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items in input. As learners' proficiency in the 'II. improves, they have more attentional resources available

and can pay attention to collocations, grammatical fomis and so forth. ln this study, grarnmatical forrns

were employed as the ta!get 1inguistic fomis, which required the participants to notice something other

than lexical iterns.

  Table 5.11 shows the mean noticing scores of the participants with different levels. Although the

des(xiptive statistics show that the participants with high proficiency notice more forms than the

participants with low proficiency, the noticing scores ofthe three levels are not significantly different ifom

each other, F (2,35) - 2.619, p = .087.

Table 5.11

Mean Noticing Scores ofPtrm'ci ants math Dtfferent Levels

Group N M(max = 4) SD

Lower group

Middle group

Upper group

Total

13

13

12

38

1.31

2.23

2.42

1.97

L18

1.42

131

137

The socond i}ndmg is concumed with the relationship between the participants' proficiency in the TL and

the incorporation of target grammatical forms. Following the procedure described in 5.4.4.5.2, each

participant's performance in Output 2 was quantfied. Tal)le 5.12 shows the mean incorporation scores of

the participants with different levels.

  As the table shows, the Upper group participants incorporated more target grammatical forrns in

Output 2 than the Middle greup and the Lower group participants, F (2, 35) == 3.972, p = .028.

Bonferroni's multiple comparison showed that the effect ofthe participants' proficiency was statistically

sigrrificant between the Upper group participants and the Lower group participants at an alpha level of.05.
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Table 5.12

Mean Incorporation Scores ofPani'ci tmts Mth Different Levels

Group N M SD

Lower group

Middle group

Upper group

Tota1

13

13

12

38

O.81

1.23

1.71

1.24

O.80

O.93

O.62

O.86

  A cognitive comparison helps L2 learners develop their I[. systern. For a cognitive comparison to

oeeur, a learner's own linguistic reali2ation and its target form should have a resemblance (Boulouffe,

1986; Takatsulca, 2003). Table 5.13 indicates how a resemblance betvveen learners' own linguistic

realization and its target fomi promotes the incorporation ofthe latter.

Table 5.13

Contingency Table ofResemblance andIncorporatl'on

SuocessfuVUnsuccessfu1 incorpciration

Total

(+) (--)

(+) 36 15 51

Resemblance
(--) 28 53 81

Tota1 M 68 132

The analysis has shown that the participants with high proficiency are more 1ikely to use targetlike forms

in Output 1 than the participants with low proficiency. Of the 51 cases where there was a resemblanoe

between the two linguistic fomis, the participants incorporated the target 1inguistic fomis in 36 cases. Ctn

the other hanq ofthe 81 cases where there was not a resemblance, the participants incorporated the target
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1inguistic fomis in only 28 cases. The resuks of statistical analysis show that the resemblance and the

SuocessfuVUnsucoessful incorporation are not independeng f (1, N " 132) == 16.257, p = .OOO. It can be

concluded that the resemblance between learners' own 1inguistic realization and ks target lmguistic form

encourages him or her to incorporate the latter.

  The last fuiding shows how noticing is important in L2 learning. AIthough a debate on whether

noticing is indispensable for learning or not remains, the results of Study 3 show clearly that noticing a

form by learners facmatates the incorporation oflinguistic forms. Tahle 5.14 indicates how noticing a form

encourages the participants to incorporate the target grammatical forms.

Tai)le 5.14

Contingenc)7 Table ofNoticing a Fonn andIncompration

Successfu1/UnsucK)essfu1 incorporation

Total

(+) (--)

(+) 41 21 62
Noticing a form

(--) 23 47 70

Total M 68 132

Ofthe 62 cases where noticing a fomi oocurred, the participants incorporated the form in 41 cases. When

noticing a form did not occur, however, the participants incorporated the fomi in only 23 out of70 cases.

  rlhe results ofstatisdcal analysis show that noticing a form and the incorporation ofthe f(nm are not

independerig l (1, N = 132) = 14.572, p = .OOO. 'Ihis result can be interpreted to support the Noticing

Hypothesis.

5.4.6 Discussion

L2 learriers come to be able to attend to details as their proficiency in the TL improves. While lexical
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items are noticed easily because oftheir salienoe, grammatical forms are not so noticeable because oftheir

complexity Grammatical forms were employed as the target 1inguistic forms in this study because they

are difEicult for learners with low proficiency to notice. rlhough learners with high proficiency were

expeeted to notice more grammatical fomis, the noticing scores of the three levels are not significantly

different from each other. Although the des(niptive statistics seerri to suggest that the participants with high

proficiency notice more grammatical fomis than the participants with low proficiency, it cannot be

concluded that proficiency in the II. is the primary factor which influences learners' noticing.

  It should be noted here (hat there are other leamer famrs which have a potential impact on noticing

than proficiency in the TL. This remains to be clarified by further research.

  in this study, the Upper group participants incorporated more linguistic forrns, which accords with

Iwanaka and Takatstika (2e06, 2007). A noticed form is prooessed by learners and gets incorporated into

L2 learTiers' IL system ifthey think it necessary to do so. For learners to process a noticed partl they have

to depend on their currently held linguistic knowledge (see Figure 3.2 in 3.1.3). How much 1inguistic

knowledge they have is a (xucial detemrinant which affects the success ofthe process in which noticed

input or "apperceived input" in Gass's (1988) temi, is converted into comprehended input (see Figure 1.1

in 1.1).

  Typical written comments by the Upper group participants are: `ff should have used past perfect

tense," and "ojnoeds to be used with remind." in these cases, the incorporation of target grammatical

forms was promoted. Explicit explanation on 1inguistic forms provided afier a meaning-orierited activity

helps learners develop their IL system ethciently (MumoL 2000a). 'Ihe Upper group participants went

through the same process as this by analyzing a noticed part syntactically with their ample linguistic

knowledge, which led them to incorporate more gramniatical fomis than the participants ofother groups.

  Typical written comments by the Lower grotrp participants are: "I have never seen such an

expression as this" and `ff might have learned this expression before." 'Ihese commems suggest that the

participants did not deepen their understanding of the noticed parts. in these cases, the incorporation of
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grammatical forms was not facditated.

  As Table 5.13 shows, the resemblance between a learner's own linguistic realization and its target

counterpart is also an important determinant which affects the incorporation ofthe latter. As discussed in

4.2.4, the format used for encoding an intended meaning remains active in memory. When a learner's own

linguistic realization and its target counterpart have a resemblance, the format rerriaining in memory can

be activated again and utili2ed for anaiyzing the target counterpart in relevant input. rlhis means that the

menta1 effort made at Stage 2 is utili2ed again in 1cokmg at the target counterpart.

  'Ihe resemblance between leamers' linguistic realization and its target counterpart triggers a

cognitive comparisoq which brings about the incorporation of the 1atter. When learners' outpnt and its

target counterpart do not bear a resemblance, the fomiat which was used to encode the former is not

utilized to process the latter. 'l]his means that the heightened sense ofproblematicity which learTiers have

during output is not utilircd for processing relevant input This explains why the participants incorporated

fewer gramrnatical forms when their own linguistic realization and its target forrn in the relevant input did

not have a resemblance.

  Tal)le 5.14 suggests that noticing is a facilitative factor in L2 leaming. Although there are some

researchers who still dombt the necessity ofnoticing in L2 leaming as discussed in Ch2tptmr 3, the results

of Study 3 clearly show that learners incorporate more grammatical forms when they notice a form than

when they do not Although what this study has clarified may be limited in its scope, it can be concluded

that providing learners with opportunities to process relevant input after producing output in class is

recommendable to biring aboat eficient IL development.

5.4.7 Conclllsion

The findings of this study are: (1) Leamers with high proficiency incorporate more grammatical fomis

than Iearners with Iow proficiency through the output-input activity, (2) The resemblance between a

leamer's own 1inguistic realization and its target form in relevant input promotes the incorporation ofthe
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latter and (3) Noticing a fomi facilitates the incorporation ofthe form.

  Although what this study has clarified is informative, there are several drawbacks which should be

reexamined by further research. As the participants' knowlodge on the target gramniatical forms was not

measured in advance, it is not clear how much knowledge they had on the target grammatical fomis when

they took part in the experimerit. It should be admitted that the mean incorporation scores in Table 5.12

reflect both (1) and (2).

(1) 'Ihe participants deepened their understanding on the target grammatical forms through the

  output-irrput activity and incorporated them.

(2) lhe participants' Inior knowledge on the target grammatical forms was activated through the

 oimput-input activity and they were able to use thern correctly in Output 2. 'Ihat is, they already knew

 the target grammatical forms when they took part in the experiment.

The second drawback to be considered is that this research may have had such a problem as `beesearcher

expe(nancY' (Beck & Ebanlg 1991). That all the participants took the author's class regularly might have

some impact on the results of this study. fl)ough the ainhor was very carefu1 not to influence learner

performance along the 1ines ofhis predictions for the experimeng it remains possible that the expectancy

effect had some influence on the data.

  Although these drawbacks need to be solved by findier research the results of Study 3 suggest that

producing output and noticing uiggered by producing output encourage Japanese learners of English to

incorporate grammatical forms. The participants' erroneous expressions in Output 1 were corrected in

Output 2. Exposure to relevant input immediately after Irroducing output provides learriers with an

opportunity to contrast their own liriguistic realization with its target counterpart. This opportunity, if the

two expressions have a resemblance, trigger leamers to reactivate the forrnat which was employed to

encode their own 1inguistic realization and thus results in the incorporation ofmore linguistic forms.
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5.5 Summary

Ms chapter reviewed the imee experimenta1 sudies which had been conducted to clarify the effects of

producing output and noticing triggered by producing output on L2 leaming. Although each study has

some drawbacks which should be reexamined by further researck the results ofthe three studies basically

show that L2 learners incorporate linguistic forrns into their IL systerri througli the output-input activity.

   The results of the three experimenta1 studies clearly show that both produtcing ompnt and noticing

triggered by producing output have important roles to play in L2 leaming.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

The previous chapter reviewed the three experiniental studies which had been conducted to investigate

infiuerices ofproducing output and noticing uiggered by producing output on the immediate incorperation

oflinguistic forms. 'Ihis chapter wM survey tlie results ofthe three experirnerita1 studies by answering the

six research questions formulated in Chapter 4.

   Although they were motivated by different objectives, the three studies which were reviewed in

Chapter 5 share the same purpose of clarifying impact of producing outpnt and noticing uiggerod by

producing output on second 1anguage a2) leaming. in all the three studies, the participants were exposed

to relevant input irnmediately after producing output. This proeedure was termed the output-input activity.

Table 6.1 shows the design features ofthe tliree studies.

Table 6.1

Design Features of772ree Simdies

Nofparticipants Output task Target 1inguistic forTns

Study 1

Study 2

Study 3

39

29

38

trans1ation

guidedÅíomposition

dicto-comp

new lexical items

familiar forms with new meanings

no target linguistic forms

grammadcal forms

As discussed in the previous chapter, the participants were not English majors and did not have

opportmities to use English in their daily lives. As it was 1ikely that verbalizing and vvridng down what

they have noticed in English might result in less precise reperts because ofthe difficulty ofusing the target
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language (TL), they wrote down what they had noticed in their first language (Ll), or Japanese.

  The throe studies which were conducted have brought abont several pedagogically informative

resuks. Major results ofthe three studies are sumiarized below:

(1) Although the output•-input activity rarely encourages learriers to incorporate completely new lexical

 iterns, it provides learners with opportunities to process input with their currently held liirguistic

 knowledge and leads them to incorporate grammiatical forms, gtammatical collocations and lexical

 collocations.

(2) Noticing a hole triggered by output prompts the incorporation oflinguistic forms to fi11 the hole.

(3) Noticing a form in relevant input prompts the incorpc)ration ofthe noticed linguistic form.

(4) 'Ihe output-input activity leads learners with high proficiency to incorporate more liriguistic forms than

 learTiers with low proficiency.

(5) 'IThe incorporation oftarget linguistic forms is promoted when: i) Learners analym a form in relevant

 input syntacticaily, li) Leamers perceive a form in relevant input as being in contrast with its

 counterpart in their own output and realize ungrammatical or less appropriate status ofthe 1atter andlor

 hi) Learners' own 1inguistic realization bears a resemblanoe to its target counterpart.

6.1 Discussion

6.1.1 incorporated Linguistic Forms

'Ihe first research question was: What aspects of 1anguage are likely to be incorperated through the

output-input activity? Producing output is thought to lead L2 learners to move ifom a semantic mode to a

syntactic mode because it requires them to encode an intended meaning without extcmal cues. During

outputl leamers' sensitivity toward how a certain lexical item should be used in a sentence is heightened.

The residual activation ofthe syntactic information stored in each lexical item is reinforced when they are

exposed to relevant input afteir producing output. Tlhus the following hypothesis was formulated: I.earners
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incorporate grammatical forms, grammatical collocations and lexical collocations through the

output-mput acttvlty.

  As Table 6.1 shows, different target linguistic forms were employed in each study. in Study 1, new

lexical iten)s and familiar fomis with new meanings were employed as the targets. The new lexical items

employed as-the targets were: Abate, ransaek mutilate and elueidute. They were quite salient and most

participants noticed them in looking at the relevant input Both in production and comprehensio4 lexical

items draw leamers' attention first. ln the posttesc however, they incorporated none ofthem. Studies 2 and

3 produced the same result. 'Ilhe participants did not incorporate the new lexical items which they had

noticod in 1ooking at the relevant input

  In leaming a lexical item, what most learners do first is to establish the form-meaning relationship.

Japariese learners ofEngliSh are 1ikely to learn co11ocations and grammatical functions ofa lexical item

after leaming its meaning and spe11ing (Nakamur4 2002). It is considered that L2 learriers foe1 uneasy if

they do not know what a lexical item means in their L1 (Kernerman, l997). For many L2 learners, lexical

iterns whose meaning they do not know are more salient than other lingutistic forrns. Concerning why the

participants incorporated none ofthem in spite oftheir salience, Nation (2001) has pointed out that the

number of exposure to target lexical items is an influential factor in vocabulary learning. ln a similar vein,

Kachroo (1962) has argued tliat L2 learners need to be exposed to new lexical items seven tirnes or more

than that before leaming thern. Crothers and Suppes (196D have argued that the number may be around

six times or seven times. Tinkliam (1993) has also argued that the number may be between five tirnes and

seven imes. Although the number varies among different individuals, it is clear that L2 learriers need to be

exposed to new lexical items several times before leaming them. Being expesed to the relevant input once

was not good enough for the participants to incorporate the lexical iterns which they had looked at for the

first time.

  It seems that the locus ofthe output-input activity does not lie in leaming new lexical items. How

does the output-input activity contribute to L2 learning? 'IIhe results of the three studies suggest that the
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outpiJt-input activity helps L2 learriers irnprove their command ofthe TI. in two ways.

  Firsg the output--input activity helps L2 learTiers gain control of granmiatical forrns ofwhich thcy

have not gained a good command. ln Study 3, four grammatical forms were employed as the target

1inguistic forms. rlhey were: The hypothetical past perfective, the relative pronoun, the inanimate subject

and the comparison. 'Ihcy were less salient than new lexical iterns and some panicipants noticed none of

them in lookmg at the relevant input. When they noticed the gramrriatical fomis, however, the participants

incorporated Etpproxirnately 600/o ofthe noticed fomis in the posuest.

  It is not Inrobable that the participants did not have any partia1 knowledge on the four grammatical

fomis because they are taught at a high school. It is dilliculg however, for many Japanese learners of

English to use them correctly because they require complicated rrianipulation. This explains why the

participants' Output 1 contained errois in spite oftheir familiarity with the four grammatical forrns. For

example, a Middle group participant's Output 1 vvas Iwish you were there with us then. in lookmg at the

relevant input, he noticed that his 1inguistic realization was erroneous. Iks Otuput 2 in the following week

was I wish you ha been there with us then. Similar examples were abundant rlhe participants' errors in

Output 1 were corrected in their Output 2.

  As discussed in 3.5.2, L2 learners do not learn 1ingtiistic fomis as one. Acoording to Skehan (2002),

there are four SLA processing stages: Noticing patterning, controlling and lexicalizing. 'Ihe third stage, or

controllmg, consists ofthree substages: Becoming accurate, ereating a repertoire and achieving fluency.

'Ilhrough the output-input activity, L2 learriers can move to the next stage of the SLA processing stages.

The results of Study 3 indicate tliat the output-input activity 1ed the participants to be more accurate in

using the four grammatical fom}s in question.

  Second, the omput-input activity helps L2 learners establish a new associative connection, which

consists of three categories: Establishing a new connection between two domiriant linguistic forms,

establishing a new connection betwoen a fomi and its meaning and establishing a new connection

between a dominant 1inguistic fomi and a preposition or a grammatical stmcture.
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  rlhe typical example ofthe first category is a lexical collocation. Lexical coIIocations are recmmg

semi-fixed combinations and consist ofnouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs (Benson, Benson, & Ilson,

1997). Lexical collocations, though they are important in achieving nativeness ofthe TL, are diflicult for

many L2 learners to learn. Conceming this issue, Granger (1998) has pointed out that "...learncms are

using collocations, but that they underuse native-1ike collocations and use atypical word-combinations"

tp.152). Compared with grammatical collocations which wi11 be discussed later, lexical coilocations are

considered to be more difficult to deal with because they do not accqpt nie-based explanation. Take the

expression wanmest regards as an example. Nobody can explain why the words such as hottest and heop

cannot co11ocate with regards.

  ln Study 1, four lexical collocations were employed as the target 1inguistic fomis. IIhe lexical

collocations ernployed in Study 1 were quite noticeable fer the panicipants. The detailed analysis ofthe

participants' vvritten reports and the interviews with them showed that there were quite a few cases where

they knew both constituents ofa lexical cbllocation but did not know that they could coilocate with each

other. 'Ihe expression work pm-time serves as a typical example. Although both constituents were

familiar to the participants, none of thern used the expression workpart-time in Output 1. 'Ihe most

preferred lmguistic realization in Oatput 1 was have apm-timejob. ln lookng at the relevant input} they

noticed that the requested meaning could be realized linguisdcally by combining two lexical items which

were familiar to them. Some ofthem were able to use the expression workpart-time in Output 2.

  ln Study 1, four lexical items whose forms are fatniliar to the participants were also employed as the

target 1inguistic fomis. 'Ihey serve as examples ofthe second category, or estal)lishing a new connection

between a form and its meaning. Take the lexical item chemistty as an example. Although many L2

learners know that the lexical item refers to the science dealing with the composition and properties of

      'substarices, few ofthem know that it also refers to a good relationship between two people.

              '  During the interview session, some participants said that it was impressive to notice that a lexicai

item which they had aiready known could be used to convey the requested meaning. Some participants
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used the lexical item chemistr y in Output 2 although none ofthem used it in Output 1 . It is possible to say

that the panicipants mapped already learned fomis with their new meanings through the output-input

activity.

  The typical example of the third category, or establishing a new connec tion between a dominant

linguistic forrn and a preposition or a grammatical stnicture, is a grammatical collocation. A grammatical

collocation is a phrase which consists of a dominaiit word (a noun, an adjective and a verb) and a

preposition or a grammatical stnicture such as an infinitive or clamse. Although many learners' dictionaries

refer to grammatical collocations in detail, Japanese leamers of English have difficulty in using them

correctly.

  To elucidate what aspecrts of language are 1ikely to draw learriers' attention, no target linguistic

fomis were preselected in Study 2. Three investigators analyzed what aspects of language the participants

had incorporated by analyzing their Output 2. rllie conclusion to be drawn is that they noticed prepositions

and grurnmatical structures which were used with dominant words and incorporated them through the

output-•input activity 'Ilheir commerits on noticed forms include "Betitt7een needs to be used with is

located," "Into is necessary after converted' and "Reeommenals should be used with to." The comments

show that they noticed the co-occurrence relation betwoen a dominant word and a preposition.

  Although the number was small, some participants wrote down how a certain lexical item could be

used in a sentence. Typical examples are: "EdorPen'od can be used as an adjective" and "Serves can have

an inanimate thing as its subject." These comments show that they deepened their understandmg ofhow a

certain lexical item should be used in a sentence. Like lexical collocations and gramrnatical coIlocations, it

is also part of syritactic information of lexical items. It can be concluded that the output-input activity is

1ikely to lead L2 learners to incorporate syntactic information oflexical items.

  The goal of L2 leaming research is to achieve a better understandmg of what aspects of language

are incorporated through certain activities. rllhe results of the three studies show that the output-input

activity encouiages L2 leamers to achieve accuracy in using grammatical forms, map already learned
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forms with their new meanings and gain syntactic inforrnation of lexical items. This is how the

output-input activity contributes to L2 leaming.

6.1.2 Noticing and incorporation of Linguistic Forms

The second research question was: Do noticing a hole triggered by output and noticing a relevant form in

input presented immediately after output encourage learTiers to incorporate liriguisdc forms into their

interlanguage ([L) system? It formulated the following hypothesis: I.earners incorporate more linguistic

forms into their L system when they notice a hole andlor when they notice a form in input. Although they

are closely related to each other, the noticing-a-hole-issue and the noticing-a-form-issue will be discussed

independently to show how each ofthern conuibutes to the incorporation of1inguisdc fomis.

  Noticing a hole, or experiencing difiiculty in encoding an intended message, makes learriers more

sensitive to a lmguistic form which is necessary to fill the hole. As a resulg learners are motivated to

incorporate 1inguistic forms into their IL system. Study 1 dealt with the noticing-a-hole-issue. Let us 1ook

at Table 5.3 again.

Table 5.3

Contingencly Table ofNoticing a Hole andIncorporation

Incorporation

Total

(+) (-)

(+) 101 94 195
Noticing a hole

(--) 23 89 112

Total 124 183 307

1lhe table shows how noticing a hole brings about the incorporation of 1inguistic fomis. The resuks of

statistical analysis show that noticing a hole and the incorporation of 1inguistic fomis are not independeng
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f (1, N= 30n = 27.588, p = O.OOO. Noticing a hole during output primes learners for future input and

makes them ready to search for a linguEistic form to fill the hole.

  The detailed analysis of the participants' written comments has revealed that the Upper group

participants are more likely to think aboat language during output. They think about grarrimar and usage

of lexical items. On the other hanct the Lower greup participants are more likely to search for a suitable

lexical itcm to encode a concept It seems that most oftheir cognitive effort is spent on retrieving lexical

iterns. As a resulg they are not engaged in grammatical encoding.

  As Tahle 5.3 shows, there are 94 cases where noticing a hole has not resulted in the incorporation of

1inguistic forms. ln 68 cases of them, the participants under1ined a part in the Japanese sentence and

wrote down that they did not know the exact lexical item to encode it. 'IIheir comments clearly suggest

that they noticed a hole during output. VVhat should be noted here is that searclmg for a lexical item is

1ess likely to result in the incorporation of 1inguistic forms. This is probably because searching for a

lexica2 item to realize a oertain concept 1inguistically does not lead learners to move to a syntactic mode.

It is necessary here to understand how a sentence can be gerterated. Iwanaka (200D, refetring to

Koziowsky, McCoy and Vijay-Shanker (2003), explains the sentence generation process as follows:

Sentence gerieration typicaily starts with a syntactic head and it is generaJly realized by a verb.

The selected verb.sets up a syntactic context into which other components are fit tp.15).

Once a syntactic head is chose4 the lemma information of the selected lexical item is accessed ar}d

activated (see 7.l.1.2 for detailed discussion). rllhe selected lexical item's syntactic category and

conceptual arguments are stored as lemma. 'Ihis activation, Levelt (1989) considers, leads to certain

syntactic bui!dmg procedures. What should be noted here is that learners cannot move to a syntactic mode

until a syntactic head ofthe intended message is chosen. Iflearners are struggling with the production of

one-word utterances, they cannot proceed to the next step. 'Ihey use all their atrentional resources to
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retrieve a lexical item and cannot think about how a lexical iterri should be used

   While producing outpug it seems that L2 learTiers notice a hole at two levels: Noticing a hole at the

level of searching for a syntactic head and noticing a hole at the level of searching for the Iemma

infomaion ofa selected syntactic head. While the latter leads learn(ms to move to a syntactic mode and is

more likely to result in the incorporation of lmguistic fomis, the former prevents leamers from thinking

about the language they are producing and is less effective in hringing about the incorporation oflinguistic

forrns. The former is called the first level noticing a hole and the Iatter is called the second level noticing a

hole.

intended meanin

J

Searchn fors tactichead

t first level noticing a hole

S tacticheadbein chosen

s

Lemma information ofselected head bein aocessed and activated

J second level noticing a hole

S tacticbuildin rooedures

           J

         [Qgij5gl]

Figzare di Aprocess ofsentence generation

1llthough it is difficult to elucidate L2 learners' noticing a hole clearly and further research is still needed

to qlarify learners' cognitive activities during outpug the results ofthe present study suggest that noticing a

hole during output encourages the incorporation of 1inguistic fomis. 'Ihe conclusion to be drawn is that
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noticing a hole Ieaves a trace in learners' memory, which in tum prompts them to search for a relevant

1inguistic fomi to fM the hole.

   Studies 1 and 3 dealt with the noticing-a-forrn-issue. It is generally accgpted that L2 learning is

1argely driven by what leamers pay attention to and notice in 'II. input and what they understand the

significance of the noticed inpnt to be. As discussed in Chapter 4, noticing a form is considered to

facllitate the incorporation ofthe noticed form. Let us look at Tal)les 5.4 and 5.14 again. As the tables

show, noticing a form and the incorporation ofthe form are not independent.

Tal)le 5.4

Contingencly Table ofNoticing a Fonu andlncorporation

lncorporation

Tota1

(+) (-)

(+) 100 78 178
Noticing a form

(--) 26 103 129

Total 126 181 307

x2 (1,N== 307) - 38.639,p- .OOO

Tahle 5.14

Contingenqy Table ofNoticing a Fonn andlncorporan'on

SuccessfuYUnsuccessfu1 incorporation

Total

(+) (-)

(+) 41 21 62
Noticing a form

(-) 23 47 70

Total " 68 132

x2 (1,N- 132) == 14.572,p- .OOO
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'I]he participants incorporated more 1inguistic forms when they noticed a fomi than when they did not.

Although some researchers such as Schachter (1998) and Truscott (1998) have skeptical views on the

positive roles of noticing to play in L2 leaming, the resuks seein to argue for the facmatative fimction of

noticing in L2 learning. As the tables show, there are 49 cases where the participants incorporated target

Iinguistic forrns without noticing in tota1. Nthough logical explanadon is required, the author has only

limited information and can only guess why thcy incorporated target 1inguistic forms withont noticing.

Tliere can be two possible reasons. Qne is that the participants did not write down what they had actually

noticed. in the studies, the participants were asked to underline a certain part which they thought to be

important and write down what they had noticed in looking at the part. It is possible t2iat the participants'

noticing a form was underestirnated. 'Ihis should be improved by further research. in the studies, the

author tried not to overestimate the roles ofnoticing a form in L2 leaming. It should be stressed here that

the resuks shown in Tal)les 5.4 and 5.14 aie rather moderate and that oven the moderate results argue for

positive roles ofnoticing a fomi in L2 leaming.

  'Ihe other reason is that the operationalization of noticing a forrn was not delicate enough to

evaluate the amount of attentional resources the participants paid to a form precisely. 'Ihe basic

assumption ofthe present study is that more attention is likely to result in more learning. That noticing a

form occurred means that more attention was paid to the form. Although the operationalization ofnoticing

a form was slightly different between the two studies, the three investigators basicallyjudged that noticing

a form occ urred when the participants underlined a part and: (1) Mapped the part with its appropriate

meaning, (2) Mentioned that they did not know the expression andror (3) Mentioned the part

meta1inguistScally.

  in the two studies, there were several cases where some participants wrote down long comments on

a form and incorporated it successfu11y in the posttest. As some of their long comments did not agree to

the operationalizatiog the three investigators judged that noticing a fomi did not oocur. They did not take

the Iength ofvvritten comrnents into consideration in deciding whether noticing a form occ)urred or not. It
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is possible to argue, however, that the long comments indicate that the participants paid close attention to a

form and processed it deeply eriough to bring about the incorporation. When they wrote down Iong

comments on a form, thcy might have been engaged in various cognitive activities, which might have left

a deep trace in their memory enough to bring about the incorporation ofthe 1inguistic form.

  Qperationalization ofnoticing a fomi is an issue ofgreat interest and importance and has to be made

more elaborate and definite by further research. It should be admitted, however, that there can be no

absolute operationalization ofnoticing a form which is elal)orate enough to exclude a gray area between

noticing a form and not noticing a form.

  One may argue that the participants detected a fomi and the detected form got incorporated. As

discussed in 3.1.2, detecting apar{i or detection, does not require subjective awareness. Tomlin and Villa

(1994) have argued that detection, not noticing, is crucial for leaming. 11iere is very liule chance, however,

that the detecbed form got incorporated. When the participants incorporated a forrn, they never failed to

underlme the incorporated form. That is, thcy never incorporated a form without underlining it.

Underlining a form qualifies as evidence that thcy at least paid attention to the form. The argurnent that

detection brought about the incorporation oflinguistic forms is inaccurate.

   [here were quite a few cases where noticing a form did not result in the incorporation ofthe form.

Leaming is aprocess ofgradual change ofleamers' knowledge system and the system does not change all

at once. ln the two studies, the participants were provided with the target 1inguistic forrns only once. It is

not surprising at all that the participants did not incorporate the target 1inguistic forms in spite of their

noticing. Another factor to be considered is cognitive activities triggered by noticing. 'Ihe participants'

written comments show that noticing niggers a variety of oognitive activities. Each seems to have a

different impact on the incorporation oflinguistic forms. A full report ofthis issue wi11 be made in 6.1.6.

6.1.3 Leamers' Proficiency and Noticing a Form

The third research question was: How do learners' proficiency levels influence their noticing forrns. As it
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is considered that learners with higher proficiency have more attentional resources which they can spare

froely, the following hypothesis was formulated: Leamers with high proficiency notice more forms in

input than learners with low proficiency. ln Studies 2 and 3, this hypothesis was tested.

  In Study2, target 1inguistic forms were not chosen in advance. Ihe participants underiined the parts

which they thought were importarit and wrote down what they had noticed in lookmg at the relevant input.

Although the descmiptive statistios show that the Lower group panicipants noticed 1ess fomis than the

Middle gretrp and the Upper group participants (see Table 5.7 in 5.3.4.4), the difirerence was not

sutistically sighficang F (2, 26) - 3. 122,p - .061 .

  in Study 3, four grammatical forms were chosen as target linguistic forrns: The hypothetical past

perfective, the relative pronoun, the inanimate subject and the comparison. It is assumed that noticing

grammatical forms requires L2 learriers to allocate their attentional resources to linguistic units vvhich are

bigger than lexical items. Because of their 1imited linguistic resources, learriers with low proficiency are

1ikely to pay their attentional resources to lexical items. rllhis is why it is difficult for thern to notice such

1inguistic forms as co11ocations and grammaticai forms. rllhe Upper group participants were expected to

notice more grammatical fomis than the Middle greup and the Lower group participants. Although the

deseriptive statistics supported this prediction (see Tal)le 5.11 in 5.4.5), the noticing scores ofthe three

groups were not sighficantly different from each other, F (2, 35) = 2.61 9, p == .087.

  Nthough these results suggest that proficiency in the TIL is an infiuential determinant ofnoticing a

form, it should be noted that there can be other important factors which influence learners' noticing. One

possible candidate is learners' working memory. An important role has been as(xibed to working memory

during L2 leaming (N. Ellis & Schmidg 1997; Miyake & Friedrnan, 1998).

  Research in L2 leaming seems to suggest that individual differences in workng memory account

for some differences in L2 perforrnance and aequisition. N. Ellis and Sinclair (1996), based on their study

compariiig the effects of learners' phonological rehearsal on such elements as comprehension,

metalinguistic knowledge and acquisition, have concluded that individual differences in working memory
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can have profound effects on L2 learning.

  rlhe results of Studies 2 and 3 and the .i'mportant roles ascribed to learners' worlcing memory in L2

leaming seem to suggest that the proficiency in the 'II. alone is not enough to aocount for learners'

     'noticing. Further research is required to investigam the impacts ofboth individual learners' rlL proficiency

             '
and individual difirerences in working memory on noticing. They seern to have multiple effects on

noticing. It is also possible that there are other factors which infiuence L2 learriers' noticing a form in

input•

6.1.4 LÅíarners' Proficiency and incorporation of Linguistic Forms

Tlie fourth research question was: How do learners' proficiency levels infiuence the incorporation of

1inguistic forms? I.eaming involves integration of new knowledge with prior knowledge. As Boulouffe

(1986) states, learners need to find support in anchors provided by previous knowledge. Thus, prior

knowledge is one ofthe factors which determine whether noticed irrput beoomes meaningiiil or not. Prior

knowlodge decides what level of understanding takes plaoe. Ihe more knowledge an individual learner

has, the more elal)orate his or her processing is. Ilhe extent to which a learner processes noticed fomis

would to a great extent depends on his or her prior knowledge on the T[.. The success ofthe prooessing of

noticed fomis is highly dependent on the amount of knowledge an individual leamer has on the 'II.

<J.indsay & Norman, 1977). Thus, the following hypothesis was formulated: Learners with high

proficiency incorporate more linguistic fomis into their IL system than leamers with low proficiency

through the output-input activity 'Ihis hypothesis was tested in all the three studies and Studies 2 and 3

confirmed the hypothesis panially.

  Nthough the deswiptive statisdcs of Study 1 showed that the Upper group panicipants incorponted

more linguistic fomis than the participants of the other groups, the difference was not statistically

significant (see Tal }Ie 5,5 in 5.2.5.5). Here the discussion wi11 be limited to the results of Studies 2 and 3.

Let us 1ook at Tal)les 5.8 and 5. 12 again.
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Table 5.8

MeanlncoiporationScoresofPaM'ci tsnethDiZrerentLevels

Group N M SD

Lower group

Middle group

Upper group

Total

10

10

9

29

2.10

3.10

4."

3.17

O.99

1.91

2.46

2.04

F(2, 26)- 3.771,p =.036

Table 5.12

MeanlncorporationScoresofPrm'ci tsmathDifferentLevels

Group N M SD

bowergroup

Middle group

Upper group

Total

13

13

12

38

O.81

1.23

1.71

1.24

O.80

O.93

O.62

O.86

F (2, 35) - 3.972,p : .028

Both in Stuqies 2 and 3, Bonferroni's multiple comparison has shown that the effect of leamers'

proficiency is statistically significant betweeri the Upper group participants and the I.ower group

participants at an alpha level of .05. When the participants were exposed to the relevant input they were

not allowed to consult a dictionary. 'Ihe only resource available in 1ookng at the relevant imput was their

currently held knowledge on the TL.

  When L2 learners notice a form, they then process the noticed form for comprehension. Ifthey are

not allowed to consult a dictionary, they have to depend on their current knowledge. It should be noted
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that their curreritly held knowledge functions as scaffolding when they process the noticed foim for

comprehension. The more prior knowledge they have, the more elaborate and multifaceted their

processing ofthe noticed form is 1ikely to be. Processing ofnoticed fomis is considered to occur at various

levels. While preliminary stages are concerned with superficial features, such as physical aspects of

noticed forms, Iater stages are more concerned with matching them against the already stored knowledge

base (Izumi, 2002). Simi1arly, Osborne and Wimock (1983), in a paper dealing with science leaming,

claims `fthe stored memories and information processing smategies of the brain interact with the sensory

information received from the environment to actively select and attend to the information and to actively

construct meaning" lp.494).

  Whether L2 learners can analym input data at deeper levels or not dqpends on the amount oftheir

aiready stored knowledge. It is considered that an analysis at deeper levels leads to more elaborate, longer

lasting and stronger traoes in memory. Hulstijn (2oo1, 2003) has aiso argued that grammar and vocabulary

learning takes place when L2 leamers process a 1inguistic forrn in question deqply, which indicates the

importanoe ofleamers' involvement with inpm materials.

  To conclude, the Upper group participants had more prior knowledge on the 'II. which made it

possible for them to process the relevant fomis in input at a deeper level. The processing at a deeper level

left a strong and long-lasting trace in their memory. This explains why learners with high proficiency are

1ikely to incorporate more 1inguistic forms than learners with low proficiency through the output-input

activity.

6.1.5 Resemblance and incorporation of Linguistic Forms

'Ilie fifih research question was: Do learriers incorporate more linguistic forms into their IL system iftheir

own 1inguistic realization bears a resemblance to its counterpart in relevant inpnt presented immediately

after output? It is generally agreed that a coghtive comparison is assumed to play crucial roles in L2

learning (see 4.2.3 for further details).
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  For a cognitive comparison to occur, it is necessary for learners to notioe that their own linguistic

realization and the relevant form in input provided after output are referring to the same event and

fuhi11ing the same fimction. It follows that learners' 1ingtJistic realization and the relevant forrn should

have a reseniblance. Thus the following hypothesis was formulated: Learners incorporate more 1inguistic

fomis into their IL system when their own linguistic realization bears a resemblance to its counterpart in

input than when it does not bear a reseniblanoe. This hypothesis was testÅíd in Study 3. Let us look at Table

5.13 again.

Table 5.13

Contingency Table ofResemblance andlncompratz'on

SuccessfullUnsuccessfitl incorporation

Tota1

(+) (--)

(+) 36 15 51
Resemblance

(-) 28 53 81

Tota1 M 68 132

l(1,N- 132) == 16.257, p-.Ooo

As the table shows, learners incorporate more linguistic forms when their own 1inguistic realization bears

a resemblance to its target forTn in input than when it does not To produce outputi learners rriake aocess to

the lemma inforrnation of a selected syntactic head and build a sentence. When they are engaged in the

prooess, they think about what lexical item they have to use and in vvhat pattems thcy have to use it. Even

after producing outpug the syntactic inforrnation ofthe selected lexical item remains active, which Kim

and McDonough (2008) state as "the residual activation ofthe morpho-syntactic information stored with

individual lexical items" tp.149). Ifthe same syntactic head is used in the input provided after producing

outpug that is, leamers' own output bears a resemblance to its targeg the same syntactic infomiation gets
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retrieved and the residual activation in learners' memory is reinforced.

   Ifthere is not a resemblance between learners' output and its target in inpug on the other hana the

residual activation in their memory is not reinforced. Even if they notice a relevant form in input, the

mental effort which they made during output is utilized only partiaily. There seem to be two levels of

noticing a fcmm: Noticing a forrn based on the merita1 effort caused by producing oimput and noticing a

form independent ofthe menta1 effort caused by producing otntput. 'Ilhe former wil1 be called the internally

primod noticing a form and the latter wil1 be called the extemaky primed noticing a form. As shown in

Figure 6.2, which noticing a form oecurs deperids on whether learners' 1inguistic realizadon bears a

resemblance to its counterpart in input or not.

Leamer'sencodin intendedmeanin

l

Mental effort (Activation ofthe tactic information ofa selected lexical itern)

J

Lin ' 'crealization

l

E osuretorelevantin ut

+ resemblance - resemblance

lnternall rimednoticingaform Externad rimednoticin aform

i J

Reactivation ofthe menta1 effort Anai sis ofa fomi based on currentl held lin ' 'c knowl e

     Figvae 6.2 lnternally primed noticing a form and externally primed noticing a form

The figure shows that producing output is indispensable to provoke internally primed noticing a form.

Externally prkned noticing a form, on the other hand, can be provoked by activities which do not requiie
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1earners to produce output.

  While externally primed noticing a form brings about the analysis of a form with their currently

held Iinguistic knowledge alone, internally prirried noticing a form brings about both the reactivation of

the menta1 effort which learners were engaged in during output and the analysis of a form with their

current linguistic knowledge.

  When learners' linguistjc realization does not bear a resemblance to its counterpart in inputi they do

not have an opportunity to utilize the mental effort which they w(me involved in during output. Being

exposecl to relevant input after prodncing outputi they attend to forms oftheir own interest arid process

them only with their cmmtly held linguistic knowledge. 'Ilhis prooessing of forms does not require

learner output and occurs in such activities as input Enliancement and Input Processing.

  'Ihe opportunity to utilize the menta1 effort which learners are involved in during output is brought

about when learn(ms' linguistic realization and its counterpart in relevant input bear a resemblance from

each other. If the menta1 effort during output is activated again in exposure to relevant irrput after

producing outpug a deep trace is left in learners' memory. 'Ihe resemblance betwoen the two expressions

is a prerecluisite for the reactivation of learners' mental effort during output which is more 1ikely to result

in the incorporation of linguistic fomis than the processing of fomis without producing output

6.1.6 Cognitive Activities and Incerporation ofLingiiistic Forms

The sixtli research question was: What cognitive activities evoked by omput and noticing ericourage

learriers to incorporate 1inguistic forms? Clne important factor that determines whether learriers incorporate

a linguistic form is the level of analysis ofthe form that they achieve. Being exposed to relevant input after

producing outpug learners analyze it with their already stored knowledge base. An analysis at a deeper

Ievel is likely to result in more elaborate, longer-lasting and stronger traces. Robinson (1995) has argued

that leaming outoomes are determined by the level of activation of information in short-terrri memory,

which is oaused by rehearsal and elahoration.
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  A close analysis ofthe participants' noticing reports put them into three categories: (1) New finding

(2) Form-meaning matching and (3) Syntactic analysis. 'Ihe typical examples ofthe first category include:

"I did not know this expression" and `1 have never soen this expression before." The noticing reports

which map lexical items with their Japanese counterparts belong to the second category. 'lhe third

category includes such commerits as "Serves can have an inanimate thing as its subjece' and "Into is

necessary after converted." TIhe rqports belongingio the third category indicate that the participants

focused their attention on how linguistic forms are related to each other.

  It is claimed that ari analysis at the level ofmeaning is not as useful for incorporation as an analysis

made at the level of syntax (izumi, 2003). Thus the following hypothesis was formulated: A syntactic

analysis ofa noticed part results in the incorporation ofmore lmguistic forrns. This hypothesis was tested

in Study 2. Let us look at Table 5.9 again, vvhich indicates how a syntactic analysis ofa forrn promotes the

incorporation of it.

Table 5.9

Contingeay Table of61I7ntactic Anulysis andlncorporan'on

lncorporation

Total

(+) (-)

(+) 74 98 172
Syntactic Analysis

(-) 19 151 170

Total 93 249 342

f (1, N== 342) - 43.798,p =- .eOO

According to the Output Hypothesis (see 2.4 for further details), producing oimput makes learners move

from semantic processing which is prevailing in comprehension to syntactic processing. While

comprehension allows learners to depend on external information such as genera1 knowledge, producing
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output recluires thcm to pay more close attention to laiiguage itself. 'IIhey are required to think about

collocations and grammatical functions ofa 1iriguistic form during output.

  Although the results of the statishcal analysis show that a syntactic analysis of a forrn and the

incorporation ofthe fomi are not independeng there are as mmy as 98 cases where a syntactic analysis did

not result in the incorporation. It is necessary to investigate the cause ofthis. 'Ihe priniary cause is that the

participants were exposed to the relevant input only once. It is self•-evident that the number of exposure to

target linguistic forms influences the incorporation oftherri. Thus it is not surprising that the participants

failed to incorpc,rate a form in spite of their syntactic analysis. It should rather be interpreted that a

syntactic analysis of a form made the participants incorporate the form in as many as 74 cases after

exposure to the relevant input only once.

  'Ilhere are 19 cases where the participants incorporated a form without a syntactic analysis.

Although it was predicted that an analysis made at the level of syntax generally requires more attentional

resources from learners than an analysis at the level ofmeaning, there can be cases where the latter makes

learriers pay enough attentional resources to a form to result in the incorporation ofthe form. 'Ihe 19 cases

should be interpreted as cases where the participants' analysis ofa forrn was deep enough to result in the

incorporation of it although it did not acoompany a syntactic analysis.

6.2 Summary

This chapter tested the six hypotheses which were formulated in ChEg)ter 4 by referring to the results of

the tiiroe studies which had been conducted to clarify how outpnt and noticing niggered by producing

output contribirte to L2 learning.

  The resuks ofthe three studies show that L2 learners chiefly learn what they have notioed and what

they have processed for comprehension. Producing output has a role of triggering the t)pe of noticing

which comprehension does not provoke. Both producing otmput and noticing have important roles to play

in L2 learning. The results are sumniari2nd in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2

Stttnmai y ofResutrs

Hypothesis Prediction Result

Hl

m

ms

H4

H5

H6

Incorporated 1inguistic foms: Supported
  Grammatical forms, grammatical collocations, lexical collocations

incorporation of linguisdc forms: +noticing a hole > -noticing a hole Supported

incorporation of linguisdc forms: +noticing a form > -noticing a form Supported

Noticing ofa form: Upper group >Middle group >Lower group Not strpported

lncorporation oflinguisdc forms: Partially Supported

  Upper greup > Middle group > Lower group Upper group > Lower group

lncorporation of lmguistic forms: +resernblarice> -resemblance Sxpported

lncorporation oflinguistic fomis: +syntactic analysis > -syntactic analysis Supported
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

'Ihis im1 chapter will review the previous six chapters briefly, explain the significance of the present

study, make a proposal on how an oetput activity should be interwoven in class, discuss the Iimitations of

the present study and suggest possible future studies.

  Although VanPatten and Cadierno (1993a l993b) have argued that omput practice plays no role in

developing leamers' interlanguage (IL) system, the present study assurnes that output practice facilitms

second language a2) leaming if it successfully affects cognitive processes such as nobicing hypothesis

testing, metalingrtistic reflection arid syntactic processing. Ihe objective of the present study is to clarify

how prodacing output and noticing triggered by producing output conuibute to II. development of

Japanese learriers of English. To achieve tliis objective, Chapter 2 gave the detailed discussion to output.

After pointing out several drawbacks of KraShen's Input Hypothesis, the chapter explained Swain's

Output Hypothesis and the process of Ianguage production by consulting Levelt's production model.

Several empirical studies were also reviewed which investigated the causative effects ofproducing output

on L2 learning. 'I]he chqpter finally confirmed the importance ofoutput in L2 leaming.

  Chapter 3 dealt with noticing. Attention, consciousness and noticing were first reviewed to elucidate

the relationship between them and then the Noticing Hypothesis was reviewed. After revievving the

(xiticism against the hypothesis, the chapter confimied the validity of the hypothesis. It was finally

asserted (hat L2 Iearr}ing is mainly driven by what leamers pay attention to and notice in target language

('II.) input Chapter 4 presented a hypothetical way which shows how producing output and noticing

triggered by producing output bring about deshable IL development. Then theoretical support for the

output-input activity was offered. Finally, six research questions were offered, which in turn formulated

six hypotheses. Chapter 5 made a report ofthe three experimenta1 studies which had been conducted to
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test the six hypotheses formulated in Chapter 4. Each study employed a diEferent kmd of oimput task and

target linguistic forms.

  Based on the results ofthe three studies, Chapter 6 answered the six research questions (see Table

6.2 for details). It is generally agreed that leaming with subjective awareness has a major role to play wheri

adult learners learn an L2 (Robinson, 2002; Skehan, 2002). The results ofthe three studies smpport this. It

can be concluded that L2 learriers learn what they have noticed and processed for comprehension.

7.1 PedagQgical Significance

This section wil1 review the findings of the present study and discuss the significance of what it has

clarified. [EIhe basic assumption of the present study is that IL development does not take plaoe in a

vacuum - it has to be stirnulated by a conoern, on the learrier's pan for forrnal elements oflanguage. IfL2

leamers are concerned with the form ofthe language which they are using sensitivity toward a form is

heightened dimiig output and the relevant form in model input attracts their attention.

  rlhe output-input activity provides L2 learTiers with the following opportunities: (1) Paying close

attention to language itseif and (2) Making use oftheir currently held knowledge for production and for

the processing of form in input for comprehertsion. It encourages learners to restructure their IIL system

actively and seems to be an activity suitable for Iearners with high proficiency. "I he tliree studies basically

offc red evidence to support this. The Upper group participants showod more learning than the Lower

group participants through the otuput-input activity. [[lhere were quite a few cases where the Lower group

participants were not able to Irrocess noticed forms because of their limited linguistic resources. No

learning activity, includmg the output-input activity, can be a panacea for all L2 learners. ln employing the

output-iirput activity in class, teachers should take the proficiency level oftheir learners into consideration

and choose an output task which encourages them to use less familiar expressions and encode meaning

which their cunently held 1inguistic knowledge is not enough to realize linguistically. If the above

conditions are fuhilled, the output-input activity contEributes to IL development in several ways.
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7.1.1 Lecus of the Output-input Activity

'Ilhe Output Hypothesis claims that producing output leads L2 leamers to incorporate certain aspects ofthe

TL which they cannot incorporate through comprehension. As discussed in 6.1.1, the output-input activity

helps L2 learners improve their command ofthe TI. in two ways. Ftw it helps L2 learriers gain cont ol of

grammatical forTns which they cannot use correclly. Second, it helps L2 learriers estal)1ish a new

assoclatlve connectlon.

  The participants of the tlrree studies incorporated grammatical forms, lexical collocations and

grammatical co11ocations through the output--inpnt activity While the first is concemed with the rules of

the TL, the 1atter two are concerned with how a lexical item should be used in a sentence. Although some

lmguists (for example, Barlow & Kernmer, 2000; Bybee & Hopper, 2001; Langacker, 2000) consider that

there is not a sliarp distinction between the rules and how a lexical item should be used in a sentence, each

ofthem wil1 be discussed separately for the sake ofconvenience.

7.1.1.1 Gaining Better Control ofGraminatical Fomis of the TL

In Study 3 (soe 5.4 for details), four grammatical forms were ernployed as the target lmguisdc fomis. The

selected grarmnatical forms were: 'Ihe hypothetical past perfeedve, the relative pronoun, the

inanirnabe subject and the compaxison. Although the participants were not majoring in Engkslt the

length oftheir EngliSh learning was at least almost seven years. As the four grammatical rules are taught at

high schoo1 in Japan, it is not 1ikely that the participants did not have any knowledge on thern. Their

commcnts on the relevant fomis in input suggested that they had learned the fomis before. Nevertlieless,

there were quite a few erroneous expressions in their Ouftput 1. When they noticed the relevant fomis in

input, however, they incorporated approximately 600/e successfu11y in the posttest. .It was concluded that

the otuput-input activity 1ed the participants to be more accurate in using the four grammatical forrns in

question awanaka, 2008b).

  This section will discuss the issue in more detail and coniimt the significaiice of the conclusion,
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refetring to SkiII Aequisition rllheory. It aocounts for how pec}ple progress in learning a variety of skills

from initial learning to advanced proficiency (DeKeyser, 2007b). Researchers have generally positeci three

stages of developments. For example, Anderson (1982, 1993) calls the three stages "declarative,"

"prooe(lural" and "automatic" and Byme (1986) calls them `Preseritatio4" `Vractice" and `lproduction."

[Ihe nature ofknowledge and its use are quite different betwoen these three stages.

  Initially, learners aequire a bit ofknowledge on a sldll without even trying to use it. NextB they act

on this knowledge and turn it into a behavior. ln more technical temis, this is the stage of tuming

declarative knowledge into procedural knowledge. Declarative knowledge followed by deliberate practice

leads to inc reasingly robust knowledge. Ifthe relevant declarative knowledge is available and drawn on to

perform the target behavior, L2 learners can turn declarative knowledge into procedural knowledge after

just a few trials (DeKeyser, 1997). For proce(lural knowledge to be automated, a large amount ofpractice

is recluired. Practice leads to gradual aiitomatization ofknowledge.

  It should be stressed here that proceduralization cannot get sturted if the right conditions for

proceduralization are not present. rlhe declarative knowledge which the task at hand requires is the first

prerequisite. The second prerequisite is a situation which ailows for use ofthat declarative knowledge. lf

the two prerequisites are fu1filled, L2 learners can turn declarative knowledge into procedura1 knowledge.

In relation to tl}is, Anderson, Fincham and Douglass (1997) show that the combination of abstract rules

and conerete examples is necessary to get learners past the declarative threshold into proceduralization.

Abstract ru1es and concrete examples can be regarded as components ofdeclarative knowledge.

  'Ilhe output-input activity proposed in the present study is considered to set up a situation which

allows for making use of declarative knowledge. Making access to declarative knowledge is a prooess of

retrieving pieces of information from memory to assemble them and requires considerable time. When the

participants were engaged in Output 1, they were allowed to make use oftheir currently held knowledge

on the "II. without time pressure.

  'IIhe output•binput activity also offers concrete examples by providing relevant input imrriediately
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after output. To quote Schmidt (2001) again, learners are 1ikely to notice "elements ofthe sui face structure

ofutterances in the input - instances of language, rather than any al)stract rules or principles ofwhich such

instances may be exemplars" lp.5) in input. It is impessible to tell how much knowledge the participants

in Study 3 had on the rules ofthe target grammatical forms. To avoid offtmg an opportunity to learn the

target grammatical fomis before the experimeng the participants' initial knowledge on them was not

measured. Chances are that the participants with high proficiency were more likely to know the abstract

rules ofthe turget gramrriatical forms than the participants with low proficiericy.

  In spite ofthe fact that the four grammatical forms are taught at high schco1, the panicipants' OLmput

1 had a lot of erroneous exptessions. When they noticed a form in the relevant inputl however, as

meritioned before, they incorporated approxirnately 600/o of the noticed forTns and were able to use the

gramrriatical forms in question aocurately in the posttest. The general tendency was that the Upper group

participants incorporated more linguistic fomis than the Middle and Lower group participants. A plausible

explanation is that the output-inpiJt aetivity served as an opportunity for the participants with the abstTact

rules ofthe grammatical forms in question to move from a declarative stage to a procedum1 stage. On the

other hanq however, the activity did not serve as the opportunity for the participants without the rules. The

dilference is shown in Figure 7. 1 .

intendedmeanin

               J e Cmmtlyheldlinguisticknowledge

             pm
               i <- RelevantirrpiJt

            [EillllEE]

+Abst

+ Proceduralization - Proceduralization

Figure 7, 1 Aprocess ofproceduralization
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As DeKcyser (2007b) has stated, "Automatization requires procedural knowledge. Procedumlization

requires declarative knowledge and slow deliberate practice. [[he acquisition of declarative knowledge of

a kind that can be proceduralized requires thejudicious use ofru1es and examples" tp.1O". What should

be emphasized is these stages cannot be sldpped or reversed. Ifthis fact is ignored, L2 learners cannot

develop the al )ility to use the TL. This explains why direct instruction ofgrammatical rules out ofcontext

has not been successfu1. I.earning grammatical forms is a slow and gradual process of making the

knowledge robust and fine-tuned.

   Whether producing output is usefu1 in L2 learning or not seerns to be a fiuitless debate. There is

eviderice that having learriers prodnce language has an effect on L2 leaming and there is also evidence

that it does not What should be noted is that producing omput plays little role in bringing about the

qualitative change ofleamers' IL system unless the output practioe is slow and deliberate. in Izumi (2002),

producing outpnt conuibuted to leaming because a text-reconstruction task was ernployed as an output

task. ln VatiPatten and Cadierno (1993eg 1993b), on the other hand producing output did not connibute to

leaming. The priniary reason is that a drll1 was used as output practice. While a text-reconstruction task

requires learners to pay attention to both meaning and form, a drill is rather a mechanical activity and does

not recluire leamers to think about language deliberately.

   1 he oimput-input activity is considered to be "slow deliberate practice" which is 1ikely to bring

about the procedura1ization of declarative knowledge. Many JEtpanese learners of English have difiiculty

moving from an initial state, where turget forms are not known at all, to an end-state, where they have

some command of the system of the 'IIL and some capacity to use that system for production. 'Ihe

panicipants ofthe throe studies are typical Japanese learners of EngliSh in that sense. The participants of

the three studies reported in Chapter 5 are undergraduate students. Although they are not English majors,

they have been studying English for more than six years. They had a substantial amount ofknowledge on

English. Most ofthem, however, were not able to use the four grammatical forms correctly. in the posttests

their perforrnance was improved. 'Ihat the participants were able to use the target grammatical forms in
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the posttest can be regarded as an indication that the panicipants procedularized their declarative

knowledge.

7.1.1.2 Learning of Lemma informatien

Through the oimput-inpnt activity, the participants incorporated grammatical collocations and lexical

collocations. Both are concerned with how a lexical itcm should be used in a sentence. 'rhis means that the

output-irrput activity encourages L2 learners to aequire lernma inforrnation ofa lexical item. A lexical item

is a complex eritity Each lexical item has its semantic, syntactic, morphological and phonological

inforrnation. 'IIhe terrn lemma inform'on (for shortl lernma) is used to refer to a lexical item's semantic,

syntactic and morphological informatio4 that is, nonphonological information ofa lexical item. People's

lemma information is declarative knowlodge, which is stored in their menta1 lexicon (Levelg 1989).

  wneri people produce output, they retrieve a lexical item to rmh their intended meaning. 'Ihey

then access the 1enima information ofthe retrieved lexical item. The lemma information teks thern how

the retrieved lexical itcm combines with other lexical items. rlhe availabMty ofthe lernma infomiation

enables them to encode their intended meaning into a sentence. Once the qppropriate lemmas have been

selected, they are combined into a well-formed sentence. Ihis process is known as grammatical ericoding

                        'which constitutes one ofthe two components ofthe Formulator (soe 2.3 for further details). Ifthe lemma

information ofa selected lexical item is not available, however, peQple cannot construct the framework of

their utterance.

  in leaming a lexical itm, most L2 learners are 1ikely to check its meaning in their tirst language

(L1) iirst. When they meet a lexical item for the first time, many ofthem try to know what the lexical item

means in their Ll. While the knowledge is enough for them to decode the meaning of inputs it is not

enough for them to encode their intended meaning.

  According to Schmitt (1997), L2 learners use dictionaries for two broad purposes. One is to find out

the meaning of a lexical item whose meaning they do not know and the other is to consolidate their
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knowledge on a lexical item. Understanding how a lexical itum is used belongs to the latter. While the

former is considered as one of discovery strategies, the latter is considered as one of consolidation

strategres.

  The close analysis ofthe participants' Omput 1 in the throe experirnental stutdies indicates that many

Japanese learners ofEngliSh do not use their dictionaries to get information on how a lexical item can be

used in a sentence. Erroneous expressions were abundant in their Output 1. This may be partly because

many Japanese learners of ]ingliSh prefer bilingual dictionaries to monolingual dictionaries and use

dictionaries primarily to find out the meaning ofa lexical itmi (Baxter, 1980; Schmieq 199D. Ifthey use

dictionaries for that purpose, they cannot learn lerrima information ofa lexical item. Ifthe information is

not stored in their memory in the first plane, trying to access lemnia information ofa selected lexical item

does not help at ail.

  It should be stressed here that the participants ofthe throe studies were undergraduate students and

were rather successfu1 learriers of EngliSh given their roEIC scores. 'Ihey basically understood the

impoitance of leaming English and were strongly motivated to study it StilL they had difiiculty in

producing omput correctly.

  rllhe output-input activity can be a promising activity to solve this problern. As discussed in 6.1.1,

the activity encouraged the participants to replace their erroneous lmguistic realization with ks target

1inguistic rea1ization. The activity drew the participants' attention to how a lexical item should be used in a

sentenoe and what lexical items it should combine with. It is 1ikely that the activity can draw learners'

attention to 1inguistic aspects which otherwise they would not pay atmtion to.

  As discussed in Chapter 1, advanced learners rely on lexicalized chunks oflanguage which function

as wholes and thereby ease processing demands since they aie reuieved wnhoat internal analysis or

construction (Foster, 2001). The output-input activity prompts L2 learners to notice the co-occurrerice

relation of lexical items. If the incorporated 1inguistic forms are practiced enough, they will be used as

lexicalized chunks. By incorporating grammatical collocations and lexical coIlocations into their IL
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system, L2 learners would greatly improve their al)ility to produce the "IIL.

7.2 A Desirable Output Activity

Most L2 teachers are likely to believe that output practice is crucial for developing L2 proficiency

OvlumoL 2oo7). OtitpuEt practice provides L2 learriers with opportunities to access their knowledge on the

'II. for production. As a resulg they will be able to enhanoe fluency in the 'IL. Although it is an important

function of output practice, using aiready-learne(l linguistic forrns repeatedly does not connibute to the

qualitative change oftheir IL system.

  A(Svancod learners usually have developed high levels of strategic competence (Canale & Swain,

1980; Tarone, 1981), and as a resulg the growih of their IL system slows down if deliberate attempts are

not made to draw their attention to how they are realizing their intended messages 1ingtiistically (Swain,

1988, 1993). 'Iheir IL system may have fossilized expressions which do not conform to grammatical rules

ofthe TL. lfL2 teachers want to employ ompiJt practioe to combat such fossilizatio4 just speaking and

writing are not enough (Swain, 1993). As mentioned above, output practice contributes to II. development

ifthe practice affects cognitive processes such as noticing hypothesis testing, metalinguistic refiection and

syntactic processing. It is necessary for L2 teachers to take this into consideration in implernenting an

output activity in class.

  One prevalent omput activity in Japan is to ask learriers to translate Japanese into Engksh. Taking

the participants' familiarity with the activity into consideration, Study 1 employed the transladon task.

Although it may be a popular activity, it is not a deshable output activity in that it is less likely to lead

learners to think al)out how a lexical item should be used.

  ln Study 1, the participants wrote down how they would encode the requested meaning when they

looked at the Japanese sentences (see 5.2.4.3). The detailed analysis of their reports of noticing a hole

indicates that the most prevalent cognitive activity during the trar}slation task is manipulation of meaning

(see Takatsuk& 1999, for further details of manipulation of meaning). Typical examples are:
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"MigarzvairyokostLru means nimotsnvomotteinai"' and "Kaimeiszo'u means ain'rcrkanisurn." These

comnients qualify as evidence that they manipulated the original meaning so that they could encode the

requested meaning. Although manipulation of meaning is a good strategy in that it prevents a tmdown

in communication and keeps the communication going, resorting to that strategy excessively prevents L2

leamers from developing their IL system steadily.

  'Ihe effects ofproducing output on ll. development can be maximized ifan output activity provides

learners vvith opportunities to reflect on how a lexical item should be used. wnen L2 teachers implement

an output activity in class, they need to connive a task which prompts learners to do so. ln other words, an

output task which leads learners to retrieve lemma information ofa lexical item is desirable. (Iine ofthe

promising candidates is a technique ealled guided sumarizing which was proposed by Muranoi (2000b).

The technique is considered to contribute to enhancing learners' accuracy in the use ofrelatively complex

grammatical forrns (MuranoL 2002).

7.2.1 The Output-Input Activity wrth Guided Summarizing

It is necessary to be carefu1 not to assume that output practice can be usefu1 for any leamer with any

linguistic form under any condhion. Whether output practice leads to II. developmerit heavily deperids on

various factors, includmg learners' psycholinguistic readiness and linguistic features ofthe target form.

(ine way of helping learners manage the cognitive load of sirnultaneous processing is to give learners

more time to plan their production.

  'Ihe instructional treatment which wil1 be proposed here is called the output-input activity with

guided sumn}arizing. in tliis treatrneng L2 learriers are directed to reproduce the story of a text that they

have comprehended through reading. Then they are provided with relevant input

  Compared with autonomous summarizing in which learners summarize a passage in their own way,

guided summarizing is capable of leading learners to use specific lexical items. By directing leamers to

use spechic lexical items, it indirectly guides them to use relevant grarnmatical fomis. It is considered to
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be a focus-on-form treatmerit (see 3.5 for further details of focus on form). If the technique is combined

with the output-•inpiJt activity, steady development of learTiers' IL system will be brought ahout How they

can be combined as one activity will be explained in the next part. '

7.2.2 Procedure of the Output-input Activity With Guided Summarizing

rlhe prooedure ofthe output-input activity with guided summarizing consists offour stages.

Stage 1. Learners are provided with a passage and are engaged in comprehension activities such as

   truvfalse questions and sight translation.

Stage 2. Following the directions, learners recx)nstruct the passage they have comprehended in a written

   mode. [lhe lexical items in the directions are arranged to lead leamers to think about how they

   are used in a sentence. 'Ihat is, leamers are moved to a syntactic mode.

Stage 3. Learners are provided with relevarit input. They compare their reconstructed text with the relevarit

   inptiL

Stage 4. Learners vvrite dovvn what they have noticed in comparing thern.

At Stage 1, leamers comprehend a passage (see Appendix D for a sample). Teachers' role is to facilitate

their understanding by answering questions and explaining difEicult linguistic fomis.

  At Stage 2, they summarize the passage by following the directions (see Appendix E for a sample).

As they have to use certain spechied lexical items, they are 1ed to think about language. 'lhey reflect on

how the specdied lexical items can be satisfied in a sentence.

  At Stage 3, they are provided with relevant inpug or the model summary (see Appendix F for a

sample). It is assumed that thcy compare their own linguistic realization with the relevant inputi which

bririgs about a cognitive comparison.

  At Stage 4, they vvrite down what they have noticed in comparing their sumrriary and the model
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summary. That is, they extemalize what they have noticed.

  Although further reseairch remains to be done to clarify how the omput-input activity with guided

summarizing contributes to L2 learning it is quite promising given the resuks of the studies which have

clarified how focus-on-form activities contribute to L2 leaming (see 3.5.4 for further details). It should

also be noted that the activity leads learners to be involved in "languaging" which is considered to

conuibute to IL development (Swain, 2006).

7.3 Liinitations

Producing the 'IIL prompts L2 learners to move from the semantic and strategic processing to the syntactic

and complete processing. 'Ihe results ofthe Irresent study basically argue for positive and important roles

ofproducing output and noticing t iggered by producing output to play in L2 leaming. The output-input

activity provides learners with opportunities to notice a hole in their IL system, notice a form in relevant

inpug notice the gap betMreen their IL form and TL form and reflect on the differerice betweeri them. As a

resulg learners stretch their ilL system. (]in the other hana however, the present study has several

drawbacks which should be improved by further research.

  'Ihe first drawback is that the present study has not dealt with how producing output and noticing

triggered by producing output conuibute to the restructuring of leamers' IL system over the long term.

Wlien the participants used a 1inguistic form correctly in the posttesL it was judged that they incorporated

the 1inguistic form. Although this can be used as an indication that leamir}g has occurred, one may also

argue that the form was temporarily retained at a conscious level but not fully integrated yet and that

learners may cease to use the teniporarily retained form afier some time. It is clear that exposure to

reIevant input once is not enough for learners to learn a new 1inguistic fomi and that rQpetition is a crucial

factor in learr}ing an L2. Given the limited amount of treatment the participants received in the three

experirnenta1 studies, the results shed no light on the long-term effects ofproducing output and noticing

uiggered by producing output on learners' IL development, All the author can say with certainty is that the
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output-imput activity contributes to L2 learning in its own way and help Iearriers retain the noticed

linguistic foims for a certain period oftime.

  The second drawback is concerned with the independent variable which was ernployed for the three

experimental studies. As explained in 5.1 .1, the participants' proficiency in the 'IIL was ernployed as the

variable. As discussed in 6.1.6, the participants' proficiency in the rlL is not good enougli to explain their

ability to notice a form in input,

  The third drawback is related to the second drawback partially. As the participants' proficiency in

the 'II. was employed as the variable, there is no knowing how much knowledge each participant had on

the target linguistic forms employed in the three studies. Conoeming the incorpomion oflinguistic forrns

in the posttests two interpretations are pessible: (1) rllhe participants incorporated new linguistic fomis

through the output-input activity and (2) [[he participants' prior knowledge on target linguistic fomis was

activated through the output-input activity and they used them correctly in the posttest. It should be

admitted that the results ofthe present study cannot make a clear distinction between them.

  The fourth drawback is concerned with the methodology of the present study. in the three

experimental studies, the participants were asked to write down what they had noticed in 1ookng at

relevant input 'Ihis means that they were giveri an opportunity to verbalize, or externalize, their imer

thoughts. Ihis should be regarded as an opportunity for leaming. Writing down what they had noticed also

conuibuted to the incorporation of linguistic forTns along with producing output and noticing uiggered by

producing output.

  rllhe fifih drawback is concerned with the gerieralizability of the present study. The participants of

the three studies were undergraduate students and were rather successfu1 leamers of English. Although

they had difi}culty in producing outpug it seerned they had al)undant knowledge on the 'II.. Even the

participants belonging to the Lower group in the three studies were not at a beginning stage oflearning. As

Yamaoka (2006) states, L2 learners at a beginning stage `heed to intensively experience exemplars ofthe

target language usage" tp.5). The results of the prwsent study cannot be generalizable to leamers whose
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1inguistic resources are limited such asjunior high schoo1 students.

  'Ilhe last drawback is concemed with internally primed noticing a fomi and extcmally prirned

noticing a fomi (see 6.1.4 for funher details). Nthough it is certain that they both exist theoretically as

shown in Figure 6.2, the data which was co11ectccl does not serve the purpose of making a sharp

distinction between internally ptmod noticing a fomi and extcmally primed noticing a form. When how

noticing a form conuibuted to the incorporation of 1inguistic fomis was discussed in 6.1.2, the author was

not able to make a distinction between thern. It is 1ikely that their re1ative impacts on the incorporation of

1inguistic fomis may be different.

7.4 Future Studies

As discussed in 2.4.1, considerable research effort was devoted to the study of input and output was

regarded as a consequence ofleaming in the early 1980s. Although quite a few researchers now agree that

producing output constitutes part ofthe process of L2 learning arid contributes to L2 leaming in its own

way, furtlier research is still needed to elucidate how producing output conuibLncs to IL development.

Studies investigating the roles ofnoticing to play in L2 leaming are also neoessary.

  Firsg longitudinal studies which investigate whether producing output actually contributes to IL

development are necessary. Although the ptesent study has not dealt with long-terTn effects ofptoducing

output and noticing triggered by producing output on IL developmeng it is an issue of great interest and

importance whether the effects of producing output on the incorporation of linguistic forms Iast for a

certain period oftime.

  Second future studies should address the issue of learner characteristics. The results of the throe

studies reviewed in Chapter 5 have suggested that learners with high proficiency in the TL benefit more

from the output-input activity than learners with low proficiertcy in the 'II.. For learners to l)enefit fiom

producing outputs they need to have certain amount of knowledge on the TL. The threShold 1eyel of

English proficiency required to benefit from producing output should be clarified by future studies.
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  'Ilrird, experimental studies are necessary to clarify desirable output activities. Output practice can

contribute to the development of learners' IL system if the practice successfuily affects cognitive

prcx )esses such as noticing, hypothesis testing rnetalinguistic reflection and syntactic processing.

  Fourth, future studies should investigate whether the otmput-input activity with guided surmnarizing

that was proposed can be an effective means for Japanese learners of English to develop the abhity to

produce the TL correctly and appropriately. Although it is quite promising theoreticaily, the activity

remains to be evaluated cmphicaky by future studies.

  Fifth, funm studies should clarify relative effects of intcmally ptmed noticing a form and

externally primed noticing a form on the incorporation of 1inguistic forms. Although they were tieated as

one in the present study, they may have different influerices on L2 learning.

  Qne ofthe important purposes ofthe studies on L2 leaming is to clarify how teachers' interverition

would facilitate learriers' IL development. Although some researchers consider (for example, Krashen,

1985; Bruner, 1992) that a good deal ef SLA happens incidentally, the author believes that L2 learners can

develop their IL system eMciently if teachers' intervention matches their psychological readiness. The

author hopes that what the present study has clarified will contribute to the funher development of

research on producing output and noticing and to the improvement of English language education in

JEtpan.
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Appendices

AppendixA: Linguistic Items Used in Study 1

'IIhe underlmed parts were used tojudge whether the participants incorporated the target 1inguistic forrns

or not.

1. New Lexical Items

(1) The storm has gradually abated. ( Zfa) 6 Lpt'71keg } :YASi D v( 2S tc. )

(2) When I came home, my house had been ransacked by burglars.

                   (xveJpts6t. xth}'xeagutvav:rt,.6sn<vNtc.)

(3 ) Her arms were mutilated in the accident (SCgE#(DwtVtk$ikftv<f't)/ PEE 8 2"vtc. )

(4) 'Ihe studies elucidate eanh environment issues scientifically.

                 (il-(DWt]Vl]tl!IPmaFmSwaErilt)li':'ii=}`ts}:2fie!Etz!-!"fiALv(Vi6.)

2. Familiar Forms with New Meanings

(1) I always !!ayej-!lg!!t whenever I go abroad. (*A}l]t?IEPLMi < EL * }ikV N')v(F)6;}'#V:cati-tlt6. )

(2)Iampat arttm ataconveniencestore. (JFAVik i>iif'" :V(F711zA7f' }NigL'(VNEIi'9r.)

(3)Tomwpygedggsl!gguygdb tous. (FA};]ElliigfiDv(*AkCi)ecBiJ2"vEr2Ikel"fe.)

(4)It'shardformetopatetmyfather'spmtt . ('>a(Dpmt4S'GtfiiLi Sl5(DV;leeLVN.)

(5) 'Ilhe apple tree is {tlylug. (te (1) V )-' i'(Z) 71<Vtkdl*}21 Lrb >eS -(V N 6. )

(6) IIhere's a good gtl!ymis!!y between us, isn't there? (ilAfc ti) D -(ligtl!EifglrbSV iV N(Z)2a. )

(7) What the teacher said g.t me badly. (5tfila)S D fc t 8 VS. U E" < : tc kk (E!Prb >D fo). )

(8) An old car gg!s gas. (tsV NnlVtkrd'Y Y Yig1&.Lt .)

Appendix B: A Model Passage Used in Study 2

  Kuiashiki is a traditional Edo-period Town. It is located betwoen Okayama and Hiroshima It takes
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about 5 hours by bullet train from Tokyo.

  Firsg I recommend you to go to the traditional area along the canal and look at the old rice

storehouses. Nowadays, the storehouses have been converted into museums and shops. You can take a

1ook around the shops and find some interesting souvenirs.

  Try ke'bi dozgo, a traditional Japanese swoet made ofrice and sugar. It is said that Momotaro, the

hero in a famous old story, took these with him when he went to fight against ogres.

  Seconq you shouldn't miss Ohara Art Museum. Besides western paintings, you can soe beautifu1

Japanese foik art: pottery, textiles, and woodbloek prints made by Japanese artists duimg the 1920s.

  Finally, you should definitely go to a place called Tsumgata for 1unch or dinner. It is near Ivy Square.

It serves only tofu dishes.

Appendix C: Model Sentences Used in Study 3

Ilie under1ined parts were used to judge whetlier the participants incorporated the target 1inguistic fomis

or not.

(1) 'IIhe pgt!!!aj!t ofthe young woman reminded lm gLfthe hqppy hours spent in her company. Not wishng

  to part with the picttire, he told Mona Lisa's husband that it was not finished.

(2) In feudal tmes a man remained what he was born to be. lfhe was a famier or a laborer, he remained a

  farmer or a laborer al1 his life.

(3) A plain person may admire beauty, and a weak pcmson may admire strength, all the more for not

  possessmg lt.

(4) rlhe meeting was very suocessfu1. More than a dozen schools tDok part in the contest I h had

 been there with us then.
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Appendix D: A Sample Passage Used for Reading Comprehension

  The last Wednesday ofApril is International Guide Dog Day. Countries around the world rely on

dogs to guide those wnh visual impaimient. But the way the dogs ate treated differs from country to

country, revealing a lot about the character ofeach nation that uses thern.

  Guide dogs are quite common in Britain, which is the birthplace ofthe Labrador retriever, the most

common t}pe of Seeing Eye dog. There are no laws governing the promotion or training ofthese guide

dogs, however, and there are only about 4,500 of thern in the country. Because people in Britain

traditionally regard dogs as members ofthe family, they are very kmd to Seeing Eye dogs and their users.

  Some 1O,OOO guide dogs are active in the United States, where the rights ofthe users are protected

under the Americans with DjsabMties Act. 'Ihis law places guide dogs in the same category as

whoelchairs and other equipment that is used to help the physically impaired, legally ensuring the rights of

guide dog users.

  There are around 305,OOO visualiy impaired in Japan, but only 948 Seeing Eye dogs were active

here as ofMarch 31, 2004, according to the Japan Guide Dog Association. Most dogs have traditionally

been kept outside in this country, and people am't accustomed to having guide dogs accompany their

users indoors. Legally, though, guide dogs are allowed to go anywhere their users go. ln actual practice,

unforturiately, they are sometimes refused entry in certain shops or vehicles.

  People should become aware that Seeing Eye dogs are not pets. 'Ihey are meant to serve peQple and

have all passed demanding tests after going through a period oftraining. So when you see a Soeing Eye

dog on the stroet or on the train, show the dog and its user your wami understanding. And remember,

don't touch the dogs while they're workng. If the user seems to be in trouble, don't hesitate to speak to

him or her. Your understanding wfl help guide dogs work more effectively.

(Taken ftom Matsuo, H., Chiba, M., & Okazaki, K. (Eds.). (2006). Open your eyes. In H. Mabsuo,

 M. Chiba, & K. Okazaki (Eds.), jR:eadng Focus ofthe MZorld (pp. 28"29). [[bkyo, Japan:

 Sanshusha.)
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Appendix E: Directions for Guided Summaimg

                   (}EHifi]
rEacD#Sfi<}:aEDv<r passage o9,ISCesZrk8 tr'( < ft"8v N. et,twj[ s DcDXagfo>ebreJSttsin."(v N

gl-gT. tLitt3, tsgasVycDlteftSr}*6ecagErfiiTJS(v(fettw-g'6ab>e!:"iscLv(vNg{-37. asxE82i,'(vx6XijEre2f}

-9E {iEfi] Lv(9)it CesZJitSt 8 JtÅ}v( < tt' 8 v N.

1. ag-blrats (1pt)

• ee9:tlt21F POasiet}tkesJ.(1)stg2JklVe2iiolÅ}-(S6D, asVeSD-(?6DJSt(Z)tlftionEeasets6.

• GEMv9-6•nnyh`*tcza:depend,treat

2. agXtva (25()

' "JStg6Dueet:Labradorretnever!kseOJpt!v<Sgb6ecMlllVrk, AJESbJklOilltwigltngE r9'6'lh6?ili

 rerb sN fs V N.

• 'tsEM S' 6 /<' *Xn : there are, governing, these guide do gs

• = S( E (z)eeet : t:MA9 }cJJ<VtkXtw(z)-fi t Jlytts 8 in.< * fe (D -(F, ptpa a) Jvk vkAl l EIJJ]kl t AJ I llij Jkl

  a)(iEJIIjK}LSct L'( t '( %MtJUv(fk) 6.

• ma'Åë6/sa':3tcza : traditionally, are regarded, are knd to

3. ag=-kraag (2JSC)

• -l]SCEOueet : 77( V ig'(FV;]. ,ts10000ut6DAyllijIirtrbS'twVN-CVN6.

• GEMvlh6hq*tcza:working

• =JCE(1)ueet: JZcZ)eqCUaAJllltsJSIigW}7tmaU))ipi7 iNV-V:ISegL-t5'OS6VjkftrbS2E)D, AJlllli]]JSe

 twFg(1)$2ElilJeS t2kptCl ,k D -('`-vi:' 6n-( v N 6.

• {gEJiR '9'6 v"N 2S XN : a Iaw plaeing, in the same category, legally

4. agmpueag (2JS()
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• --Js(Eoeeet: HJ4scve}tkftvtktfithtsccew•v(ffiaion<*fcov<fs, Aft}aAJithJeto}'ko{vaggt

 -vae:itvsvtADv( < gs l t ec)wain,-<v Nfsv i.

• GEJ!ll 'th 6 /N"' tr tcij : kept outdoors, aren't aecustomed to, accompany

• =JSZ E ODma9 : ;e cl)k bt)A] l IlhJ*l}Sfo-JIEJ<$l D tizigec.JK. 6 t t ig M* 62tv6 l t rbS iE) 6.

• {evill'lh6/N"'`*tcN:refusedentry

5. ijwaes (3JSC)

• -JSCB (1)uept : AJI llti]JSt}*bq))t FV(S-il] tLitVNi! ]iglflj?*-g-6t t rbS'tlZNee'(Ssi}b6.

• {iEra-g'6n:S`tsXn:necessaryforus

• =IS( E 6Dueej : Lrk D yS<i?5ilJIEIilV<FAJ 1 llijJlt Ct .El,rb >}ttc Ci, , J< E! {va!llg}CHptrb >V NEIijlj4 (efi L-( < ra' lts V N.

• {Wg'9'6/g'`*tcn:street,train,warmunderstanding

• =-JS( H6Dueet : 7Rrb>vNEIiglge"FrbXSilbinVj"t, iJfSt lij]Y<etl .k Ds")' MIEt9ectw< rz E!thx"<s•*6.

• {gEfilv3-6/<tN*tcn:With,effeedvely

Appendix F: A Model Summary ofAppendix D

  Counuies around the world depend on dogs to guide blmd peQple and each country treats the dogs

in different ways.

  in Britain, which is the birthplace ofthe Labrador retriever, there are no laws goveming the training

ofthese guide dogs. Because dogs are traditionally regarded as members ofthe family, pec}ple in Britain

are very knd to guide dogs and their users.

  ln the United States, about 10,OOO guide dogs are workmg. This country has a law placing guide

dogs in the same category as wheelchajrs and the rights ofthe guide dog users are legaily protected.

  As dogs have traditionally been kept ontdoors in Japan, peQple aren't accustomed to having guide

dogs accompany their users indoors. Because ofthag guide dogs are sometirries refused entry in certain

shops or vehicles.
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    It is necessary for us to understand that guide dogs are not pets. Ifyou see a guide dog on the street

or on the train, please show the dog and its user your warm understanding, wrth your understanding

guide dogs can wotk more effectively.
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